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PREFACE - ............. _ .... -

Early in 1946 the need for an extensive research program on the hydrau

li08 of flaw in culverts was discussed and emphasized by the various members 

of the Committee on Surface Drainage of Highways of the National Highway Re

search Board, especially by the Chairman, Mr. Carl F. Izzard, Senior Highway 

Engineer of the U. S. Public Roads Administration, and Mr. Arthur W. Verharen, 

Assistant Administrative Engineer of the Minnesota Department of Highways. 

As an outgrowth of this discussion, such a researoh program was inaugurated, 

to be oarried out by the research staff of the st. Anthony Falls Hydraulio 

Laboratory under the general supervision of Dr. LoreQz G. Straub, Director, 

and under the joint sponsorship of the Minnesota Department of Highways and 

the U. S. Public Roads Administration. 

The first stage in the investigation was an exhaustive survey of all pre

vious literature bearing upon the subject, together with a detailed and criti

cal summary and evaluation of the present knowledge of the subject. This 

paper represents the report on the completion of this stage of the project. 

The report is intended to codify the existing knowledge of culvert design and 

more particularly to serve as a basis for research needed to provide a more 
satisfactory standard for culvert design. 

Searching the literature and oompiling the bibliographies and abstraots 

was carried out by Mr. Curtis L. Larson, Researoh Fellow, who also did most 

of the work on Part III of the Summary and Analysis. The report was oompleted 

by Mr. Henry M. Morris, Instruotor in Civil Engineering. Mr. F. W. Blaisdell, 

Hydraulic Engineer of the Soil Conservation Service, Mr. C. E. B01fers, Research 

Fellow at tq.e st. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory, Mr. John F. Ripken, 

Associa.te Professor of Hydraulios, and Mr. C. F. Izzard reviewed the manuscript 

and made helpful critioisms. Lois E. Fosburgh edited and prepared the ma.nu~ 

script for publioation. 
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SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF LITERATURE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With modern tendenoies and developments in highway design, construction 
of culverts for cross drainage of storm runoff represents an ever-increasing 
item of expense. As wider highways have been built, culvert lengths have been 
correspondingly increased. In addition to inoreased lane width requirements J 

multiple-lane super-highways are beeoming more and more prevalent. Further

more, allowable ourvatures and grades have been reduoed, both of whioh tend 

to inorease culvert lengths by increasing 'fill heights. For every inorease 
of one foot in fill height, culverts are lengthened several feet. 

In early highway construotion, lack of hydraulic design of culverts was 

common and was probably justified.· The shorter oulverts then in use contri
buted only a relatively small amount to the total cost of a highway. In ad

dition, an aoourate hydraulic design was not warranted by the meager hydrolo
gic data available. Hydrologic reoords and methods are now muoh improved and 

in many looalities fairly accurate predictions of runoff magnitudes and fre

quencies are possible. Furthermore, even though an adequate hydraulio design 
may not always reduce initial oost, it will likely reduoe maintenanoe costs 
considerably by eliminating trouble-making designs. 

Although it is becoming inoreasingly evident that hydraulic design of 
oulverts is eoonomically justified, the knowledge of oulvert hydraulics is 
still far from adequate. In spite of the f~ct that very oomprehensive tests 

were conduoted at the University of Iowa in 1922 to 1924 [117J*, the limit ot 
field oondi tions applicable to these test rasul ts is rather circumsoribed. 
In 1942, Mavis [62J studied the behavior of culvert modele in transitional 
stages between full and part-full oondi tions as influenoed by variations in 

tailwater and headwater levels. However, neithe~ of these experimental pro

grams inoluded tests of oulverts in defined approach ohannels, for which the 
oul vert entranoe aots as a transition rather than an entranoe from a rela .... 
tively quiesc~nt pool. There are many other culvert hydraulic problema that 

are not yet satisfaotorily solved. In the present study, it was desired to 

*Number. in brackets refer to the corresponding numbers in the Annotated Bib- " 

liographies, pp. 81 to 102. 
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. 
analyze the extant 11 terature bearing upon these problems and to summarize the 

present state of knowledge on the sub,ject. Since many problems concerning 

flow in culverts have counterparts in other branches of hydraulic application, 

it was apparent that an intensive search of all hydraulio literature Was needed 

to locate all information of value to the study. The Abstract and the Anno

tated Bibliography sections of this report contain brief summaries of all the 

references which were selected as being of potential value or of interest in 

a detailed study of flow in culverts. This summary will attempt to accomplish 

the following purposes: 

1. To develop a olear picture of the problems involved 

in flow in culverts and of the condi tiona under which 

each problem :ts usually found. 

2. To determine the extent to which these problems have 

been satisfactorily solved. 

3. To point out the problems which remain unsolved, and 

to indicate possible solutions as suggestions for fur

ther experiment. 

Since this study is preliminary to a laboratory investigation, consi

deration should be given to all factors which indicate a possibility of in

fluencing flow in culverts to a greater degree than that of normal experimental 

error. Some of these factors may be negligible in terms of field conditiOns, 

and some may even prove negligible in terms of laboratory accuracy. It is, 

nevertheless, believed valuable to consider all such factors in this summary 
and analysis. 

II. TYPES OF FLOW IN CULVERTS 

In a detailed dis eU8sion of flow in culverts , operating condi yions, whi oh 

may vary widely, should be olearly specified. Although actual oulvert oondi

tions in the field are not easily cla~sified, for the purpose!! of this report 

they will be grouped according to the general hydraulic treatment required, 

as follows: 

1. Full culverts in undefined channels 

2. Full culverts in defined channels 

3. Part-full culverts 

Each of 'these will be discussed in a separate section of the summary. These 
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main classes oan be subdivided, but further olassifioation will be deferred 

until detailed discussion in the following seotions. 

The distinction between defined and undefined channels i8 primarily based 

on the relative magnitudes of channel velocity and culvert velocity, or more 

specifically, on the relative magnitudes of the corresponding velocity heads. 

If the velocity head of the approach flow is negligible in relation to the 

culvert velocity head, the channel will be considered undefined, and if not 

negligible, the channel will be considered defined. Thus the division line 

depends on the degree of accuracy desired or the degree of acouraoy possible 

(whichever is the higher) 1 and is obviously somewhat arbitrary. Generally, 

the division between defined and undefined channels, as given above, corres

ponds to the oriterion of whether or not a headwater pool, of elevation ap

preciably greater than that of the inlet crown, is formed as, the flow enters 

the culvert. Although the division, according to this definition, depends 
, 

mainly on the cross section and slope of the channel, culvert characteristics 

may alBo influence the classification. For instance, a culvert of limited 

oapaoity might cause the approach flow, though restricted to a defined chan

nel, to forn a headwater pool, which result~ in ~onditionB equivalent to those 

of an undefined approach. 

The faotors which combine to determine whether a oulvert will flow full 

or part full inolude all the design variaplea, Under some condittonQ, th~ 

slope and roughness of the culvert may be the determining tactQrl3. A eulvelrt 

designed to flow full may flow part full at dj,.~charge6 appreo~ably $me.ller 

than the design discharge. In eome cases, the torm ot the Qulvert entranQ~ 

may prevent it from flowing iull. Aleo, if the inl,t or the entire Qulv,rt 

is ~et at too high an eleVation, it m$y never be able to run fPA1. Probably 

the most important faotor, however, is the char'Qter Q! the outl~t ohannel. 

By test$ at PennsylVania state College, Mavis [62J ,hawed that v,riationa in 

tailwater level can cauae a given oulvert with a oonatant di.scharge to oper"to 

either full or part full, partially $ubmerged OJ' fully ISubmerged, or w1,.th out .. 

fall free, all with the Bame disoharge. In tho Qrdinary case, the t.ilwater 

level will be a funotion of the discharge and outle1? ohannel charaoteristios. 

However, where a highway runs parallel to a nearby st~eam, tributa~ water

cou.reas intersecting the highway are often affeoted 'by backwater from the 

stream. At such oulvert sites, the stage of the larger I9tream may be the pri ... 

mary factor. 
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III. FULL CULVERTS IN UNDEFINED CHANNELS 

A. Separating Losses 

Of the three general claeses of culverts defined in this report, the full 

culvert in an undefined watercourse is the easiest to analyze. The extensive 

tests of Yarnell, Nagler, and Woodward at Iowa [117] in 1922 to 1924 were con

cerned mainly with this condition of flow. Since the publication of their 

results in 1926, hydraulic design of culverts, if undertaken at all, has usu

ally been done on the basie of these results. Undoubtedly these methods have 

often been applied to culverts where natural submergence is not possible, or 

Where the velocity of approach is of importance. 

On the basis of the large mass of experimental data obtained in the Iowa 

tests of small pipe and box culverts, empirical discharge formulas were de

veloped in terms of net head and culvert dimensions. Although these formulas 

have been widely used for all culvert sizes, Izzard [43] and Keulegan [50] 
have shown that the use of these formulas results in considerable error for 

large oulverts, particularly for oorrugated metal culverts. The Iowa results 

were also presented in terms of indiVidual losses (entrance lOBS, friction 

loss, and outlet 108s), but in this form were not sufficiently consistent to 

warrant confidence. It will be seen that these inconsistenoies oan be attrib

uted to factors not oonsidered in the Iowa tests. 

In attempting to evaluate the head losses in a submerged culvert in an 

undefined channel, the individual losses must be properly separated. Fig. 1 

shows schematically the losses in a culvert of this type, in which the sum of 

the losses is equal to the difference between headwater and tailwater levels, 

!!. If the entrance lip is square or only slightly rounded, the entering water 

oontraots, and in re-expanding to pipe diameter, Buffers a considerable head 

loss, which is charged to the entrance loss, h. Additional head is lost , e 
throughout the length of the culvert as friction loss, hr. At the culvert 

outlet, the kinetic energy of the water is dissipated in turbulent diffusion 

in the tailwater pool, resulting in an outlet loss, ho • Thus, 

(1) 
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In past culvert tests and other hydraulic experiments of this nature, 

the procedure has usually been as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Determine the friction gradient hriL from the average 

slope of the hydraulic gradient and assume this slope 

applicable to the entire length of pipe L. 
, 2 -

Assume outlet lOBS h equal to V /2g, where V is the 
o -

mean velocity in the pipe. 

Compute entrance 1088 he by subtraction of friction 

and outlet 108ses from the total head on the culvert 

(headwater elevation minus tailwater elevation). 

Thus, any errors in the assumptions or in the experimental results are 

reflected in the entrance lOBS, which, consequently, varies too greatly for 

accurate evaluation. Thej:un<iamental error in this prooedure is that the 

analysis is based on the hydraulic gradient rather than on the energy gradient. 

A drop in the hydraulic gradient does not necessarily indicate a corresponding 

lOBS of energy, since the hydraulic gradient is influenced also by kinetic 

energy variations. In fact, the hydraulio gradient may either rise or fall 

in the direction of flow as a result of kinetic energy influence. The anergy 

gradient, however, is influenced by energy losses only, and Berves as a sound 

basis for computing individual losses. To obtain the true energy gradient, 

it is necessary to determine the true kinetic energy at several points and 

add the statio pressure at each point. Use of V2/2g in place of true kinetio 

energy results in an apparent energy gradient as shown in Fig. 1. To avoid 

such bas:l.c errors, therefore, the true energy gradient should be used as the 

basis for analysis of this type of culvert. 

B. Variations in Kinetic Energy 

To make use of the true energy gradient, it will be necessary to deter

mine the variations in kinetic energy that can take place in a culvert. This 

resolves itself to a process of computing values of' the kinetic energy faotor 

~, which is the ratio of true kinetic energy per pound to v2/2g. The lowest 

possible value of 01. is 1.0, which requires perfectly uniform velocity distri

bution. In the vicinity of a square-edged entrance as shown in Fig. 1, a core 

of high velocities causes ex to be relatively high. As the velocity distri

bution gradually changes to a normal turbulent distribution, cXdecreasee and 

at some point downstream reaches a steady value. This final value varies with 

the roughness of the pipe and with the Reynolds number. 
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. 'Irl8tu~ing the literature, no reference was found to studies made for 

the purpose of determining kinetic energy correction factors in the entrance 

region of a conduit. Scattered data on velocity distribution in this region 

or in analagous situations were found, however, and these data can be used 

to compute values of a. In addition, theoretical contraction ratios can be 

used to compute the value of a in the vena contracta., or the section of maxi

mum jet contraction. 

In a purely axial flow, the true rate of kinetic energy in rt-lbs per 

sec is given by 

K.E. = 2~ fA v3 dA (2) 

where v is the velocity in any point of the section of area!, and ~ is the 

unit weight of the fluid. The kinetic energy correction faotor is 

Cl = ii <V->3 dA 0) 

where V is the mean velocity. In a circular conduit, ct can be computed from 

velocity distribution ourves by dividing the section into a number of annular 

rings of equal area. If the number of such rings is ;!::" and the mean velocity 

in each ring is !, the energy factor is 

ct = ( L v3) , or II: 

t (V3) 
(4) 

If a circular section is divided into six equal areas, the radial distances 

to the centroids of these areas will be O.289r, O.500r, O.648r, 0.765r, 0.867r, 

and 0.958r, where! is the radius of the conduit. This procedure will be ap

plied to available data on velocity distribution in order to determine ten
tatively the variation of CJ.. in the vicinity of a square-edged entrance to a 
oiroular oulvert. 

According to Harris [35], a square-edged circular entrance, both theoret

ically and actually, oauses a oontraction of the jet to an area of 0.611 

times the pipe area at the vena oontracta. Sinoe the velocity distribution 

wi thin this contraoted section is essentially uniform, no further information 

is needed to compute the kinetic energy factor at this point. For continuity, 

the velocity in the core m~st be o:tr.r. By Eq. (3), 

a:& 1 § = 2.68 
. 0.611 

which is the kinetic energy factor at the point of maximum contraction. The 
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location of this point is not definitely established, but it is usually con

sidered to be about one-half diameter from the intake face. 

Since no data were available on velocity distribution near a square-edged 

entrance, it was necessary to use data from ana1agous phenomena. One such 

phenomenon is flow in Budden expansions, in which several investigators have 

measured velooity distribution. In a Budden expansion of conduit cross sec

tion, the jet expands gradually in a manner much the same as the contracted 

flow following a conduit entranoe. Thus the initial diameter of a lIIudden ex

pansion can be considered equivalent to the vena contracta of a square-edged 

oonduit entrance. In the oonduit entrance, the pipe diameter is 1/10.611 or 

1.28 times the vena contraota diameter. Therefore, the diameter of the hy

pothetical conduit is 1.28 times the initial diameter of the sudden expansion, 

rather than the second diameter used in the tests, which was variable. Com

putations for ot were based on this equivalent conduit diameter. At sections 

where the measured velocity distribution curves intersected this imaginary 

boundary, the curves were modified by introducing a steep velocity gradient 

near the boundary. Since d. is dimensionless, the computations 'Were made with 

relative units in most cases. 

" The procedure 'Will be illustrated by computing a value of 01. from a veloe-

i ty distribution observed by Kalineke in tests of expansions between pipes 

2.75 and 4.75 inches in. diameter [47J. If 2.75 in. is considered to be a vena 

contracta diameter following a square-edged entrance, the corresponding pipe 

diameter is 1.28 by 2.75 in. or 3.52 in., and the radius !,is 1.76 inche.,. 

Using six equal areas and the method previously outlined, the computations 

for ~ at a point 17 in. trom the Budden expansion are as shown in Table I. 

TABLE I 

SAMPLE COMPUTATION FOR KINETIC ENERGY CORRECTION FACTOR 

Mean y/r y v (from Kalinske) v3 

Al • 289 0.51 in • 3.35 ft/see 37.7 

"'2 • 500 0.88 in • 2.65 it/seo 18.6 

A, • 648 1.14 in • 2.00 it/sec 8.0 

A4 .76~ 1.35 in. 1.70 ft/sec 4.9 

AS .867 1.53 in. 1.45 ft/sec ,.1 

A6 .958 1.69 i~ 1.00 it/seo 1.0 

V = ¥ =2.0) 7).) 



Then, by Eq. (4) 

eX - 73.3 = 1.45 
6 x (2.03)3 

The dista,nce from the beginning of expansion is 

17.0 x D 
.. 3.52 . = 4.8 D 

9 

If the vena contracta is one-half diameter from the intake face, the distance 

from the entrance is 

L = 4.8 D + 0.5 D = 5.3 D 

A total of 17 values of the kinetic energy factors were computed in this 

manner at points varying in location between 0.5 and 15.0 diameters from the 

entrance, based on velocity distributions observed by Kalinske [47J, Kratz 

and Fellows [53J, and Albertson, Da.i, Jensen, and Rouse [lJ. The results of 

these computations are summarized in Table n and plot ted in Fig. 2. The Kratz 

and Fellows data and the first two distributions from Kalinske were measured 

after a sudden expansion. The effective expansion angles in these two cases 
o 0* were found to be 6.0 and 6.8 , which correspond approximately to the most 

efficient diffuser angle found by Gibson [27J. At this rate of expansion, 

the contracted jet re-expands to pipe diameter in about 2.0 diameters, or at 

a point 2.5 diameters from the entrance. 

The remaining four distributions from Kalinske I s tests were taken in a 

7.5°' expansion. In these tests, the stream expanded at the 7.50 angle with 

no evidence of separation. This expansion angle is slightly greater than the 

expansion rate following a sudden expanston, as indicated by the Kratz and 

Fellows data and Kalinske I 8 tests of a sudden expansion. Therefore, the length 

of this expan$ion was adjusted to 2.0 diameters, and the distance to eaoh 

point was adjusted proportionately. The tests of Albertson and others at 

Iowa were made with freely expanding air jets, which also expanded at a uni

form rate, but at an angle of about 160 • The distance to each of the points 

computed from these results was adjusted in the same manner. 

As shown in Fig. 2, the computed values of c( serve to define an approxi

mate relation between c( and Lin in the vicinity of a square-edged entrance. 

The spread of computed points could easily be caused by variations in veloc

ity distribution at the beginning of the expansion, whioh materially affect 

*measured at the intersection of a prolongation of the two walls. 
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TABLE II 

SUMMARY OF COMPUTED KINETIC ENERGY CORRECTION FACTods 

FOR A CIRCULAR CONDUIT NEAR A SQUARE-EDGE ENTRANCE 

Data 
From 

Kalinske 

Kratz and 
Fellolt'S 

Kalinske 

AlbertI on 

Theory 

• 

L'/D 0(.. L"/D LID Notes 

1.99 1.96 1.99 2.49 Tests with oiroular section 

408.3 1.4, 4.8.3 ,.33 and water. Sudden expansion~ 
effeotive 9 = 6.ao,expans1on 
length = 1.8.3 D 

0 2.87 0 0.,0 Tests with square seotion "and 

.78 1.96 0.78 1.28 air. Sudden exp!Wsion, effec-
1.,6 1.64 1.56 2.06 tive 9 = 6.0 J expansion 

2.35 1.,7 2.), 2.85 length • 2.1 D 
3.90 1.40 ).90 4.40 
5,,0 1 • .32 5.50 6.00 
7.04 1.13 7.04 7.54 

1.85 1.54 2.22 2.72 Tests with ciroular section 
.3.)1 1.5) ).96 4.46 and water. 7.50 expansion, 
,.82 1.36 6.97 7.47 expansion length ;: 1.67 D, 

12.1 1.11 14.$0 15.00 corrected to 20 0 D 

.)9 1.86 1.00 1.50 Tests free circular jet 06 

.18 1.6) 2.00 2.50 air. Effective 9 • 16.0, 

1.56 1.)) 4.00 4.50 expansion length .78 D, cor-

3.14 1.21 8.00 8.50 rected to 2.0 D 

0 2.68 0 0.,0 Square-edge entrance 
0 2.12 0 0.50 rID = 0.03 
0 1.70 0 0.50 riD = 0.06 
0 1.29 0 0.,0 rID • 0.10 
0 1.00 0 0"0 rID. 0.14 

D = Diameter of pipe for which eX is being computed 
L' = Distance from vena oontracta 
Ltl = Distance trom vena contracta, with expansion 

rate oorrected 
L ; Distanoe from entranoe faoe • Lit • 0.50 D 

9 = Angle at interseotionol a prolongation ot 
the two side walle 
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the re-expansion process. In an actual entrance, the velocity distribution 

in the vena contracta is essentially uniform, 'Which was the case in all of 

these tests except those of Kalinske. In this connection, it is seen that 

Kalinske 1 s points vary the most and, as would be expected, tend toward higher 

values of ~ than the other results. Inasmuch as the experimental data used 

in these computations were taken under 'Widely varying conditions, the results 

shown in Fig. 2 should be regarded as only approximate, A series of tests 

are evidently needed for the express purpose of establishing the variation of 

c(with LID. In the meantime, it appears that to use this or a similar curve 

would be more logical and more accurate J even if somewhat in error, than to 

disregard kinetic energy variations, thus assuming a universal 01.. value of 

1.00. 

If a conduit entrance is partially rounded or if there is a floor at the 

elevation of the invert, the entering flow contracts somewhat less than in a 

square-edged entrance, and the maximum kinetic' energy factor will be of lesser 

magnitude. Although no velocity distribution data are ava.ilable for partially 

rounded entrances, maximum values of oL resulting from various degrees of 

rounding can be computed on a theoretical basis. If the entrance has an ef

fecti ve radius of rounding equal to !" the diameter of the contracted jet will 

be 

Dc =../0.611 (D + 2r) J for r ~ 0.14n (5) 

since 0.611 is the contraction coefficient for a sharp-edged circular orifice. 

The velocity distribution in this contracted jet can be considered uniform 

and its magnitude can be computed from principles of continuity. Hamilton 

[34) used a similar procedure in computing intake losses caused by various 

degrees of rounding, and obtained excellent agreement with teets. If these 

velocities and areas are used to compute at values in the contracted section 

for several degrees of rounding, the results are as shown in the bottom por

tion of Table II. These values are also plotted in Fig. 2, at a section one

half diameter from the entranoe face. Since a radius of rounding equal to 

. 14 per cent of the pipe diameter produced a value foreX of 1.00, contraction 

was fully suppressed. Hamilton obtained full suppression of intake loss by 

using this radius of rounding. 

Since no velocity distribution d&ta are available for partially rounded 

entrances, the entire curves for these entrances cannot be defined. However, 
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it seems likely that these curves will follow the same general form as the 

curve for a, sharp-edged entrance, and, if so, would be approximately as in

dicated by the dotted curves in Fig. 2. For a well-rounded entrance, the ki

netic energy factor increases slowly from 1.0 to its final value, as indicated 

by results of Nikuradse given by Prandtl and Tietjens [77J. 

A considerable length of pipe is required to develop a constant velocity 

distribution and a constant kinetic energy factor. With the well-rounded en

trance J Nikuradse found that 25 to 40 diameters were required, and both greater 

and smaller lengths have been found by other experimenters. Fig. 2 indicates 

that 0( becomes essentially constant within about 20 diameters of a square

edged entrance. Since the location of any of these curves in this region de

pends on the final value of ex, the lower portions of the curve will be af

fected by variations in roughness. 

Analytical studies of kinetic energy factors in fully established tur

bulent flow have been made by Tupper [108J and by Streeter (104]. In both 

cases, analysis was based on the Karman-Prandtl universal logarithmic veloc

i ty distribution laws. For rough wall pipes, which include both concrete and 

corrugated metal pipe, the energy factor C( was related to the friction fac

tor f. For rough pipes, Streeter derived an equation which can be reduced 

to 

~= 1 + 2.93 f - 1.5, f3/2 (6) 

Both streeter and Tupper plotted their equations for C( over the range of f 

from 0.01 to 0.06, which can be very closely approximated by a straight line 

of the equation, 

a= 1.00, + 2., f (7) 

This approximate equation gives results slightly higher than Eq. (6) for values 

of ! greater than 0.06, but is sufficiently accurate for ordinary use. 

As applied to culverts, Eq. (7) indicates that the final value of ~ may 

vary over an extreme range of 1.04 to 1.20. For concrete pipe of sizes 18 to 

96 in., oomputed values ofd vary from 1.07 to 1.04, respectively. Since the 

Karman-Prandtl velocity distribution laws have been verified experimentally 

for sand-roughened pipes, these equations can be used with confidence for 

concrete pipe. The laws have not yet been verified for corrugated metal pipe, 

BO there is no definite assurance that Eq. (7) is applicable to corrugated 
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pipee Values ofo( indicated by this equation vary from 1.20 to 1.11 for cor

rugated pipe 18 to 96 inches in diameter. An experimental verification or 

disproval of Eqs. (6) and (1) as applied to corrugated pipe would be a very 

worthwhile study. 

For flow in culverts which are not of circular section, kinetic energy 

factors are not necessarily the same as for circular conduits. No such analy

sis was attempted since data on which to base an analysis are even more meager 

than in the case of circular pipes. However, it is evident that kinetic energy 

variations in other sections are similar in form to those in circular pipe, 

but may vary in magnitude. In square and rectangular conduits, it seems likely 

that the kinetic energy factors are slightly larger than in round pipe, as a 

result of the additional areas of low velocity in the corners. 

C. Outlet LOBS 

In a culvert in an undefined channel with the outlet submerged, the ki

netic energy of the flow is dissipated in the tailwater pool. If the culvert 

is of uniform bore, the outlet loss can be expressed as 

h = Cl V2/2 o 0 g 
(8) 

'Where C( is the kinetic energy factor at the outlet end of the pipe. For 
o 

culverts longer than about 20 diameters, c( is determined by pipe roughness 
o 

and diameter, or more specifically by the friction factor !, as discussed in 

the preceding section. For shorter culverts,C( will depend on the shape of 
o 

the entrance and the culvert length, as tentatively set forth in Fig. 2 for 

circular culverts. 

In submerged culverts of uniform bore, outlet loss often is the largest 

head loss, particularly if the culvert is relatively short. Therefore, re

duction of outlet loss, if possible, can be expected to produce a substantial 

j.ncrease in capacity_ If the outlet is completely submerged, the capacity of 

a culvert can be increased by an enclosed, diverging outlet section, which 

reduces the outlet velocity and thereby reduces the amount of kinetic energy 

lost at the outlet. In the Iowa tests [117J, flared outlets were used with 

both pipe and box culverts and were found to produc~ capacity increases up to 

60 per cent. 

In an ideal diverging outlet, the mean velocity is reduced in inverse 

proportion to the change of area. If the ratio of outlet to culvert area is 



A , the kinetic energy lost in an ideal outlet is equal to 
r 

Ideal h = + 
o A 

r 

(9) 

where V is the average velocity in the uniform portion of the culvert. In an 

actual diverging outlet, however, this ideal outlet 108s is increased by the 

fact that a diverging flow results in diffusion losses within the expansion, 

which losses increase with the angle of divergence. Since it is not neces

eary to separate this influence from the "ideal" loss as expressed in Eq. (9), 
to 

the outlet loss in an actual diverging outlet, exclusive of friction loss, 

can be expressed in the form, 

Actual h 
o 

(10) 

where K is an outlet loss coefficient depending on the characteristics of the 
o 

outlet. The head recovery based on the outlet loss as thuB defined in a di-

verging outlet is shown schematicall~ in Fig. 3. 

The outlet lOBS coefficient K depends on the area. ratio A , decreasing o r 
as A increases, as well as on the form and rate of divergence. However, the 

r 
ratio of the actual to the ideal outlet loss coefficient serves 8S a para-

meter which should be independent of the area ratio. This parameter takes 

the form K A 2, and will be used here as a basis for comparing the effecti ve-o r 
ness of outlets of various forms and divergence angles. Since a value of 

unity results from an ideal expansion, values of K A 2 should always be o r 
greater than 1.00. Values approaohing unity indicate an efficient expansion, 

and high values indioate an inefficient expansion. 

Several experimental studies have been made to determine the losses in 

expansions between two pipes of di.fferent sizes. The results of these studies 

are not readily applicable to oulvert outlets, but they do indicate the rela

tive efficiency of various forms and angles of divergence. In these experi

ments, friction lOBS in a diffuser is charged to the diffuser. For a given 

area ratio, the length of a diffuser and the friction loss increase as the 

divergence angle g is decreased. Since diffusion 10s8 increases with Q, the 

sum of the friction and diffusion losses produces a curve with a minimum 1058 

at some angle. With this type of expansion, the kinetic energy is not lost, 

but i8 continued into the discharge pipe, where it undergoes additional trans

formation into potential energy. 
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The most extensive investigation of this type was that of Gibson in about 

1912 [27J. He investigated the flow in model expansions of oiroular, square, 

and rectangular seotions, and expressed the loss as a peroentage of the los. 

in a sudden expansion. His results indioated that for a ciroular expansion, 

a minimum lose is obtained with a divergence angle of about 60 , and for a 

square pipe flaring equally on all sides, minimum 10s8 occurs 'With the same 

divergence angle. When only two sides are flared to form a rectangular out

let section, an angle of 100 to 12° produoes the minimum loss. Several of 

Gibsonls ourves are reproduoed in this report along with the abstraot of hi. 
o paper. These curve. al.o show that divergence angles of.30 or more are little 

or no better than a 1800 expansion. 

Later tests have in general substantiated Gibsonls results. In tests ot 
oiroular expansions flaring at angles of 7.r;", 1,0, 300, and 1800 [4f) ,. Kalin

eke obtained the smallest loss with the 7.,0 expansion. Kalinske also studied 

the nature of the expansion process in deta.il. Tests by Lyon [57J of .. trught 

draft tubes diverging at angles of 60 , 80 , 10°, and 120 indioated greatest 

efficiency with the 80 flaring. In similar tests with air instead of water 

flowing through circular diffusers [76], Peters obtained maximum effioienoy 

with a flare angle of about 60 to 80 • 

Nikuradse conduoted expertments on a rectangular expansion having two 

parallel sides and two adjustable sides [68J. He found that the velooity dis

tribution ourve lost its symmetry when the sidewalls flared at an angle of 
o 0 10 and that baokfiow along one side began at an angle of about 12. The di-

verging section narrowed down the velooity distribution ourve between the 

flaring walls, while the velocity distribution between the parallel walls re

mained almost uniform. Donch obtained similar results in tests with air as 

the fluid [22J. These tests ot Nikuradse and Donoh together;wi th similar 

tests by other German hydraulicians are reviewed by Prandtl and Tietjens [7~. 

Since no friotion 10s8 is included in culvert outlet loss as defined in 
Eq. (10), the minimum 10S8 obtained in these studies of transitional diffusers 

, has no immediate applioation in this definition, except that it does indioate 

that diffusion 1081 is low and that separation has hot begun. Gibson's curves 

show that, the divergenoe angle in eaoh case oan be inoreased several degrees 

with only a small sacrifice in effioiency. Such a sacrifice would undoubtedly 

be justified by a saving in cost resulting from shortening the flared seotion. 

In practice, then, it may be desirable to use ,divergence angles up to 100 tor 

square and ciroular outlets, and angles up to 150 for box culverts with two' 
sides flaring. 
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Data from the Iowa tests [117J on diverging outlets oan be used to oom

pute values of the outlet 1088 coefficient K directly. Tests were made of 
o 

five box culvert outlets with two sides flaring, one with three sides flaring 

and one with a conical outlet. In the Iowa tests and in this analysis, for 

the sake of convenience, friction loss is assumed to occur at the same rate 

as in the uni form portion of the culvert, although it is actually slightly 

less. Included in the data tabulated in Bulletin 1 are values of the head 

recovered in the expansion h. The outlet lOBS is thus simply 
r 

h = L - h (11) 
o 2g r 

and K can be computed by Eq. (10). The values of K and K A 2 oomputed in 
o 0 0 r 

this manner from the Iowa data are included in the first portion of Table III. 

The table numbers gi vel) in the first column indicate the location of the data 

2 
in Iowa Bulletin 1. Values of K A less than 1.00 are caused by the faot 

o r 
that normal friction loss was assumed to take place in the diffuser. In Fig. 

2 
4, values of K A for rectangular flaring are plotted against {1 in degrees. 

o r 
The five plotted points do not adequately define a relation between {1 and 

K A 2, but they do suggest that a relation exists between the two and that 
o r 

K A 2 can be used as a parameter, at least wi thin a limited range of area 
o r 

ratios. If the sinrsle point in the center portion of the graph is in serious 

error, the true relation may be somewhat different than indicated by the curve 

drawn. 

Only one circular expansion was investigated in the Iowa teste. This 

expansion, a vitrified clay increaser, had a divergence angle of 7.60 and 
2 

yielded a value of 1.11 for Ko Ar ' which seems reasonable lIhen compared to 

the rectangular expansions. Tests of circular expansions without discharge 

pipes have also been made by Peters, using air as the medium, but no data on 

friction loss are included in his report [76J. By estimating friction losses 
2 

in corresponding lengths of pipe, values of K and K A have been computed 
o 0 r 

. and are given in Table III. Although friction loss is a emaIl part of the 

total lOBS, the values computed from the Peters data are much higher than the 

single value obtained from the Iowa data. The reasons for this large discre

pancy are not apparent. 

The main objective of the Peters investigation was to determine the ef

feote of inflow conditions on the efficiency of diffusers. The results showed 
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that variations in the velocity distribution caused by changing the approach 

affected efficiency. Since a nearly uniform velooity distribution aids the 

expansion process, short lengths following a rounded entrance resulted in 

slightly higher efficiencies, as shown by the results for 1.80 expansion given 

in Table III. Since a sharp-edged or partially rounded entranoe produoes high 

center velocities, short approach ,lengths following suoh entrances would de-
I 

crease the efficiency of a diverg~ng outlet. 

In designing an outlet expansion for a given culvert location, the flare 

angle and the area ratio should be selected to provide the most economical 

design, The problem then is to reduce the outlet loss to a permissible amount 

in the shortest pOBsib~e expansion, which may require computations with sev

eral combinations of 9 lIJ'ld Ar' If the relation between Ko Ar 2 and 9 is known, 

se~ection of either Q or A permits computation of the other. In general, it 
~. r 

seems that littl~ h to be gained b~ using an area ratio greater than 2.0, 

eince for a given flara angle the o~tlet loss coefficient Ko is proportional 

2 
to l/A '. r 

Certain practioal factors must also be considered in the use of diverging 

outlets. Foremost of these is the necessity for oomplete submergence. If 

the outlet is not submerged, an expansion is of little value. To preclude 

unwarranted expenditures, careful observations should be made to determine 

whether or not the expansion will flow full at design discharge, This will 

depend on the topography near the culvert outlet, the hydraulic characteris

tios of the 'outlet ch4nne~, anq pos$ible backwater effects. 

If outlet submergence can be relied upon, a diverging outlet ie an ex

cellent me~ns of inoreasing culv,rt capacity and thereby deoreasing the oul

vert size required fQr a give~ loo~tion.ln gen~ral~ diVerging outlet~ will 

be of great,st applioation in area~ where little head is availab~e for a cul~ 

v~rt. The CalifQrni~ Hignway Department [llJ h~e found that flared out+etD 

are most useful ~t loqat~ons in broad vi'tlleys where stream g;radiente are l.ow~ 
, 

particularly if the highway embankment is low Ilnd likely to bli) overtopped. 

, At one l.oc~tion in Ce,UfQrnia, A diverging outlet was ul'ed a~ a.n extenB1.on, to 

an exl~ting oulvert wtlioh h4d proved inadequate. In many ca~e, where oulvert 

extensions are neoeQPary to accommodate a wider highway, flared outlet ~eo~ 

tiqne can bBad~'4in plac$ of B$ctiona of the ~ame size, thus ~norea$1ng in

stead of dqcre.~ing QulvQ~t o.paoity. 



Table or 
Fig. No. 

t. 86 

t. 88 

t. 89 

t. 90 

t. 97 

t. 87 

t. 79 

f. 21 

f. 21 

f. 21 

f. 21 

f. 21 

f. 21 

f. 21 

f. 21 

f. 21 

TABLE III 

SUMMARY OF COMPUTED LOSS COEFFICIENTS 

FOR DIVERGING OUTLETS 

Initial A e K K A 2 
Section r 0 o r 

2 x 2 ft 2.00 19.00 .399 1.60 

2 x 2 ft. 1.56 10.10 .391 0.95 

2 x 2 ft 2.00 19.00 .398 1.59 

2 :x 2 ft 2.00 11.40 .235 0.94 

3 x 3 ft 2.00 1)~.2 
0 

.298 1.19 

2 x 2 ft 2.00 10.70 .304 1.22 

18 in. diam. 2.09 7.60 .255 1.11 

70 rom diam. 2.33 5.2 .351 1.91 

70 rom mam. 2.33 7.8 .394 2.14 

70 rom diam. 2.33 8.8 .412 2.24 

70 rom diam. 2.33 11.4 .466 2.53 

70 rom diam. 2.33 14.7 .524 2.84 

70 rom diam. 2.33 28.4 .720 3.91 

70 rom diarn. 2.33 7.8 .38) 2.08 

70 rom diarn. 2.33 7.8 .346 1.88 

10 rom diam. 2.33 7.8 .318 1.72 

* Following well-rounded entrance 

21 

Notes 

2 l!Jides, straight 
flare 

2 sides, straight 
flare 

2 sides, curved 
flare 

2 sides, straight 
flare 

2 sides, straight 
flare 

3 sides, straj.p-ht 
flare 

Conical 

30 diam. * approach 

30 diam. approach 

30 diam. approach 

30 mam. approach 

)0 diam. approach 

30 diaID. approach 

20 diam. approach 

10 diam. approaoh 

.5 diam. approach 
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In many areas, rectangular outlet expansions will be found readily ap

plicable, while circular increasers will not. Flaring the sides of a box cul

vert does not involve a great deal of extra work in oonstruction, and usually 

has no disadvantages from a hydraulic standpoint. In faot, both the outflow 

crose section and effluent velocity are changed to correspond more nearly to 

natural channel (londi tiona. In Ii circular expansion, a greater depth of tail

water is needed to produce submergence, which limits its application. The 

drop in the invert also constitutes a disadvantage, since it raises the grade 

of the culvert somewhat and causes accelerated and concentrated velocities at 

the outlet when flowing partly full, which tends to produce Bcour at that 

point. It appears that an asymmetrical expansion of some sort might have sev

eral advantages in the case of a pipe culvert. Such an expansion could take 

the form of an elliptic or oblong section with flaring of the horizontal di

mension only. A circular section could also be flared to a flat arch section 

which has a height equal to the pipe diameter. To accomplish its purpose of 

recovering head, however, a circular section should be fully enclosed and the 

flaring must be smooth and gradual to prevent separation and the resultant 

high diffusion losses. The flared section would thus have to be several diam

eters in length. Hydraulic model tests would be necessary to determine the 

most effective form for such an expansion and to evaluate its outlet loss co

efficient. It maybe that the added cost of such speoial designs would over

balance the saving from increase in capacity. 

D. Friction Loss 

Acoording to the method of Bep~rating losses in a full culvert shown in 

Fig. 1, friction loss occurs at a uniform rate throughout the entire culvert. 

This is not strictly true, but it is a convenient assumption for design pur

poses and for evaluation of inlet and_ outlet effects. The fact that the slope 

of the hydraulic gradient does not become uniform for some distance from the 

entrance does not in i teelf prove that friction loss is variable, since kinet

ic energy undergoes oonsiderable variation in this region, as shown in a pre

viouB section, and since the effeot of the entrance may be felt for some dis

tance downstream. For oonvenience, then, friction loss will be assumed uni

form throughout any culvert flOwing full, including entranoe sections and 

diverging outlet sections. The relatively slight variation in friotion fac

tor resulting from abnormal ~elocity distribution over the upstream reaches 
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of the barrel can legitimately be described as an entrance effect, and its 

influence included in the entrance loss coefficient. 

Various empirical formulas for friction loss in oondui ts are known to give 

reasonably aocurate results and may be used without modifioation for esti

mating friction losses in culverts. Since other 108ses have been expressed 

as a peroentage of velooity head, it is convenient to use Darcy's formula, 

h =t!" .:L r D 2g 
(12) 

in which hf is the total friotion loss in the culvert, !! is the oulvert length, 

D is the culvert diameter, and f is a dimensionless friction factoi'". Also - . -
frequently used) especially for conduit8 of ir~egular shape, 1s the Manning 

formul&.., 

(13) 

in which !! is the Manning roughness coefficient, [ is the slope of the energy 

gradient, and !! is the hydraulio radius. The hydraulio radius is defined as 

the ratio of area to wetted perimeter. 

The Darcy formula may also be used for sections of any shape if ~ is re

placed by 4R in the formula. This amounts to selecting an "equivalent cir

oular section" for the given shape, since D = 4R for a oircular pipe. The 

Daroy formula is then, 

(14) 

It should be noted that the use of the hydraulic radius in this manner is not 

justifiable if the flow is near the laminar region or iithe cross seotion is 

unusually flattened or elongated. 

The Daroy and Hanning coeffioients are then related to eaoh ot~r by this 

expression! 

f = 117 n2 

Rl/ j 
(15) 

Thus it is seen that an acourate determination of friotion 1088 in aoulvert 

depends on the proper selection of the Manning ooeffioient n or the Daroy -
friction factor !. However, variations in roughness of manufactured pipe a. 
well as in field-constructed oul verts I make it ditficul t to estimate n &0--
ourately. An error of at least, to 10 per cent should be expected in the 
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seleotion of E. An error of this magnitude mayor may not be noticeable in 

the total loss, depending on the relative length of the culvert. The coef

ficients' ~ and ! also vary considerably with the Reynolds number for the flow. 

The experimental evidence available appears to be suffioient for the pur

pose of establishing roughness coefficients for culvert materials within this 

degree of accuracy. Numerous tests have been made to determine roughness co

efficients, especially for concrete pipe. 

Perhaps the most extensive of these are the tests of Scobey on concrete 

pipe lines 8 to 120 inohes in diameter 1J2J. On the basis of these tests, 

Scobey recommends an !! value of 0.012 to 0.01.5 for concrete pipe, depending 

on the workmanship, frequency of joints, and the method of manufacture, whether 

by wet or by dry process. In tests of 16-, 30-, and 46-in. lines [67J, Newell 

obtained!! values from 0.011 to 0.015, and attributed Variations to the same 

causes. Ramser obtained a Manning coefficient of 0.0133 with a 3D-in. con

crete pipe flowing full (Johnson [4.5J). In th-e Iowa culvert tests Q.l7], con

crete pipe 13 to 30 inches in diameter yielded roughness coefficients of 0.012 

to 0001). Thus the recommendation of Scobey appears to be the best rule to 

follow in the case of concrete pipe. In box culverts, which are cast in place 

(usually with wood forms), it seems that the roughness might vary even more 

than for concrete pipe. Cone, Jones, and Trimble have made tests of various 

types of flumes [16J and, on the basis of their results, recommend that an ~ 

of 0.016 be used for concrete linings form-lined with no finish:tng. In the 

Iowa tests of box culverts, an average value of 0.0129 was obtained for the 

roughness coefficient. 

Tests of corrugated metal pipe have quite consistently indicated ~ values 

of 0.021 to 0.022, although both higher and lower values have been obtained. 

Cone, Jones, and Trimble recommended a value of 0.0225 for oorrugated metal 

flumes [16J. In tests of a 24-in. corrugated metal sewer flowing full at ve

locities of about 1 • .5 ft·per sec, the city of El Paso, Texas, found ~ values 

between 0.021 and 0.022 [72J. Yarnell made tests of 8- and 10-in. oorrugated 

pipe, and found coefficients from 0.012 to 0.021 \].16J. In the Iowa tests of 

12-, 18-, 24-, and 30-in. corrugated pipe, values from 0.0228 to 0.02.54 were 

found [117J. 

By application of the universal velocity distribution laws, Keulegan [.50J 

has developed expressions for the friction factor in concrete and corrugated 



pipes in terms of actual roughness projections. From tests of commercial con

crete pipe, the equivalent sand roughness was found to be 0.005 ft and for 

corrugated pipe, the standard depth of corrugation (0.5 in.) was used. The 

final expressions were plotted against diameter for sizes up to 12 ft. Using 

points on the curve to compute Manning 1 s !! by manner of Eq. (15), Kelll:-egan 

obtained values of approximately 00 013 to 0.0215 for concrete and corrugated 

pipe, respectively. 

By the selection of a suitable value of ~ and determination of the oor

responding value of !, Eq. (14) can be used to determine the friction lOBS in 

any culvert as a coefficient times the velocity head. However, it is more 

expeditious to select! directly if sufficient information is available. A 

great many experiments have been made on many different materials for the pur

pose of determining the variation of ! with roughness and with Reynolds num

ber. These experiments are summarized in most hydraulics textbooks. Curves 

showing this information for various types of commercial pipe are reproduced 

in Fig. 5 (taken from the textbook "Elementary Fluid Mechanics" by Vennard, 

2nd ed., Wiley, 1940). An alternate method of presenting the same data, which 

is preferable in some ways, is discussed and recommended by Rouse [81J. 

The use of these curves makes possible the inclusion of the effects of 

viscosity. However, there are so many uncertainties involved in selecting 

the proper roughness factor, including manufacturing defects and increase of 

roughness with age, that such a refinement is seldom warranted. Tests for 

the friction factor! for corrugated metal pipe are not available, and it is 

sufficiently accurate simply to use a Manning coefficient of about 0.022 for 

oulverts of this material. 

In a series of model tests [70]' Ogden has used a novel idea for reducing 

friction in box culverts flowing full. CrOBS beams evenly spaced along the 

top of the culvert were allowed to protrude a small amount, entrapping air 

and preventing the culvert from flowing entirely full. The resulting increase 

in hydraulic radius caused a 25 per cent increase in mean velocity, despite 

the retarding effect of the beams. However, further model tests were recom

mended by Ogden. 

In summary, normal friction loss in any culvert may be computed by use 

of Eq. (14). The entire enclosed length of the culvert is used as~, and the 
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selection ofaroughness coefticient oan be made on the basis of previous e~ 

perimental studies. 

E. Entrance L08s 

In the past, entrance loss in culverts and other conduits flowing full 

has not been properly defined and sinoe it was computed by subtraction it has 

included the effect of all miscellaneous 10SS8S and errors. It is not sur

prising, theretore, that the results obtained for entrance loss have been in

consistent. In the Iowa culvert test [77J, entranoe loss was determined by 

subtracting friction lOBS (obtained b.1amean straight line through water sur

face elevations in open piezometer tubes) and v2/2g as outlet loss from the 

total head, neglecting variation in velocity distribution. For each type of 

entranoe, an entrance loss ooefficient K was computed b.1 the following de-
e 

tinition: 
(16) 

The coetficient Ke might be expected to be constant for a given entrance" re

gardless of culvert length or material. However, Izzard [43J has shown that 

by this method entranoe 1088 varies considerably with culvert length, parti

cularly within the first six to eight diameters. By plotting loss coeffi

cients obtained by a number of experimenters against L/D" Izzard obtained a 

ourve tor K having a maximum value of 1.7 at the entrance and deoreasing to 
. e 

approach its final value ot approxima.tely 0.25 in a distance of about 50 dia-

meters. In Fig. 1, the difference between the friction gradient and the "ap

parent energy gradienttt is the entrance loss b.1 this method. It is labelled 

"apparent entrance loss", sinoe it includes some kinetio energy which is par

tially recovered since it is computed on the assumption that the kinetic en

ergy at all points is V2/2g. Izzard also showed ~ extending the Iowa test 

data to oulverts ot greater size and length by principles of similitude" that 

the absolute entrance loss was independent of pipe size or length" at least 

tor the usual oulvert sizes. 

However, it is believed to be more praotical and more aocurate to uae 

the true energy gradient a" a referenoe. Theretore" in this report" entrance 

108s will be defined on the basis of the true energy gradient, which in turn 

depends on kinetio energy variations in the culvert. These variations" pre

viously discussed, are influenoed by friotion characteristics ot the culvert 
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by the contracting and re-expanding jet and by the development of normal tur

bulence from the initial abnormal entrance conditions. The effects of both 

culvert length and roughness are eliminated in this manner from the entrance 

1081'3. Therefore, the remaining loss charged to the entrance, after prolonging 

the straight line portion of the true energy gradient to the inlet, should be 

purely entrance lOBS in a truer sense than previously defined. A considera

tion of the nature of entrance 108s will show this to be true. 

In any conduit entrance not sufficiently rounded, the entering w'a.ter con

tracts to form a. jet of les8 than the conduit area, a.nd slowly expands to fill 

the conduit section. In this process, it is the expansion rather than the 

contraction that causes most of the head loss. The entrance loss is thus the 

head lOBS incurred in the area of expansion and beyond, above that caused by 

normal pipe friction. If the entrance is well rounded so that all contraction 

is suppressed, there is no re-expansion and consequently very little entrance 

loss. The length of re-expansion depends on the degree of contraction since 

the natural angle of' expansion is relatively constant (about 60 to 70 ). A 

square-edged entrance causes the greatest contraction, and re-expansion re

quires a length of about 1.5 to 3.0 diameters. Since culverts are nearly 

always longer than 3.0 diameters, entrance loss will probably be fully de

veloped and may be considered practically constant by this method of analysis. 

Of the many studies to determine entrance loss coefficients for conduit 

entrances, true kinetic energy was considered only by Hamilton and Harris [34J, 
[35J in their studies at the University of Washington. Lengths of pipe suf

ficient to develop normal velocity distribution were used, and a kinetic en

ergy factor of 1.06 was applied in each case. In tests of l~ and 6-in. pipe 

entrances, Hamilton found average entrance lOBS coefficients of 0.45 and 0.44. 
On the basis of theoretical consideratiOns, corrected for true kinetic energy, 

Harris computed a coefficient of 0.44 for a square-edged entrance [35J. Both 

Harris and Hamilton extended their methods to entrances having va.rious de

grees of rounding and jet contraction, and obtained excellent agreement of 

_ theory and experiment. Roth the experimental and the theoretical results show 

that the entrance 10s8 coefficient decreases rapidly as the radius of' rounding 

of the entrance lip is increased. The coefficient becomes zero for a radius 

of rounding equal to 14 per cent of pipe diameter, and remains zero for fur

ther rounding. The fact that Hamilton found zero entrance 10BB for fully 

rounded entrances indicates that the kinetic energy correction is necessary 

in order to obtain true entrance loss. 
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In other experimental determinations of entranoe loss coefficients, no 

corrections were made for kinetic energy. These coefficients will be desig

nated K' to distinguish them from entrance loss coeffioients corrected for e 
kinetic energy. The uncorrected coefficient K can properly be used in con

e 
junction with an outlet loes coefficient of unity, provided that the conduit 

is sufficiently long to develop normal velocity distribution. If not, the 

coefficient K muet be considered variable in the manner suggested by Izzard. 
e 

, In the Iowa culvert tests [117J, an entrance 1058 coefficient Ke was 
I 

computed in each of over 3000 tests, but several factors in addition to those 

already mentioned combined to introduce variations in the results whioh oan 

be explained only partially and qualitatively. For instance, square":,,edged 

entrances were made of concrete, with which a truly sharp corner cannot be 

constructed or maintained. The authors of the Iowa report recognized this 

fact in accounting for the relatively low coefficients. The results of Jones 

[46J as well as those of Harris and Hamilton show that an effective radiu8 of 

rounding of only a fell" per cent decreases the loss considerably. Dimensional 

influences also appear to be the cause of some of the variation, since the 

"square corner" coefficients increased from 0.276 for a 12-in. pipe to 0.493 

for a 30-in. pipe. In terms of pipe diameter, a certain radiuB of rounding on 

the edge of the 30-in. pipe, would be 2.5 times as great on the edge of a 

12-in. pipe. A glance at Hamilton's curve shows that, in the region of small 

degrees of rounding, this percentage variation in rounding is by itself suf

ficient to cause a large variation in,the entrance coefficient. Despite such 

inconsistencies, however, the Iowa results serve as a basis for comparing the 

effects on entrance 10SB of several variables which are found in practice, 

auah as the effects of headwalls. of various types, of a floor in front of the 

entrance, and of pipe projection. 

In the use of concrete pipe culverts in practice, square-edged entrances 

are rarely if ever found and have little significance. Instead, the jointed 

ends of concrete pipe are almost universally used as entrances. In laying 

the pipe, each section is laid with the end having the inside bevel upstream. 

At the entrance this beveled lip serves as a partially rounded entrance and 

is effeotive in reducing entrance loss. The Iowa testa iQdicated that this 

bevoled lip, although quite different in form from a smoothly rounded en

tranoe, reduces entrance 10S8 abOut 80 per cent. Since the dimenlione Qf the 
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joints vary with size and are approximately proportional to diameter, similar 

results were obtained with all the sizes tested. If the results for all tests 

and all sizes (12, 18, 2h, and 30 in.) are averap;ed, the average entrance loss 

coefficient K is found to be 0.11. With concrete pipe, projection of the 
e . 

pipe beyond the headwall or embankment did not increase entrance loss for 

either square-edged or beveled-lip entrances, In teats of projecting intakes 

of various thicknesses [31] , Harris ,showed that if the pipe thickness is 

greater than five per cent of the diameter, the entrance 10s6 is the same as 
in a non-projecting square~edged entrance. Thicknesses of the concrete pipe 

tested at Iowa were all greater than five per cent of pipe diameter, and, as 

shown in the tabulated data, projection had no significant effect on entrance 

loss in either square-edged or beveled-lip entrances. 

Corrugated pipe ends as manufactured also act as partially rounded en

trances, since the ends are cut on the larger diameter. The Iowa tests showed 

that this rounding is effective, but different pipe sizes yielded different 

coefficients. Th1s variation can be explained, however, by noting that the 

standard depth of corrugation in Armco corrugated metal pipe is 1/2 in. and 

is used for sizes up to 96 inches. The effective radius of rounding for all 

siz ea havinr, standard corrugation is, therefore, 1/2 in., but as a percentage 

of pipe diameter it is variable. Entrance loss coefficients for various pipe 

sizes can thu8 be computed by application of the Harris-Hamilton curve for 

entrance loss resulting from various degrees of rounding [35J. Coefficients 

computed in this manner are given in Table IV. Although the computed coeffi

cients are corrected for kinetic energy and the test coefficients are not, 

the pattern of Variation with diameter is in both cases unmistakable. There

fore, with standard corrugated metal pipe, it is necessary to select the en

trance loss coefficient according to the size of pipe. Furthermore, for pipe 

sizes other than those tested at Iowa .. coefficients can be selected from Table 

IV, but should be used on the basis prescribed for the corrected coefficient 

Ke' In the case of corrugated metal pipe, since it is made of thin material .. 

projection beyond the headwall or embankment increases the entrance loss. In 

the Iowa tests, an entrance 10s5 coefficient of about 0.31 was found for an 

l8-1n. corrugated pipe projecting 3 in., and a coefficient of approximately 

0.55 for a projection of 24 in., whereas the same pipe set in Ii straight head

wall had Ii coefficient of only 0.20. 



'tABLE IV 

ENTRANCE LOSS COEFFICIENTS FOR VARIOUS SIZES OF 

STANDARD CORRUGATED METAL PIPE IN A FLUSH HEADWALL 

Pipe Peroentage Computed 
Diameter Rounding Coefficient Ke 

12 in. 4.2 .16 
15 in. 3.3 .20 
18 in. 2.8 .23 
21 in. 2.4 .25 
24 in. 2.1 .26 
,30 in. 1.7 .29 
36 in. 1.4 .31 
42 in. 1.2 .32 
48 in. 1.0 .33 
54 in. 0.93 .34 
60 in. 0.83 .35 
66 in. 0.76 .36 

72 in. 0.70 .36 

.31 

Iowa 
Coefficient K' e 

.160 

.200 

.240 

.295 
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Box culverts of various sizes and several types of entrance were also 

investigated in the Iowa testa. Sections from 2 by 2 ft to 4 by 4 ft were 

tested with square-cornered, beveled, and rounded entrances on all four aides. 

The radius of rounding and the depth of bevel were about the same and were 

varied with the culvert size, and were inmost cases more than 14 per oent of 

the oulvert dimension. The test results show conclusively that either bev

eling or rounding eliminates a large part of the entrance loss in a submerged 

box culvert. For beveled entrances, the entrance 108s coefficient Kl was e 
found to be about 0.10, and for rounded entrances, about O.OS. With equare-

cornered entrances, the coefficients ranged from 0.30 to 0.41. Other tests 

of entrances to square tubes have been made, but in all these tests the tubes 

were very short and limited data were taken, which makes it difficult to es

timate either apparent or true entrance 108B coefficients. In general, the 

Iowa resulta serve to define approximate coefficients for single box culverts 

of square laction. The tests also indioate that rectangular seotions have 

slightly lower entrance loss coefficients than squarosections, probably due 

to the relative areas of contraction. 

In the Iowa culvert studies J several types of entrance wingwalls were 

also used in conjunction with various types of pipe entrances. These included 
o 

straight headwalls, U ... type wingwalle, and 45 wingwalls. The latter two con-

ditions were tested with the wingwalls set flush with the sides of the pipe 

and 6 in. out from the sides of the pipe. In general, the wingwalls had rela

tively little beneficial effeQt since all the tests were made with essentially 

undefined approaoh flow. The 4So wingwalle reduoed the entrance 10s6 slightly 

in some oases, while the u-type or parallel wingwalls inoreased the 1068 in 

all cases. Thererore~ with undefined approach flow, the form of the entrance 

lip is of primary importance and wingwalls are of little valu.e in reduoing 

entrance lose. 

Another faotor which appears to influence entranoe loss, which b not 

difl oussed in the Ioy(a report nor adequately explained by other inve~tigators, 

i3 the depth of water over the entrance. An inspection of the Iowa data ehows 

that the entrance 108s coefficients varied considerably with head. With many 

of the test culverts, the coeffioient increased steadily with head throughout 

a wide range. With others, the coeffioient waa found to be more or less con

stant, except for very low heads. In almost all oaeca, the oo~fficient waf 
oonsiderably lower than average when the net bead wa~ leas than one-tenth of 
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the culvert diameter. Tests of short tubes by several experimenters do not 

definitely establish the manner of variation, but they do indicate the same 

pattern of decrease in coefficient with decrease in head. Entrance loss co

efficients from data obtained by Seely [?6] and Baleh [4] were reasonably con

stant at ordinary heads, but decreased for low heads. The results did not 

agree, however, on the point at which the change begins. Stewart's coeff~

cients increased steadily with head [103], while Hamil ton's results showed no 

noticeable change with head [34J. Since Hamilton's tests were made with rela

ti vely high heads only, his results agree with those of Seely and Balch on 

this particular point. Inanyoase, entrance loss coefficients can only ten

tatively be considered constant on the basis of our present knowledge. In 

further experiments, attention should be given to the possible variation with 

head, particularly for low heads. 

other factors 'Which may affect entrance loss, and on which more data need 

to be obtained, include the width of the approach channel, elevation of invert 

above channel bottom, and the direction and velocity of approach flow. 

IV. FULL CULVERTS IN DEFINED CHANNELS 

A. General 

A culvert in a well-defined channel has been defined as one in which the 
• 

veloci ty head of the approach flow is not negligible compared to the velocity 

head of the flow in the culvert. This condition has seldom been recognized 

either in culvert design practice or in laboratory studies. However, there 

are many field conditions for which it would be advantageous to carry the 

channel flow through some kind of transition directly into the culvert with

out the formation of a more or lesa static headwater pool, thus utilizing the 

approach velocity head and reducing entrance losses at the same time. Such 

a condition is shown schematically in Fig. 6. 

B. Separating Losses 

In order to consider properly all factors affecting the rating of a cul

vert operating under these conditions, Bernoulli t IS equation can be written 

between two points in the channel, one just upstream from the entranoe tran

sition, the other just downstream from the outlet transition, if any: 
V 2 V 2 
1 2 

~ ... ci. l ~ ... -1 = ~ ... ex 2 2g ... he ... hf ... h 0 (17) 
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In this equation ~ is the water depth, Vl is the velocity of flow, and 
~l is the kinetic energy factor at point 1. The corresponding quantities at 

point 2 are ~, V 2' and ex 2. The vertical distance of point 1 above point 2 

is 11 , The head lost in the entrance transition is he (including 'head in the 

barrel that may be chargeable to the entrance loes), hf is the head lost due 

to normal pipe friction in the culvert barrel, and h is the outlet transition 
o 

10s6. 

The kinetic energy factors a l and d 2 probably will be somewhat larger 

for open channels than for pipes, perhaps between 1.1 and 1.2. However, since 

Vl and V 2 are relatively small and since the terms appear on both sides of 

the equation, there would be no reasonable objection to assuming C<l and ~ 2 

each to be unity, in designing a culvert. In laboratory studies, however, 

this would not usually be permissible, and some means for measuring or for 

accurately estimating 01. should be employed. 

C. Entrance Transition Loss 

An entrance transition may Berve any or all of the following purposes: 

(1) utilize the velocity of approach to greater advantage, 

thus increasing the culvert capacity. 

(2) Reduce the entrance loss by reducing the contraction 

of the flow entering the culvert and its consequent 

re-expansion turbulence. 

(3) Counteract silting tendencies by accelerating the flow 

as it nears the culvert, rather than permitting it to 

slow down as it enters a headwater pool. 

(4) Present a more pleasing appearance. 

The first two uses, which are more a problem of hydraulics, are of greater 

interest to the present discussion. The Iowa teats [117J, as discussed pre

viously, seemed to show that the type of entranoe transition has little ef

feot on the energy picture, as long as the inlet is submerged by a relatively 

quiescent headwater pool. In these tests, the approach velocity was includ~d 

in the oomputation of head on the culvert, by the expedient of orienting the 

piezometer hole for measuring headwater elevation to face the approaching 

flow. However, no separate study _s made to dete1!J11ne the effect of varying 

approach velocity on the culvert oapacity, particularly for relatively large , 
values of approach velocity. And further, all of the tests reported were for 
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the inlet considerably submerged, which condition tends to minimize whatever 

effect an entranoe transition might produoe. 

Thus it is likely that an entrance transition, regardless of design, will 

have comparatively little effect on the flow if the culvert operates with the 

inlet crown considerably Bubmerged. For such a condition of flow, the type 

of entrance lip and the flare of the outlet, if used, together with the pipe 

material, are of far greater significance. Consequently, here we are mora 

interested in the effect of transitions in channeling a given flow into the 

culvert without forming 8. headwater pool. Ideally, the transition should ao

celerate the approaching flow smoothly, 80 that the area and velocity of flow 

just outside the culvert entrance would be the same as in. the culvert itself. 

For such a flow picture, the entrance loss is eliminated and the total tran

sition 108s would consist oftha small amount of friction lOBS in the transi

tion itself. If the transition fails to produoe a smooth water surface curve 

and fails to eliminate entrance contraction, the losses will, of course, be 

greater and the magnitude of the loss will be a measure of the efficiency of 

the transition. Furthermore, a transition designed for some given discharge 

should also function with reasonable efficiency for other discharges, if it 

is to be regarded as satisfactory. 

No satisfactory laboratory or field tests are yet available to Berve as 

sufficient basis for a definite answer to this phase of the culvert question. 

As far as could be discovered in the literature, the only attempt thus far 

made to evaluate quantitatively the effect of approach area and transition on 

entrance losses was in a aeries of model tests conducted by Robin in 1935 at 

the University of Adelaide in Australia [84J. However, his tests also were 

made with the inlet considerably submerged in most cases. 

These tests were carried out on models 4, 6, and 10 ft long and 9 by 5 
in. and 9 by 9 inches in cross section. All of the models had square-edged 

inlets and were on the same, nearly horizontal slope. Robin tried various 

approach channel widths and shapes and also various types of wingwalls serving 

as transitions. The various arrangements tested are indicated in Fig. 1. 

For each condition, a series of rune was made for different values of 9" 
and the entrance 1088 was computed from depth and velocity measurements up

stream and downstream from the culvert, along with computed friction losses 

between the respective measuring points and the culvert entrance. Robin then 
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expressed these entrance losses as a fraction of the velocity head in the cul

vert. This is logical because most ot the 10S8 involved ocours in the re

expansion of the jet inside the culvert and thus depende primarily on the cul

vert velocity. 

His results , although leaving many problems still unanswered and uncer

tain, indioate definitely that the approach channel width and the presence or 

absenoe of a transition influence the entry loss and the capaoity of a cul

vert. He obtained the following empirical formula, 

h. = [O.S9 ( 1.i25 ~ • )2J ~ (18) 

in "Which he is the entrance loss, Y is the average velooity in the culvert, 

and ~ is a so-called ttapproach ratio" obtained as below: 

(1) For oulverts with vertioal headwalls or 600 wingwalls, 

~ = 1 (19) 

l ... j(t ~b )2 ... ( ~d )2 

(2) For culverts with vertical wingwalls at 300 or 450 

with culvert axis, 

~= % (20) 

in which ~ is the culvert width, ~ is the culvert depth, !! is the approach 

channel width, and E is the depth of flow in the approach Channel. 

Al though Robin' I!I tests were consistent wi thin themselves, it is doubtful 

whether they were extensive enough to warrant use of the above formulas as a 

basis for design. Furthermore, there are many factors not considered in his 

tests which might materially alter his formulas, suoh as various degrees ot 

entrance rounding, other wingwall angles (particularly smaller), circular OJ" 

arch culvert sections, skew approaches, and other forms of transitions. 

Nevertheless, an examination of his data reveals the following interest

ing facts, which should be valid, qualitatively at least, in their bearing 

on culvert designl 

(1) For a very wide channel or for very deep submergence 

for which ~ approaches zero, the entrance coefficient 

K approaches a value of 0.475 as an upper limit. This 
e 

agrees rather well with the value of 0.50 that has long 



been applied to sharp-e dged pipe inlets, and. the value 

of 0.44 derived by Harris on theoretical grounds. 

(2) The coefficient decreases as the width of the approach 

channel decreases or as the depth of submergence de

creases, ao would be expected from the fact that the 

contraction at entrance is thereby reduced. 

(J) d The approach ratio ~ reduces to i5 when B = b; that is, 

when the side contractions are completely eliminated. 

This same result was obtained by installing transi

tions at either 300 or 450 With the culvert axis. If 

the angle wal!l increased, however, to 600 the wingwallB 

seemed to produce no beneficial effect whatever; the 

expression for ~ was the same as for a culvert with a 

vertical headwall and no wingwalls. 

(4) The length of the culvert did not seem to have any 

appreciable effect on entrance loss. The entrance 

loss was obtained by subtracting all other losses from 

the total head, with friction losses being computed 

by a formula developed empirically for a long reach 

of the same section a.s used la.ter for the culvert 

model. The effect of length was only examined, how

ever, for an approach channel of the same width as 

the culvert. Since there was very little entrance 

contraction, this result is inconclusive. 

(5) The width of the outlet channel, and consequently the 

velocity reduction at the '0utlet had, as anticipated, 

no measurable influence on the entry loss. 

(6) The effect of asymmetric approach flow (that is, flow 

into a culvert placed at one side of the channel) did 

not influence the entrance loss to any significant 

extent, although it might have been expected that the 

elimination of a side contraction would have tended 

toward its reduction. Similarly, placing part of the 

approach channel on a side slope making the equi va

lent of a trapezoidal approach channel as shown in 

Fig. 7 did not seem to change the loss materially. 

(7) When wingwalls were used at 450 with the centerline of 

the culvert and were extended all the way to the sides, 

the total width of the approach channel was immaterial. 

39 
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In general, these results appear at first to contradict the results of 

the Iowa tests, which seemed to indicate that the use of 450 wingwalls at the 

entrance had no beneficial effect in reducing entrance losses and, in fact, 

in some cases seemed to increase them. However, the two sets of data are not 

comparable. None of the Iowa tests with wingwalls were made on box culverts, 

nor were any made in connection with square-edged entrances. One Bet of tests 

was made on corrugated metal pipe, and in this case addition of the 'Wingwa1ls. 

reduced the average entrance loss from 0.2) to 0.17 if the wingwa11s were full 

height, though there was no reduction when wingwa11s of standard height were 

used. The only other set of teats with wingwalls was made on bell-mouth vi t

rified clay pipe. The rounded entrance of this pipe was, without the wing

walls, efficient enough to give an entrance loss coefficient of only 0.06. 

The addition of wingwalls brought this up to about 0.11. Both values are so 

low as to be subject to large percentage errors. Also, the latter test was 

made with a floor in front of the culvert opening, whereas the one without 

the wingwalls was not. This probably served to increase the entrance loss 

more than to offset any beneficial effect the wingwalls may have had. That 

this was probably so is indicated by the fact that installation of a floor in 

front of the corrugated metal culve1;'t caused its apparent entrance loss to 

increase by 100 per cent or more. This latter result is not what would be 

expected, however, and an explanation for it is not apparent. 

Considering all the data together, both from the Iowa tests and from 

Robin's tests, it appears that entrance transitions may materially decrease 

entrance losses, even when the inlet is completely submerged in a relatively 

large headwater pool. However , it also appears possible, in fact likely, that 

if the inlet is properly rounded or beveled, this 10SB is already so small 

that a transition will not affect it much. 

Since in general, a rounded entrance would be cheaper to construct than 

a transition, the usefulness of the latter would Beem to be confined to cir-

, cumstances other than those oovered by the tests described above, which are 

virtually all that have been made on this phase of the problem. There is 

a definite need for an extended series of tests to determine the capacity of 

a given culvert with headwater at an equal or very slightly greater elevation 

than the crown of the inlet, for various types of transitions and for various 

directions of approach channel. Such a series of tests would very likely 

have immediate and important field applications. 



As to possible types of tranai tiona, a good many different kinds have 

been used in actual culvert construction, even though little quantitative data 

on their efficiency are available. 

have been used at flume and Siphon 

that may be applicable to culvert 

Also, a great many types of transitions 

inlets, and some data are available on them 

transit.ions, qualit.at.ively at least. 

In 1927 Hinde made an extended survey and study of the types of culvert, 

flume, and siphon transitions then in use by the Bureau of Reclamation [39J. 
Many types of headwalls, wingwalls, and warped transitions were noted. A num

ber of measurements of entrance losses had been made on certain flumes and 

siphons and were reported by him. However, the precision of the field measure':" 

menta was in many cases admittedly low and many inconsistencies were apparent. 

Nevertheless, the survey emphasized a number of facts which would be of 

considerable importance in the design of culvert entrance transitions, even 

though the hydraulic character of the latter may be somewhat different from 

that of a flume or inverted siphon. He found, for example, that a warped 

transition, hydraulically designed to give a smoothly dropping water surface, 

would practically eliminate any transition and entrance 1086. He recommended 

a design value of 0.1..1 h for such a transition, wh!'!re LI h is the total 
v v 

change in velocity headtJ as the water enters the flume or siphon. More !limple 

tranai tions, such as straight vertical wingwalls were believed to give en

trance loesee of from 0.25 to 0.50 of the velocity head in the pipe. 

Hinds recommended that transitions for relatively small and unimportant 

structures be designed by adapting the details of other similar structuree 

that are known to have given satisfactory service. For important structures, 

especially those involving possible veloci tiel!! in excess of 6 to 8 ft per sec. 

he recommended a careful hydraulic analysis and design of the transition. 

Again it should be emphasized that he was thinking primarily of flume and si

phon transitions, but these observations and recommendations can probably be 

at least tentatively appropriated for culvert trrulsition design as well. 

Several years later, Scobey, of the United States Department of Agricul

ture, made a very extended series of field test!! of flumes including their 

inlets and outlets [93J. He then recommended the following values of entrance 

loss, all expressed as fractions of the change in velocity head: 

0.20 for square-end bulkhead entrances to flumes. 

0.15 for entrance wingwalls at 300 to 450 with flume axis. 

0.10 for Itcylinder quadrant" inlets. 



0.10 for hydraulically de~igned warped transition inlets 

as recommended by Hinds. 
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It may be noted that both Scobey and Hinds express entry loeses in terms 

of the change in velooity heads, rather than in terms of the larger velocity 

head. In flume design, thim seems to be largely a matter of personal prefer

ence inasmuch as the approach velocity head i8 usually considerably smaller 

than that in the flume, so that the coefficients are nearly the same regard

less of whioh met~od is used. The eame would apply to culverts in undefined 

approach channels, but when t,be area of the approach channel happens not to 

be much greater than the area of flow in the culvert, then the coefficient is 

greatly affected by the type of definition employed. The far greater part of 

the entrance loss occurs in the re-expansion after contraction in the culvert 

barrel; therefore, it depends very largely on the velocity in the barrel and 

the type of transition and entrance, and almost negligibly on the approach 

veloci ty. It is more in line with physical facts to express the entrance lOBS 

as a fraction of culvert velocity head, as done by Robin in his investigations. 

However, most of Robin's data has been recomputed to give entrance 108ses as 

a fraction of the change in velocity heads, especially to note any possible com

parison between his coefficients and those sug~ested by Hinds and Scobey. 

This procedure was fairly satisfactory for Robin's tests for which the 

approach areas were relatively large compared to the culvert model area, but 

gave average coefficiente of entrance loss considerably greater than those 

recommended for flume transitions by Scobey. For the 5- by 9-in. model, the 

following average values of entrance loss were obtained: 

Series * L08$ -
Al 0.50 Llhv 

A2 0.47 Llh v 
A3 0.49 Llhv 
B 0.44.6hv 
C 0.43.6 h v 

11. 0.42 Llhv 

D2 0.b2 !:. hv 

El 0.46 !:.~ 
F 0.46L1 hv 

*See Fig. 7 for dimensions used. 

These values compare with the value 

of 0.20L\ hv suggested by Scobey for 

square-end bulkhead entrances to 

flumes. 
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For the 9- by 9-in. model, however, the approach veloei ty wa,s sueh a 

large fraction of the culvert velooity that the differenoe in velooity heads 

was qUite small. Therefore, the entrance loss coefficients written in this 

manner were quite large, uBually well in excess of 0.50 and going as high as 
1.1. Furthermore, the variation with depth of submergence was so wide (de

creasing in value with increased depth of Bubmergence) as to render any at--
tempted averaging process nearly meaningless. This oircumstance emphasizes 

the desirability of ,.expressing the entrance loss as a fraction of the culvert 

veloci ty head, which procedure invol vee a much smaller spread of reeul ting 

ooefficients and one in which the coefficient can be more rationally expressed 

as a function of the approach channel dimensions. 

In the tests in which the 9- by 9-in. model was used with wingwalls, the 

approach channel was made considerably wider. Consequently, the spread of 

coefficients DS not so great, though still too great to justify taking average 
, 

values. For the sake of interest, the simple numerioal averages of the coef-

ficients were computed, ~th the following results: 

Entrance 10S6 for vdngwalls at 300 with culvert &Xu: 

Entrance loss for wingwalls at 450 with culvert axis: 

Entrance loss for wingwalls at 600 with culvert axis: 

0.30 Llh 
v 

0.30 Llhv 

0.45 Llh v 

These values contrast with Scobey' 8 recommendation of 0.15.L1h for flume 
o 0 v 

transitions through straight wingwalls set at 30 to 45 with the culvert cen-

terline. 

Although the above averages cannot be taken too seriously, and although 

a real comparison of Robin' e tests on submerged inlets with Scobey t s recommen

dations for open transitions is not legitimate, still certain points of sig

nificance for culvert design appear from them. It appears that if a culvert 

entrance is provided with a transition from a reasonably well-defined approach 

channel, such that it 'Will flow full or nearl! full without any great ponding 

effect, entrance 10Bses of the following order of magnitude could be ant1.c~ted: 

. Straight wingwalls at 4,0 or less 'With culvert axis: 0015 ~ 
Hydraulically designed warped transitions: 0.05 ~ 

"Cylinder Quadrant" inlets: 0.0, ~ 

where y is the velocity in the culvert. These probably represent high values 

and could be reduced by good design and construction. 
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Obviously, there is very little quantitative data on whioh to base such 

a design. As mentioned previously, there i8 a need tor an extended eeries of 

both laboratory and field tests on different types of approaches and transi

tions, and their effect on entrance 1058 and culvert oapacity. 

D. Diversions and Skews 

No quantitative data oould be found dealing with the effect of skew ap

proaches and diversions on culvert losses and capacities, in spite of the :f"act 

that such installations are of frequent occurrence. 

When a road 01'085es a drainage channel obliquely, a skew culvert can 

be constructed in line with the existing ohannel. If this is done, there i8 

no particular additional hydraulic problem involved, except that precaution 

should be taken to align the transition symmetrically about the channel and 

culvert oenterline, rather than about a line normal to the roadway or about 

Bome intermediate direotion. Proper alignment i8 usually essential for the 

prevention of dangerous eddy-cutting of the embankment. 

However, if the obliquity of the channel is too large, such a culvert 

would become too long for economy and a horizontal diversion becomes neces-
o sary, either to a line at 90 with the roadway or to a line intermediate be-

tween the channel centerline and the normal to the embankment. The extreme 

case, and one which is not uncommon, is one in which drainage water is carried 

in a ditch parallel to the embankment and then diverted more or less suddenly 

into a culvert passing perpendicularly under the embankment. 

For suoh a condition, the entrance loes will be augmented by a head loss 

induced by the change of direction, so that if Bernoulli'" equation is written 

as before between a point upstream from the diversion and transition and a 

similar point downstream from the culvert, an additional term for diversion 

loss would have to be included on the right-hand side of 'the equation. This 

term, however, might be combined with the term we have been calling "entranoe 

transition lOBS" (inoluding both entrance loss and normal friction 108s in 

the transition, ot which the latter would usually be very small) to give a 

term that could again be legitimately denoted as entrance transition lOBS. 

As mentioned, there 18 no experimental or field data available at present 

as to the magnitude of auch 108ses. Probably they could reasonably be esti

mated by simply summing the diversion 108s for the channel bend and the en

trance 10B8 computed according to methods previously outlined. However, there 
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would undoubtedly be 801119 error involved, since the bend would distort the 

entering velocity distribution and possibly affect the entrance loss. The 

effect of the channel constriction would possibly alter the bend lOBS also. 

The magnitude of these inter-effects is as yet completely unknown. 

In fact, the magnitude of bend 10SS8S in open channels is not easily 

predictable i tael!. The mechanics of flow around bends is an exceedingly com

plax phenomenon and is quite materially affected by such variables as relative 

radius of curvature, shape of cross section, sedimentary characteristics, and 

other variables. An extensive summary and bibliography of Hterature on this 

subject was compiled by A. G. Anderson of the st. A.nthony Falls Hydraulio 

Laboratory in 1947, and was published in a project report, FLUID FLOW DIVER

SION, for the David Taylor Model Basin. This report gives a more extended 

discussion of the mechanics of flow around bends. 

The increased energy loss in open channel bends is largely due to two 

causes. The transverse pressure gradient induced by the centrifugal force of 

the moving water generates a helicoidal flow in the channel. Also, the high 

veloai ty part of the stream comes closer to the banks than it would otherwise, 

which produces additional turbulence. Both the energy of the spiral flow and 

that of the excess turbulence are then gradually damped out by viscosity in 

the straight portion of the channel following the bend. 

The determinations of open channel bend losses most nearly applicable to 

the present problem are probably those of Raju [80J, first published in Ger

many in 1933, and later published as an abridged translation "Resistance to 

Flow in Curved Open Channels", in PROCEEDINGS of the American Society of Civil 

Engineers, November, 1937. (An abstract of this paper appears in the above

mentioned report by Mr. Anderson). 

Raju made tests on 900 bends, one with a ratio of centerline radius to 

channel width of one, and the other with a ratio of five; the cross section 

of flow in both cases was rectangular. For the ~ of five, the bend 10s8 was 

. v2 
found to be practically constant at 0.04~. For the sharper bend, the 1088 

V2 g 

varied from a minimum of 0.17 -2 at a Reynolds number of 118,000 and increased 

g ~ 

for both lower and higher Reynolds numbers to a value of about 0.31 2i at 

Reyn04de numbers of 64,000 and 162,000, respectively. 
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However, at the University- ot Iowa in 1941, Yen [118J made tests on an 

experimental 900 open channel bend, with fi = 5.45, for which he found bend 

108S to be 0.38 ~, which is much greater than the data of Raju indicated. 

Very little other quantitative data may- be found on this subject. Con

sequently I any- estimate of 10s8 is bound to be quite uncertain. Perhaps a 

rough value of one-fourth to one-third the approach velocity head might be 

used. To this would be added the lOBS that would be expected in a straight 

transition and entrance. 

For good hy-draulic efficiency-ina diversion, especially- if the angle of 

deflection from ohannel to culvert is large, it seems that a hy-draulically 

designed transition would be desirable, although economic stUdies would be 

necessary- in any particular case to justify the additional expenditure. 

If a wingwalled transition is used, it seems likely that the best pro

cedure would be to make it symmetrical about a line, making an angle wi. th the 

culvert axis (and also with the channel axis) of one-half the total deflection 

angle. This seems to be a reasonable prooedure, although it needs experimen

tal verification. Of course, a warped transition would be still more satis

factory hy-draulically-. 

Both field and laboratory detailed quantitative studies of diVersions 

need to be made before any more definite basis for their design can be de

veloped. 

E. Friction L088 

For full culverts in defined channels, losses due to pipe friction should 

not be different from similar losses for full culverts in undefined channels. 

Methods for their evaluation as described in Part III of this report may be 

used here also. 

In general, since it has been assumed that the inlet will be slightly 

submerged and the culvert will be flolling full, there will probably be a slight 

pressure throughout the culvert, unless the outlet is free, in which case the 

hydraulic gradient will pierce the plane of the outlet at a point slightly 

above the mid-point of the cross section. In the latter case, of course, the 

Bernoulli equation should not be written between the upstream and downstream 

energy lines, but between the upstream energy line and the energy line at the 

outlet. 
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F. Outlet Transition LOS8 

If the outlet is submerged, most, or all, of the kinetic energy of the 

flow in the culvert will be dissipated beyond the exit, unless the culvert 

walls are properly flared near the outlet, as discussed in a preceding sec

tion. It is probable that somewhat the Bame result can be achieved with a 

properly designed transition, if the outlet is free or only slightly submerged. 

Also, an outlet transition may be very beneficial or even essential to the 

prevention of dangerous eddy-cutting and scour at the outlet. 

The problem of outlet transitions is somewhat the same as that of inlet 

transi tions, but with oertain differences and complications. This problem 

likewise has not been very thoroughly investigated. 

The depth and velocity of flow in the outlet channel will be largely 

determined by its own hydraulic oapacity. It is the function of an outlet 

transition to transform the culvert velocity, cross section, and flow direc

tion into those of the downstream channel. The efficiency with 'Which this is 

done (that is, the percentage of the culvert velocity head that is converted 

into channel energy, both kinetic and potential) is a measure of the efficacy 

of the transition. 

Of course, other problems than mere regain of energy affect the outlet 

design. If the culvert velocity becomes Bupercritical at exit, some type of 

stilling basin may be necessary to prevent scour, especially in the case of 

outlets that are free or in which the flow is part full. Also, the end walls 

or transition, if any, must be aligned with the flow in order to inhibit eddy

outting behind the walls. Similarly, if an apron is used, it must be located 

at the proper elevation to prevent undercutting. 

Since the flow is an expanding and thus inherently unstable type, energy 

losses will tend to be higher than for an entrance transition. The same flare 

angles which give efficient entrance transitions (that is, up to about 450 ) 

would be less efficient for exit transitions, since the same hydraulic prin

ciples apply as in the case of outlet flares previously discussed. Much smaller 

flare angles would be essential for efficient outlet transitions. 

However, the California Highway Department, in its extended survey of 

highway culverts in California [llJ, found a great number of instances in which 

the outlet design (including apron, transition, and freeboard) 'Was exactly 
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like the inlet design. It is probable that such conditions are duplicated- in 

most other places as well. 

The theoretical loss in a sudden pipe expansion, neglecting effects of 

non-uniform velocity distribution, il given b,y the momentum equation as 

(21) 

in which V 1 is the average velocity in the upstream seetion and V 2 i8 the 

average velocity in the expanded seotion. If V 2 is small, this becomes prao

tically equal to the velocity head in the upstream section. 

However, this expression was derived for pipes. When the problem becomes 

one of expansion from flow in a pipe to flow in an open channel of larger area, 

the theoretioal expression becomes quite unwieldy, unless a number of simpli

fying assumptions are made, in _whioh case the expression will again become 
1 2 approximately equal to 2g (Vl - V2) • It is more common in practice to ex-

press outlet transition 108ses as fractions of the change in velcpity heads, 

that is, as 
V 2 

2 --) 2g (22) 

Evidently there have been practically no measurements made to date on 

culvert outlet transition losses except for supercritical flow in connection 

with stilling basin design. Hinds, in hie studies on flume and siphon tran

sitions [39J found that such 108ses for subcritical flow could be quite ma

terially reduced by good hydraulic design. For a hydraulically designed, 

warped transition ~or eith~r a flume or a siphon, the outlet 108s s~ould be 
Vl V V V 2 

lese than 0.1 (. 2g - 2: ). Hinds recommended a value of 0.2 (2~ - 2~) 
for use in designing such a transition, but he did not make specific recom

mendations for use with other, simpler transitions. The fiela data recorded 

in his paper probably do not indicate a sufficiently high degree of aoouracy 

or consistency to permit him to make these recommendations. 

Scobey [93J, in his extensive study on flow in flumes, makes the following 

recommendations for outlet loss coefficientsz 

0.75 for square-end bulkhead outlets 

0.,0 for outlet wings set at an angle of 300 with axis of flume 

0.2, for lone-taper or warped outlet wings, hydraulically designed. 
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Scobey regards these losses as being on the side of conservatism. The 

available data indicates that the losses would usually be smaller. It is en

tirelya matter of judgment as to how closely these recommendations should be 

followed for culvert outlet transitions. If the culvert only flows part full 

at outlet (assuming its invert to be extended on the apron), then it is hy

draulically identical with a flume, and the above coefficients would probably 

apply. 

If the culvert flows full, but not completely submerged at outlet, the 

above coefficients should probably be slightly increased beoause of the water 

eurface discontinuity where the outooming culvert flow meets the ta.ilwater 

surface, inducing additional turbulence. If the culvert is completely sub

merged at outlet, the coefficients should probably be further increased. The 

coefficient would be practically unity for a square-end bulkhead outlet with 

the culvert flow discharging into a relatively slow-moving tailwater pool. 

However, it is noteworthy that Hinds, in eight tests on five siphon outlets, 

obtained an average outlet transition 10SB of only 0.07 Ll h. In fact, five v 
of the tests showed no measurable loss whatever; the velocity head recovery 

was apparently complete. 

In 1936, Benson [,J made a series of model tests on a hydraulically de

signed flume outlet transition. The flow was suboritical in every test. The 

transition angle was 190 ,0' on each side. He reported no head lose measure

ments, but he observed that the flow had a strong proclivity to separate from 

one side and become strongly asymmetrical. The flow did not die criminate be

tween sides. Evidently very minor disturbances were sufficient to swing it 

to one aide or the other. This emphasizes the fact that warping will not in 

i teelf as sure a good transition. Hinds has emphasized that the transition 

angle should not exceed 1210 • Benson found that the use of a baffle pier near 

the flume exit would force the flow to follow the walls. Most of Benson' 8 

tests were devoted to establishing the most efficient form for such a pier. 

Obviously, more information is needed on this subject. Model tests to 

,determine the relative efficiency of various culvert outlet transitions would 

be desirable, as well as any possible field measurements that could be ob

tained. It appears highly likely that, under many conditions, a considerable 

portion of the culvert velocity head may be conserved'by an adequate outlet 

transition. If 80, since the outlet loss is often the greatest that the oul

vert head must overcome, the economic implications are important. 
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If the culvert outlet is free, the problem is somewhat different, parti

cularly if the culvert i8 on a steep slope. Energy dissipation rather than 
conservation becomes of prime ooncern in order to minimize eddy-outting and 

scour. When velocities become too large to control by good transition design 

(that is, 'When they become superoritioal), then some special device may be 

required to "reduce them to safe magnitudes, ordinarily something that will 

induce the formation of a hydraulic jump, either on the apron or within the 

culvert. 

G. Reduction of Outlet Velooities 

The best stilling basin design applicable in this oonnection is the re

oently developed st. Anthony Falls (SAF) basin. This baSin, designed parti

cularly for generalized application to flume and culvert outlets, resulted 

from some 271 model tests. It consists essentially of a short horizontal apron 

at the bottom of the slope, a set of ohute blocks at the slope apron intersec

tion, a set of floor blocks on the apron, and an end sill, along with stilling 

basin sidewalls and wingwalls. When designed aocording to the method outlined 

by Blaisdell [8J [9]' this basin is a very economical and effioient way of 

dissipating energy and alleviating serious scour oonditions. 

If such a basin is used, it is probable that the overall cost oan be re

duced and effioiency oan be improved by using a spreading transition between 

the oulvert and the basin. For supercritical velocities, such a transition 

has the effect of reducing the depth of flow, which in turn makes possible the 

reduction in stilling basin dimensions. A trapezoidal transition is helpful 

but the moet efficient type thua far developed in tests at Iowa University [40J 
is • curve expressed by 

Y ( 1 ) x3/ 2 
:; 2bt F314 (23) 

where ! and ! are the coordinates measured from the point of tangenoy at the 

beginning of the curve, X being the distance parallel to the axis. F is the 
2 -Froude number, itt. !,~, and ~ are the velocity, breadth, and depth of the 

flow, respectively, in the uniform section before the transition. 

This transition produces a reasonably uniform depth of flow across any 

normal cross section. The exact form of the surfaoe configuration, which is 

needed for the stilling basin design, can be determined graphically by the 

method of characteristics developed by Busemann and Preiswerk in Germany, and 

explained by Heu in the above paper. 
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Blaisdell [7 J and Berg [6] have made similar analyti cal and experimental 

studies on transi tiona with straight walls of various flare angles, 'With par

ticular application to their use in connection with the SAl stilling basin. 

If it is desirable to retard the flow or possibly to cause a hydraulic 

jump to form within the culvert barrel, a broken-back culvert may be con

sidered; that is, a oulvert whose slope is broken into two or more parts, the 

first part on a steep dope, including high-velocity "shooting'· flow. The 

slope is then changed to a mild slope, causing a lower velocity and possibly 

a hydraulic jump, depending on tailwater position. This arrangement causes 

greater frictional losses in the higher velocity portion of the culvert than 

would normally be experienoed. Corrugated metal pipe, with its rough surface, 

has Borne advantage in installations where energj' dissipation is important. 

H. Drop Inlets 

Another method sometimes used to reduce outlet velocities is that of 

placing a drop inlet at the culvert entrance. These inlets have proved es

pecially useful in carrying drainage water from small, steep watersheds under 

embankments where there is danger of gully formation in the upstream water

oourse. 

A drop inlet, in culvert nomenclature, consists essentially of a vertioal 

"riser" at the entrance, followed by an elbow and a nearly horizontal barrel. 

The riser often projects above the channel causing a pool to form and sedi

ment to be deposited in the gully upstream. The most extensive tests and 

studies made to date on this type of structure are those of Keasler [49], sup

plemented by those of Huff [41] on the flow into box inlets, to which r$fer

encl!! may be made for detailed design information. See Abstract 20 for a sche

matic sketch of a typical box inlet and culvert. 

Approximately to the point where the flow of the falling sheets from the 

three open sides of the box begin to join together, the capacity of the cul

vert is determined simply by the flow over the "weir" formed by the total length 

of the three sides of the inlet over which 1fB.ter flows. Kessler obtained the 

equation, 

Q = 3.80 L H3/2 (24) 

for this regime of the flow, where L is the length of weir crest and H is the 

head on the weir. 
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Kessler found that as the nappes converge, a vacuum is formed in the riser 

and the discharge is increased from 9 to 33 per cent over the discharge a8 

computed from the above weir formula. This point is recommended as the "de

sign point" and occurs when the head on the inlet is about 1.2 times the barrel 

side dimension. For higher discharges, the barrel and riser will continue to 

flow full, but at the cost of considerable increase in head. 

In order to maintain full flow in the barrel, it must be on a nearly 

horizontal slope (unless the outlet is submerged); otherwise, the vacuum will 

be broken in the riser and the discharge w.ill be reduced correspondingly. 

Rounding the inlet edges and flaring the inlet cross section were each found 

to materiilly increase the culvert oapacity, particularly for low heads. 

Dodge [2l] describes field tests on a 2 by 2 ft drop inlet spillway, on 

which results were found to be in agreement with predictions from Kessler's 

model tests. 

Donnelly [23J has conducted and described a large number of tests to ar- . 

rive at a generalized design of outlet and stilling basin to use in connection 

wi th drop inlet culverts flowing part full. 

I. OUtlet Di versioJU!l 

If the outlet flow must be diverted through some angle into the down

stream channel, some form of transition for accomplishing this must be de

signed. Again, there are no quantitative data available upon which to base 

such a design, and experience and judgment must still be the controlling fac

tors. For outflow at moderate velocities, either straight wingwalls or warped 

transi tiona may be effective, but past difficulties with side-cutting indicate 

that the transition should completely divert the flow into the direction of 

the downstream channel, if cutting of the bank is to be prevented. 

Experimental studies for such diversion! would be valuable. Possibly, 

some adaptation of the SAP stilling basin might be made that would change the 

direction as well as reduce the magnitude of the velOCity. Some of the Soil 

Conservation Service investigations indicate that the use of an SAF basin 

eliminates the need for any special diversion structure. 

J. Hydraulic Design of Transi tiona 

Several times in the preceding pages, references have been made to the de

sign of tranSitions, either at the inlet or outlet, to assure a hydraulically 



smooth flow. This simply means that there are no sharp angles 1n the water 

8urface, but that the surfaoe follows a smooth curve as it drops trom the ele

vation in the channel to that in the culvert (or vice verea at the outlet end.) 

Sharp breaks in the profile indicate oonsiderable disturbance and possible 

wave formation in the flow, and it is often desirable to avoid them by proper 

transitioning, if economically possible. 

The most generally accepted procedure for designing 8uch transitions is 

the one elaborated by Hinds [.39J, who gives several examples of the details 

ot such designs, to which reterence oan be made if desired. 

Briefly, the procedure 18 thus tor an inlet transition. The length i8 

determined by drawing lines at an angle ot 1210 with the channel axis (recom

mended by Hinds tor both inlet and outlet transitions) between the outside 

extremities of the desired sections at the two ends ot the transition. The 

total drop in water surface in the transition is equal to the total change in 

velocity heads plus the entrance transition loss anticipated. These water 

surface elevations at the t1ll'O ends ot the transition are then plotted, and 

any smooth reversed curve is drawn between them, tangent to the channel and cul

vert water surfaces, respectively. Hinds suggeeted a compound parabola, but 

the optimll:J!l water surface curve is not yet known, and any smooth curve will 

serve reasonably well. Then, at any point on this curve, the drop in surface 

up to that point represents the increase in veloci ty head up to that point 

over the velocity head in the channel, plus a proportionate share ot the entry 

loss, 'Which can be expressed as a fraction of the total velocity head change. 

From this, the velocity of flow at the point can be computed, and simi

larly, velocities can be determined at a sufficient number of equally spaced 

sections throughout the transition. Knowing the velocities required at each 

section, and the design dbcharge, the necessary cross-sectional areas can 

then be immediately determined by the condition of oontinuity. 

The problem thereupon resolves itself to one of detailing the various 

sections to offer the requisite areas, and to do 80 in a smooth-appearing 

transition, both on the sides and the bottom, it (as is often true) the cul

vert invert is set below the normal channel bottom. A number of trials may 

be nece~sary and the water surface curve may have to be varied slightly before 
; 

the transition is satisfactory. The completed design should be such that 

every element of the transition, both side and bottom, follows a smooth curve 
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a.nd the resulting water surface is also a smooth curve. This, of course, 

represents an ideal transition, and the degree from which the ideal can be 

departed in a given instance will depend on many practical conSiderations, 

such as velocities expected, cost, and construction difficulties. 

The design of an outlet transition is only different from that of an in

let transition in that the rise in water surface is equal to the decrease in 

velocity heads minus the outlet transition 1068. 

If the transition also involves a diversion, the same principles as out

lined above would be followed, with modifications as discussed previously in 

sections on inlet and outlet diversions. 

A somewhat similar method of laying out warped surfaces is described by 

Thlnn [2S], who makes use of certain graphical procedures for systematizing 

the computation. 

V. PART FULL FLOW 

A. General 

Since culverts are often designed to pass floods of lQ-year frequency, 

and in some oases those of lOO-year frequency, without ponding, and since it 

is often dJ.fficult or impossible to achieve full flow without some ponding, 

especially on steep slopes, the analysis of partially full flow in culverts is 

of considerable practical importance. For such a oondition of flow, the cul

vert functions as an open channel. Since any of the various types of open 

channel flow may occur in a culvert under the proper oonditions, the analysis 

cannot be generalized as conveniently as for full culverts. Its analysis and 

rating must ordinarily be based on individual open channel computations. 

B. Types of Part-Full Flow 

Probably the most simple and convenient method of classifying part-full 

flow in culverts (although other schemes have been used by various writers) 

is on the basis of the method of analysis necessary for evaluation of the cul

vert capacity. 

If the discharge that the oulvert must pass is known and the culvert di

mensions are assumed, the critioal depth of flow and the corresponding oriti

cal oulvert slope are determined. By "critical" depth is meant the depth of 



flow at whioh the given disoharge in the given channel will be maintained with 

the least "specifio energy." This term is simply the sum of the depth of flow 

and the velocity head. At critical flow, therefore, the depth and the veloc

ity head total the minimum possible value for the given discharge. Critical 

slope is the ohannel slope, as computed by the Manning formula or similar open 

channel formula, for which the normal depth of flow is the critical depth. 

If the slope is greater than critical and the depth is less than critical, 

the slope is said to be "steep" and the type of flow is variously described 

as tlsupercritical," "rapid," or "shooting." A less-than-critieal slope, cor

responding to a depth of flow greater than the ori tical depth 1s called a 

"mild" slope, and the flow is called "subcri tical," "tranquil, tt or "streaming." 

For a treatment of the mechanios and energy relations involved in the 

three basic types of open channel flow, reference may be made to such a text 

as HYDRAULICS OF STEADY FLOW IN OPEN CHANNELS, by Woodward and Posey, Wiley, 

1941. 

As applied to flow through partially filled culverts, the type of analy

sis necessary will depend on whether the flow near the culvert entrance is 

supercritical or subcritical. In the usual oase, this will devolve upon whether 

the culvert slope 1s steep or mild, although there are conceivable, though 

unlikely, exceptions. 

Aocordingly, the analysis of part-full flow in culverts as treated in 

this study will be considered under two categories, supercritical flow near 

entrance and subcritical flow near entranoe. 

C. Superori tioal Flow near Entrance 

Supercritical flow will always occur near the entrance if the culvert is 

on the critical or a steep slope, assuming that the tailwater does not become 

high enough to cause a hydraulic jump so near the entrance as to inhibit the 

actual attainment of critical depth at the entrance (if' such occurs, the cul

vert will shortly thereafter be flowing full, and this discussion is not ap

plicable) • 

It the outlet is free or partially Bubmerged (and possibly, provided that 

the inlet is free and the culvert slope is long and steep, even if the outlet 

is totally eJUbmerged), placing the culvert on a steep slope 'will result in 

superoritical flow near the entrance. The critioal slope can be computed from 
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the Manning formula, 
nV 2 

S = ( 0 ) 
c 1 486 R 273 

• c 

(25) 

in which n is the roughness coefficient for the oulvert material, R is the o 
hydraulic radius, as computed from the critical depth for the design discharge, 

and V is the critical velooity, as computed from the critical depth and the c 
discharge. 

For such a condition, the flow will pass through critical at Borne point 

near the entrance. Since there is a definite relation between discharge and 

critical depth in a given type of channel, this fact means that the inlet 

geometry controls the discharge and thus determines the culvert rating. 

For example, for a box culvert (that is, a rectangular open channel), 

critical depth, 
Q 2 

d = ( c 
c gB2 

(26) 

where Qc is the discharge, ~ is the channel width, and ~ is the acceleration 

of gravity. Thus, for Q equal to the design discharge, the depth of culvert c 
openine for any desired breadth need be made only slightly greater than d , 

. c 
provided that the culvert slope is made equal to or greater than the critical. 

The corresponding critical velocity head is equal to one-half the critical 

depth, 
V 2 

c =.!..d 
2g 2 c 

(26a) 

For a circular culvert, the equations relating discharge, diameter, and 

critical depth become very complicated. However, they can be fairly con

veniently solved by trial and expressed in dimensionless form as in Table V. 

In Table V, ~ is the pipe diameter, ~ is the depth of flow, ! is the 

corresponding area of flow, R is the hydraulic radius, and Q is the discharge 
- c 

when d is at critical. The term ~ is not dimensionless; however, it is 

Qc 
identical to the dimensionless term 7 whioh appears in the critical 

(gn5l 2 ' 

1 flow equations, except for the constant ~. 
g 



TABLE V 

OPEN CHANNEL FLOW IN CIRCULAR SIDMENTS 

d A R Qc V 2 SJfl3 
d A c c 

If -;; D ~ 2gD n2 D -;; 
0.01 0.0013 0.0065 0.0006 0.00331 80.5 0.52 0.Ll3 
0.02 0.0031 0.01)0 0.0025 0.00109 6809 0.54 0.433 
0.03 0~oo69 0.0198 0,,0055 0.00990 53.6 0.56 0.453 
0.04 0.0105 0.0261 0.0098 0.0135 50.5 0.58 0.412 
0.05 0.0147 0.0326 0.0153 0 .. 0168 . 48.1 0.60 0.492 
0.06 0,.0192 0.0)88 0.0220 0.0205 45 .. 0 0.62 0.512 
0.01 0.0242 0.0451 0.0298 0.0235 42.5 0.64 0.531 
0.08 0.0291. 0.0512 0.0)89 0.0212 Ll.l 0.66 0.550 
0.09 0.0350 0.0575 0.0491 0.0305 39.9 0.68 0.569 
0.10 0.0409 0.0636 0.0605 0.0340 38.9 0070 0.587 
0.12 0.0534 0.0154 0.0868 0.041.1 31.4 00 72 0.605 
0.14 0.0668 0.0871 0.1176 0 .. 0481 36.0 0.74 0.623 
0.16 0.0811 0.0965 OG1530 0.0554 35.2 0.76 0.641 
0.18 0.0961 0.110 0 .. 1928 0.0626 34.5 0.18 00657 
0 .. 20 0.lil8 0.121 0.237 0,,0699 34.0 0.80 0.614 
0.22 0.1281 0.131 0.286 0.0114 33.1 0.82 0.689 
0.24 0.1449 0.141 0.339 0.0851 33.5 0.84 0.70h 
0.26 0.1623 0.152 0.396 0.0926 33.3 0.86 0.719 
0.28 0.1800 0.162 0.457 0.1002 33.1 0.88 0.732 
0.30 0.1982 0.171 0.523 0 .. 1082 33.1 0.90 0.744 
0.32 0.217 0.180 0.592 0.1158 33.2 0.91 0 .. 750 
0.34 0.236 00189 0.666 0.1244 3303 . 0.92 0.756 
0.36 0.255 0.198 0.743 0.1325 33.5 0.93 0.761 
0.38 0.274 0.206 0.825 0.1408 33.1 0.94 0.766 
0.40 0.293 0.214 0.910 0.1502 34.0 0.95 0.111 
0.42 0.313 0.222 1.000 0.1580 34.2 0.96 0.775 
0.44 0.333 0.230 1.093 0.1681 34.7 0.97 0.779 
0.46 0.353 0.237 1.190 0.1768 35.1 0.98 0.782 
0.48 0.373 0.244 1.291 0.1860 35.7 0.99 0.784 
0.50 0.393 0.250 1.396 0.1960 36.2 1.00 0.785 

-

R 
Qc 

D -;Fl 
0 .. 256 1.50 
0.262 1.62 
0.268 1.73 
0 .. 273 1.85 
0.278 1.98 
0.282 2.11 
0.286 2.24 
0.290 2.38 
0.293 2052 
0.296 2.67 
0.298 2082 
0.)00 2.98 
0.302 3 .. 15 
00303 3.32 
0.304 3.51 
O • .30b 3070 
0.304 3.91 
0.303 4015 
0.301 4.41 
0.298 4.10 
0.296 4.87 
00293 5.06 
0.292 5.27 
0.289 5.52 
0.286 5.82 
0.283 6.18 
0.279 6.67 
0.272 1.41 
0.267 8.83 
0.250 -

V 2 
c 

2gD 

0.207 
0.218 
0.229 
0.239 
0.250 
0.262 
0.277 
0.290 
0.J05 
0.320 
0.336 
0.356 
0.315 
0.)96 
0.422 
0.450 
0.479 
0.515 
0 .. 564 
0.625 
0.655 
0.697 
0.743 
0.808 
0.886 
0.986 
1.J.h2 
1.398 
1.971 

-

S ril/3 
c 

n2 

36.9 
37.6 
38.4 
39.3 
40.1 
41.4 
42.8 
44.0 
45.4 
47.4 

. 49.2 
51.4 
53.6 
56,,4 
59.8 
63.8 
68.3 
73.8 
81.5 
91.0 
96 .. 6 

104.0 
1ll.9 
123.0 
136.2 
154.8 
183.1 
232.0 
367.0 
- \J\ 

-.J 

"-> 
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The table can be used to determine the pipe diameter required to carry 

a given discharge at a given depth at critical flow, or it can be used to de

termine critical depth for a given discharge and pipe diameter. After criti

cal depth is found, the corresponding critical slope can be determined. 

In order to determine the critical.slope corresponding to a given depth 

in a circular open channel by the Manning formula, it is necessary to compute 
V Qc A 

the critical velocity. The term :372 reaul ts from dividing -m- by -:2' and 
D V 2 JYI - D 

c 
is tabulated as the critical velocity head term 2gD' 

Also, it is necessary to compute the hydraulic radius. The area is ob

tained directly from the table. The wetted perimeter can be computed from 

n -1 d) D = cos (1 - 2 ~ if d< ¥ (27) 

.E -_ 7T -1 (2 d 1 ) D - C08 D - if d> ¥ 
R The hydraulic radius, expressed as D' has also been tabulated. Finally, a 

dimensionless exp;:ession for the critical slope has been computed and tabulated 
S D1!) 

in the form c 2 based on Manning's equation, and equal to 
n 

1 

v c 
nl !2 

2 

(28 ) 

If the section is other than rectangular or circular, appropriate formu

las will have to be derived tor critical flow in that particular section. 

This general rule should be remembered: Cri tical depth for any section is 

that depth of flow at which the velocity head is equal to one-half the average 

depth. In this rule, the critical depth is computed as the vertical distance 

trom the water surface to the lowest point of the cross section, lI1d the aver

age depth is obtained by dividing the area of flow by the water surface width. 

D. Headwater Surface Even with Top of Culvert 

A special case of this type of flow, of rather frequent application, 

occurs when the headwater pool has the same (or slightly greater) elevation 

as the crown of the culvert inlet. For this condition, of course, the cul

vert cannot flow full, since the headwater elevation must be sufficient to 
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overcome entrance loss and to provide the critical velocity head at the en

trance, assuming that the pipe is placed on a steep elope. 

Where it is desired to prevent more than a slight amount of ponding at 

the entrance, this type of design is obviously the most efficient hydrauli

cally, since the inlet dimensions control the discharge, and ori tical floW 

occurs on the invert. There is no possible way of increasing the discharge 

without building up a headwater pond for the given entrance cross section. 

Since the culvert roughness does not affect the flow, a rough culvert 

will be as efficient as a smooth culvert for this type of design. However, 

a rough culvert requires a steeper slope to effect critical flow than does a 

smooth culvert. 

For a rectangular culvert, with headwater elevation even with the crown 

of the culvert, the depth of flow at critical will be two-thirds of the cul-

vert depth, assuming entrance loss is negligible. Better, if the headwater 

is above the culvert crown, a distance equal to the lost head at entrance, 

then the critical depth is two-thirds of the culvert depth. 

Similarly, for a circular culvert, with the culvert on critical or greater 

slope and with the headwater above the culvert cro-,m by an amount equal to 

the entrance head loss, the depth of flow at cn tical can be shollll to be 

O.6881D, where D is the culvert diameter in feet, and the critical velocity 

head is O.JllJD: The discharge will be 2.58D5/ 2 and the critical slope, as 

46.2n2 
computed from Manning's formula, 1/3 0 

D 

It should be remembered that whenever the culvert is placed on a steep 

slope and the outlet is free (that is, tailwater below critical depth), the 

velocity at the outlet, being in the supercritical range, will be high. At

tention should be given to the questions of outlet velocity, erosion, endwall 

design, and possible stilling basin installation. Also it may be feasible to 

install a broken-back culvert to aid in reducing outlet velocity. 

E. Subcritical Flow near Entrance 

If the culvert is on a mild slope, critical flow cannot occur at the en

trance. The control thus is changed from the entrance to the barrel and tail

water. If the tailwater elevation is below critical depth elevation at the 

outlet, there will be a drawdown curve formed by the water surface in the cul

vert, which must pass through critical depth elevation very near the outlet. 
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If the tailwater is above critical depth, the water surface will form either 

a drawdown curve or a backwater curve from the tailwater elevation, depending 

on whether the tailwater is below or above the normal depth for the given 

culvert slope. In either situation, the water surface profile in the culvert 

will b~ largely non-uniform and will determine the culvert capacity. 

For an accurate determination of rating for these conditions, there is 

no alternative to a computation of the water surface profile, whether it be 

a backwater curve or a drawdown curve. The computation will have to begin 

at the outlet water surface and then proceed upstream. Critical depth eleva

tion at outlet will be the beginning point if the'tailwater elevation is be

low this,; otherwise, the tailwater elevation will be the beginning elevation. 

In the computation of the profile, changes in veloci ty should not be 

neglected., Therefore, approximate methods should not be used, if an aocurate 

profile is to be obtained. The step-method is the best and safest method, and 

is not unduly laborious for a regular section like a culvert, especially since 

the culvert is not usually very long. 

The equation for such a computation is 

(29) 

Here, Dl and Vl are the known depth and velocity at the downstream end of the 

reach oonsidered. D2 and V2 are the depth and velooity of flow at the up

stream end. D2 is assumed, and V2 is oomputed to correspond. Vm is the mean 

of V 1 and V 2' Rm is the mean of the hydraulio radii ~ and R2, ~ is the rough ... 

ness coeffioient, S is the culvert slope, and L is the length of the reaoh. 
o -

SuffiCiently small inorements of D2 should be chosen 80 that the profile i8 

accurate. 

The computation of the water surface profile, as outlined above, will 

give the depth and velocity of flow at the inlet, which can then be used to 

compute the hydraulics of the trans?-tion, if any, by the methods described in 

the preceding section, or to compute the headwater elevation if the inlet is 

submerged. 
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The depth a.nd velocity at the inlet, together with the entrance 10s8, 

determine the head necessary to maintain the assumed flow through the culvert. 

One or more trial designs may be necessary to arrive at the morst satisfactory 

dimensions oorresponding to the assumed discharge. 

F. Previous Tests 

A num.ber of tests on partially full flow in cul verts were made in the 

Iowa investigations, but were not reported in Bulletin 1 (117J for the reason 

that at the time the conviction was that culverts need only be designed to 

pass the maximum expeoted flood when flowing full at both inlet and outlet. 

Luecker in 1939 [36J described the experimental behavior of a model pipe flow

ing partly full with free outfall. 

'In 1936, Robin in Australia included in his tests [56J several measure

mentsof part-full flow in a rectangular culvert model. The great majority 

of his teats, however, applied to full flow, and his data on partial flow are 

too meager to justify conclusions for design purposes. 

The most extensive investigations of partial flow in culverts reported 

to date are those conducted in 1943 at Pennsylvania state College [40J by 

Mavis, who made a series of tests on circular, sharp-edged entrance culvert 

models. He divided partly full culverts into two categories, those with tail

water below downstream pipe invert (free outfall), and those with tailwater 

between bottom and top of pipe (partially 6ubmerged outfall). However, this 

classification seems somewhat artificial in view ot the basic mechanics ot 
flow in partly full culverts, as discussed previously • 

• 
For each culvert tested (diameter, length, and slope fixed), Mavis ob

tained a "behavior curve" showing the variation of headwater elevation (above 

inlet invert) with tailwater elevation (above outlet invert), which indicated 

quite well the behavior of the culvert for varying taUnter elevations and 

given discharge. 

A typical behavior curve is shown in Fig. 8. For part-full flow and free 

outfall, the headwater elevation was fixed for a given discharge and seemed 

to be independent of culvert slope. Mavis plotted a curve trom his test re

sults, giving ~ as a function of ~ for this condition of free outfall; and 
D 

all of the test points, regardless of oulvert slope, fell ,reasonably well on 

the curve. The curve is reproduced in Fig. 9. About one-third of MaVis' 

tests were on mild slopes and about two-thirds were on steep slopeso 
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At first this seems to indicate that it is immaterial whether the culvert 

is on a steep or a mild slope. However, as we have seen previously, the con

trol for this condition will either be near the inlet or near the outlet, de

pending on whether the culvert slope is steep or mild. For a given discharge, 

the head over the inlet invert theoretically should be leas for the fonner 

ca,se than for the latter. If the slope is mild, there will be a drawdown 

curve in the culvert barrel, pas sine through critical depth at the outlet. 

The distance of the headwater above the outlet invert must be sufficient to 

overcome entrance loss and barrel friction loss, as well as to supply criti

cal depth and velocity head at the outlet. The friction gradient will be 

steeper than the culvert elope. 

On the other hand, if the slope is steep and, therefore, critical flow 

occurs near the entrance, the headwater need only be high enough to overcome 

entrance loas and to supply the critical depth and velocity head, since the 

friction gradient does not affect it. However, it is probable that the en

trance 1086 is greater when critical flow occurs near the entrance. This 

(together with the fact that the models used by Mavis were quite short, and 

tended to minimize barrel friction effects) evidently accounts for the seeming 

indifference to culvert slope indicated by the results of his tests. 

In long culverts on mild slopes, even though they flow part full with 

free outfall, it should be expected that a given discharge will require a 

greater headwater elevation than if the culvert is on a steep slope. 

Returning to the behavior curve, Mavis found that, as the tailwater level 

was raised (discharge remaining constant), the headwater level remained un

altered until the former approached closely either t~e headwater pond level 

or the crown of the outlet. This would seem to indicate that for this condi

tion the control is independent of the tailwater. However, as we have just 

noted, if the culvert slope is mild, this oannot be str:tctly true after the 

tailwater elevation exceeds the critical depth elevation at outlet, because 

then any further rise in the tailwater must be reflected, however slightly, 

in a rise in headwater through its backwater effects. However, as indicated 

by Mavis' results, this upstream effect may largely be damped out by barrel 

friction, 60 that the headwater will remain essentially constant until the 

tailwater submerges the outlet and the culvert begins to flow full. This 

would be especially true for large discharges because critical depth for such 
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I flows would be a large fraction ot the total culvert depth, and the rising 

tailwater oould only slightly atfect the flow picture before the culvert would 

begin to flow tull. This tact is borne out by Mavis' behavior ourves ror 

models on mild slopes, which show that the greater the discharge, the greater 

may be the rise in tailwater betore the headwater is noticeably atrected. An 

inspection of most of these curves indioates that the break from horizontali ty 

occurs soon after the tailwater reaches critioal depth at outlet. 

The tests made on steep slopes, however, showed that the headwater was 

not affeoted until the tailwater rose either to the same level as the head

water, if the latter was below the crown at the inlet, or to the orown of the 

culvert at its outlet, if the headwater was above the inlet orown, thus oausing 

it quickly to flow full. 

Although Mavis seems to draw no distinotion between flow oonditions on 

steep and on mild slopes, his data, when analyzed from this viewpoint, appear 

consistent with the criteria previously set up in this section for types of 

part-full flow. 

A rather interesting and possibly quite signifioant phenomenon was next 

evidenced on the behavior ourves. As the pipe began to flow full (assuming 

the headwater was above the inlet crown for the part-full condition), there 

was a Budden drop in headwater elevation. Thus, the same discharge was being 

maintained through the pipe with a smaller head above the inlet orown for the 

full condition than for the part-full condition. At first this seems anoma

lous, because the specifio energy (depth plus velocity head) should be sub

stantially the same (greater, in fact) just after the pipe begins to flow full. 

The barrel friction, if anything, is increased beoause of the increase in 

wetted perimeter in spite of the slight reduction in velocity. It seems that 

the only explanation for the difference is that the entrance 10s5 was oon

siderably reduced by the pipe beginning to flow full. This means that rather 

large entrance losses are incurred when culverr.s flow part full under a statio 

head on the inlet crown, presumably because of the. excessive turbulence near 

the critical tlow range and because of possible strong wave aotion Bet up b,y 

the constriction of the flow at the entranoe. 

Mavis t data were re-analyzed with this in mind; for the purpose of evalu ... 

ating these entranoe losses. It was assumed that critical flow oocurred some

where near the entranoe. As just pOinted out .. this would not be true for the 
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tests on mild slopes. However,the depth would be only a little greater than 
critical depth at most, and the assumption il adequate tor the computations 
desired. None of Mavis' tests were for discharges of critioal depth greater 
than pipe diameter. 

the 
the 

Wri ting Bernoulli I B equation between a section in the headwater pool and 

section near the culvert entrance where the tlowpasses through critical, 

entrance lose He is given by 
V 2 

He = H - dc - 2~ (30) 

in which H is the headwater elevation measured above the inlet invert (neg
lecting channel slope between the inlet and the section ot cn ti cal flow), 
dc is the critical depth for the disoharge at the time of consideration, and 

V 2 
c 2g is the corresponding critical velocity head. In dimensionless form 

He _ H do Vc2 
D - j)-1)-2gl5 (31) 

For any given value ot ~, the experimental value ot ~ can be obtained 

dc V02 
from Mavis' curve; the corresponding values of D and 2gD can then be obtained 
from Table V. 

H Thus the entrance loss tor any value of i5 can be oomputed, and expressed 
by meane of a coefficient Ke multiplied by the critical velocity head. Co~ 

putation of a number of values of K in this manner, taken over the range of e 
Mavis' elperiments, indicates a linear relation approximately expressible by 

(,32) 

This is not applicable at values of -DH ,less than one, because of the low en-
V 2 ". 

trance losses (He = Ke 2~ ) and, therefore, the large relative computational 
errors. In fact, the drop in headwater observed by Mavis was only obta~ed 

,. H . 
when D exceeded about 1.2 tor the part-full condition. 

Obviously at values of ~ greater than one (tor which the equation fits 
the experimental results quite well), K becomes rather large and becomes 

He· -
greater than unity when i5 exoeeds 2.5. Thill 18 oonsiderably greater than the 
value ordinarily obtained (about 0.5) tor pipes flo1l1ng full, whioh seems to 
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account for the sudden drop in headwater noticed by Mavis. Aleo, the pressure 

at the contracted section is no longer atmospheric, but may be greater or les6 

than atmospheric. The sudden drop in headwater is evidently due to a combina

tion of these two factors. 

However, the mechanism of the loss iB yet obscure. Why there is such a 

high loss in the transition from pond conditions to critical flow, and why 

this 106s increases linearly with pond elevation are questions for which no 

ready answer suggests itself. The above analysis may aleo be in error because 

of the curvature of the streamlines in the region where the flow passes through 

critical. Obviously, this phenomenon needs further study. 

In any case, 1 t appears desirable to do somethint; to reduce the entrance 

loes, in order to design a more economical culvert section. Rounding the en

trance is indicated particularly. It may be possible to make the culvert flow 

full if the inlet 16 properly designed, even though the outlet may be free of 

tailwater influence. If so, the headwater elevation may be materially reduced 

and possibly the culvert size may be reduced as well. 

In this connection, a further significant fact is revealed by Mavis' be

havior curves. After the pipe began to flow full, each further rise in tail

water elevation was accompanied by an equal rise in headwater elevation, in

dicating the dependence of 9. in this region upon difference in elevation alone. 

As the tailwater was gradually lowered again below the crown of the out

let, it was found that the culvert continued to flow full. As the tailwater 

was still further lowered, the headwater also continued to drop, though at a 

decreasing rate. Finally, as the outlet became completely free (the culvert 

continuing to flow full), the headwater elevation became fixed, for the same 

discharge, at a substantially lower value than at the beginning of the run 

when the pipe was flowing partly full, in fact, even at a lower value than 

that to which it had dropped suddenly when the flow first changed from part

full to full conditions. 

Again, this seems to be largely due to the elimination of the large en

trance loss for part-full flow. However, upon a detailed analysis of Mavis' 

data, \he actual magnitude of this reduction (as well as that of the Budden 

drop previously described) seems to depend on culvert slope as well as on the 

H 
discharge and the corresponding Ii value. Greater drops were noted for greater 

slopes, with other factors equal. This latter phenomenon probably is caused 
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moetly by the greater reduction of pressure near the inlet for large slopes. 

On mild slopes, the reduction in head occasioned as described above was less 

than the value of entrance loss computed for the part-full condition. For 

supercritical slopes, a greater reduction in head was noted than was attribut

able to the elimination of this entrance 108s. In the former case this must 

mean that the pressure head in the full flow at the inlet was greater than the 

depth of flow before the pipe flowed full. In the latter case, it must mean 

that the hydraulic gradient had fallen below the former water surface. This 

indicates that a partial vacuum may exist for a considerable length of the 

culvert on steep slopes. 

In a number of cases, particularly for low values of g, and ~, Mavis found 

this condition of full flow with free outlet to be unstable. The tendency 

sometimes was to revert to part-full flow and the correspondingly greater 

headwater elevation. 

It seems obvious that material savings may be possible if culverts can 

be designed 50 that a stable condition of full flow with free outlet will be 

obtained. The reduction in headwater would be a great advantage in many cases, 

and the utilization of the full sectional area may make culve,rt diameter re

ductions possible in some instances. Also, the smaller velocities make ou~ 

let scour less of a problem. 

More tests are needed which will ans.wer the question of how to make this 

condition of flow occur and remain stable. Proper rounding of the inlet and 

possibly an approach transition seem to be the most plausible solutions and 

should be studied first. Since the greatest Length/Diameter ratio used in 

Mavis I tests was 17.7, the L/D range should be considerably increased in future 

tests and its effects should be determined • 
• 

G. Approach Transitions 

In all of the foregoing discussion on part-full flow in culverts, no 

account has been taken of approach velocity head. In Mavis' test.s and probably 

in most field installations, the approach velocity is 80 small that its energy 

can be neglected in computations. 

However, it is quite possible for the approach to the culvert to be such 

as would induce a relatively large approach velocity, in particular if the 

water is carried into the culvert without ponding. If so, there should be in

cluded in the computations a velocity head added to the static head H on the 



invert. If the headwater elevation is below the culvert crown, the problem 

is hydraulically identical to that of flume entrances on. which studies by 

Hinds, Scobey, and others have been discussed in a preceding 8ec~ion. 

The only laboratory tests thus far in which an attempt has been made to 

determine the effect of approach veloei ty on partly full flow in culverts have 

been those described by Robin [56J. However, hie tests were mostly concerned 

with culverts flowing full and his data on part-full flow were very meager 

and not very usa.ble from a quantitative point of view. Even these teste were 
H only for D values of les6 than one; that iS J the headwater elevation was be-

low the crown of the inlet (E is the depth of the culvert model, which was 

rectangular) • 

Consequently, no effective comparison of Robin I s tests with those of 
. H 

Mavis is possible. Furthermore, because of the low values of D investigated 

by Robin, the small entrance 108se8 were subject to a large percentage of 

error. Thus, although Robin used different approach channel widths and dif

ferent wingwall angles, the effect of these devices upon entrance 108s could 

not be accurately determined. His tests do show, albeit qualitatively, that 

entrance losses are less for narrow approach channels and that transi tiona 

serve to reduce entrance lOBS8S. 

It appears possible th$t properly designed transi tiona may re{5ult in 

worthwhile economies in part-full flow as well as full flow, and tests to in

vestigate this are quite in order. The hydraulic design of approach transi

tions has been discussed in Part IV. 

VI. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Extent of Survey 

It is believed that the present survey of literature on culvert hydrau

lics has included practically all articles, reports of tests, and theoretioa.l 

analyses that have heretofore been published on this particular subject. Re

lated subjects which bear in any practical way upon the study of flow in cul

verts have also been covered. 

Consequently, the data discussed and analy-'Zed herein should represent 

very closely the present state of knowledge in this field. As such, it should 

prove of considerable value to engineers who may have occasional need for 
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designing oulverts, but who have neither access to nor acquaintance with the 

various experimental data that are described in this report. 

Nevertheless, perhaps the outstanding fact that is emphasized by this 

study (and one which probably moat field engineers will verify on the basis 

of the many difficulties in culvert operation encountered in practice) is that 

the information at hand for effective hydraulic design of culverts and appUl:'

tenant structures is yet very far from adequate. A number of recommendations 

for needed field and laboratory studies have been suggested in the preceding 

sections and will be summarized in this section after the data discussed in 

the report have been reviewed and codified. 

To this point, no mention has been accorded the much-used Talbot formula, 

which makes the square-footage of culvert cross section simply equal to the 

three-fourths power of drainage acreage, multiplied by a coefficient governed 

by the general character of the area served. The formula has served fairly 

well in the past, but it is believed that the sciences of hydrology and cul

vert hydraulics have progressed now to the point where some sort of hydraulic 

analysis and design is nearly always justified. 

It is beyond the scope of this report to discuss the use of hydrology in 

culvert design. Of course, much remains to be done in this field before it 

will be possible to make precise predictions of maximum or even average run

off to be carried by a given culvert. However, in most places, records and 

methods are now available which permit a fairly accurate evaluation of these 

factors. Izzard [42J has recently summarized the best present practice in 

this regard, and a supplementary bibliography on hydrology is included in this 

report. 

B. Principle Factors in Culvert DeSign 

Before the actual design of a culvert is undertaken, several important 

facto~s should be determined, such as: 

(1) Peak quantities of flow to be handled by the culvert, 

usually based on the maximum floods to be expected 

in the lO-year and 100-year periods. 

(2) Character of the outlet channel; in particular, the 

tailwater elevations that will accompany the design 

discharges. Also, these elevations may be affected 



by additional water from side channels near the cul

vert outlet or by backwater from a larger stream in

to which the ohannel empties. 

(3) Permissible outlet velocities before erosion begins. 

Alao, velocities to be maintained to prevent silting 

in the barrel; in particular, the possibility of 

downstream backwater reducing velocities in the cul

vert sufficiently for silting. 

(4) Slope of the channel bed where the oulvert will be 

laid, which roughly determines the beat type of cul

vert for that location. 

(5) Amount of ponding, if any, that can be safely per

mitted at headwater. 
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These factors, and others in special oases, will generally dictate the 

best type of culvert for a given location and the method of design to follow. 

However, it is impossible to specify definitely when eaoh design condition 

would apply. A given oulvert may have to be analyzed for several conditions 

of flow before the optimum design is obtained. 

C. Hydraulic Design of Culverts 

1. Full Culverts in Undefined Channels 

If the topography is relatively flat, channel and culvert slopes will 

usually be small. If the outlet channel will only carry the design disoharge 

at a depth greater than the culvert outlet crown, then usually the culvert 

will also be submerged at the inlet, and the head producing flow through the 

culvert is equal to the headwater elevation minus the tailwater elevation. 

This head is equal to the sum of losses which result from (1) entrance tur

bulence and distortion of velocity distribution pattern, (2) barrel friction 

that would be lost in an equal length of pipe in whioh flow was uniform, and 

(3) dissipation of kinetic energy at the outlet. 

For straight-barrel oulverts with square-edged inlets, 

L ~ L ~ 
H = (Ke ~ f ~ + Ko) 2i = (0.45 + f D ~ 1.05) 2i 

approximately, in which V is the oulvert velocity, ~ is the length-diameter 

ratio, and !. is the pipe friction factor ae obtain~d from curves such as in 
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117 n2 
Fig. ,. Also, f equals 1/3' where n is the Manning roughness coeffioient 

R 
and R is the hydraulic radius. 

- v2 
The entrance lOBS 0.45 2g can be oonsiderably reduced by rounding or 

beveling the inlet lip. Concrete oulvert pipe is usually already somewhat 

beveled, and corrugated metal pipe, 

also has in effect a rounded inlet. 

safe value to use for these pipes. 

wi th i ts half-corrugation at entrance, 
2 

About 0.20 Y- would be a reasonable and 
2g 

For a vitrified clay pipe with bell-end 

V2 
entrance, 0.10 2g would be satisfactory. If the radius of rounding is about 

15 per cent or more of the greatest pipe dimension, then practically all en

trance 108s is eliminated, except that due to the increase in ! caused by the 

practically uniform velocity distribution at a rounded entrance, an effect 

which is small and not accurately evaluated as yet. 

The barrel friction factor £ depends primarily on the roughness of the 

walls of the pipe and also to some extent on the Reynolds number of the flow. 

This is true also of ~, the Manning coefficient. This lOBS can be evaluated 

in the same manner as in a simple pipe flow problem, using data such as in 

Fig. S. 

The velocity distribution facto~ used in the expression for outlet 105s 

(that is, the 1.05 in the term 1.0, ¥g) presupposes that normal turbulence is 

developed in the pipe following the abnormal conditions introduced at the en

trance. The length of culvert necessary for this is unknown as yet. It is 

reasonable to suppose that most culverts, unless they are very short, develop 

this kinetic energy. 

The outlet loss can be reduced very materially by flaring the walls of 

the pipe near the outlet. ThuB some of the normal kinetic energy of the pipe 

flow is converted back into potential energy. Practically all of whatever 

kinetic energy remains in the flow at the outlet is dissipated in the rela-

_ tively qUiescent tailwater pool. 

However, the outlet flare must be on a small angle, not more than about 

100 if it is to be of any great value; otherwise, the flow will separate from 

the walls with practically the same losses as for no flare on the outlet. For 

an outlet flared at 10°, the outlet loss coefficient will be about 1.5 (~)~ 
2 

A 

For a 6° flare, the outlet loss coefficient will be approximately 1.1 (-!)2, 
A2 
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where Al and A2 are the barrel and flare-end areas, respectively. However, 

these values are only tentative inasmuch &8 they are based on insufficient 

evidence to warrant much assuranoe. It is possible that the outlet 10s8 may 

also be reduced by a flared outlet transition, though no specific quantita

tive data are yet available. 

Therefore, in designing a culvert for such flow conditions, the tailwater 

elevation i8 subtracted from the permissible headwater elevation. The result

ing head H is equated to (K + f ~ + K )!, and V is determined. Usually, 
- e U 0 ~g 

a cut-and-try prooedure is necessary to solve this equation, since !, ~, and 
K rlll depend on V to some extent. When V is determined, the cross-sectional 
0--

area immediately follows from the design discharge. 

2. Full Culverts in Defined Channels 

It the embankment crosses a reasonably well-defined channel and, in par

ticular, if little headwater ponding is permissible, it may be advantageous 

to oonstruct transitions at entrance and exit to the culvert, thus making use 

of the kinetic energy of the approaching flow and also channeling the water 

into the culvert without appreciable head over the inlet crown. 

For a situation of this kind, the culvert should be designed on the basis 

of the Bernoulli equation written between points upstream and downstream from 

the entranoe and outlet transitions, respeotively, making allowance for the 

entrance and outlet transition losses, 
V 2 y2 

~ + 2~ + Zl = ~ + 2~ + he ... ht + ho 

Here, dl is the water depth, Vl is the velocity above the entry transition, 

and ~ and Y2 are the depth and velocity below the outlet transition, all of 

which are determined by the design discharge and the ohannel characteristics. 

The vertical drop in channel bed between the two sections is Zl' 

The pipe friction loss hf i8 oomputed in the same way as tor a submerged 
culvert. The entry transition loss h is caused partly by friction in the 

• e 
tranSition, but mostly by contraotion and re-expansion of flow entering the 

oulvert. Consequently, if the transition is so designed as to eliminate en

trance contraction, the loes will thereby be practioally nullified. Very 

little quantitative data are available for different transitions, but entrance 



losses of the following orders of magnitude are intimated: 

Straight wingwalls at 450 or less with the culvert axis, 

Hydraulically designed warped transitions, 

Cylinder quadrant (or well-rounded) inlets, 

where Y is the velocity in the culvert. 

v2 
0.15 2i 

14 

v2 
0.05 2i 

v2 
0.052g 

The outlet transition loss ho depends on the efficiency of the outlet 
transition in converting the reduction in velocity head at the outlet back 

into increased flow depth in the downstream channel. Again, there is prac

tically no quantitative information available concerning the actual magnitude 

of this lOBS for various forms of outlet transitions. The available data in

dicate approximately the following values: 

Square-end bulkhead outlets, 

Outlet wings at )00 with axis, 

Lonp,-taper or warped transitions, 
where LJ h is the difference in veloc1 ty heads . v 
channel. 

0.8~hv 

0.6L1hv 
0.36hv 

in the culvert and the outlet 

Thus far in this section, it has been assumed that the culvert and chan

nel axes are coincident. If the flow in the channel 11I\lst be diverted through 

Bome horizontal angle to pass through the culvert, an additional energy 10s8 

will be induced by the bend. 

The magnitude of such losses is very uncertain and depends on many vari
ables such as relative radius of curvature, shape of cross seotion, and other 

factors. For an approximate oomputation of loss in a 900 bend, a bend loss 

of about one-fourth to one-third of the mean velooity head in the bend might 

be added to the entry transition loss. Losses in bends of smaller detlection 

angle may be reduced proportionately. 

A matter ot practioal design that should be emphasized in this oonnection 

is the importance of aligning the wingwalls, or whatever form of transition 

i8 used, about the direction of flow rather than about a line normal to the 

embankment. That is, for a skew culvert, the transition should be symmetri

cal about the channel and oulvert oenterlines rather than about a perpendi

cular to the culvert. Similarly, for a diversion, either into a normal oul
vert or into a skew culvert, the best alignment tor straight wingwalls would 



probably be about a line making an angle with the approach channel of one

half the total angle of diversion. For a diversion at outlet, however, the 

transition should be suoh, if possible, as to complete the flow diversion 

within the transition itself. 

Field experience with culverts indicates that if any of these matters of 

practical hydraulics are ignored, particularly where fairly high velocities 

are possible, seriouB flow disturbances and consequent troubles with side

cutting and scour may result. 

3. Culverts Flowing Part Full 

Frequent occasions arise when a culvert is designed to flow only partly 

full, even at maximum discharge. When ponding at entrance is not permissible 

and there is no provision for entrance losa elimination, then obviously the 

culvert cannot flow full. Also J if the culvert is on a "steep" slope and if 

the outlet is not submerged to too great a depth, the culvert may flow part 

full. Even if' the culvert is on a "mildl1 slope, it may flow only part full 

if it has a free outlet. 

Its rating must then be based on open channel computations, the exact 

type of analysis depending on whether the flow in the barrel near the entrance 

is "shooting" or "streaming l1 , which in turn ordinarily depends on whether the 

culvert slope is steep or mild. 

If the slope is steep or supercri ti cal, then shooting flow will be estab

lished for at least some reach in the barrel, and the water must pass through 

oritical depth somewhere near the entrance, assuming that the headwater flow 

is subcritical. Since a critical section is a control section, the size and 

shape of the pipe entrance governs the quantity of flow. The headwater eleva

tion required will then be the sum of critical depth and velocity head plus 

the entrance lOBS. 

Mavis [60J has obtained an experimental curve (see Fig. 9) which gives 

the relation between headwater elevation and discharge, and shows the latter 

to be independent of culvert slope (provided that it is greater than critical 

slope), pipe roughness, and tailwater elevation (as long as it is not so high 

as to move a hydraulic jump all the way up the pipe). This curve has been 

widely used in design, but considerable question now exists as to its range 

of applicability. All of the data upon which the ourve is based were obtained 
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with sharp-edged inlets and it is very likely that the rounded inlets used in 

practice would make very material differences in the indicated relation. How

ever, design of supercritical flow culverts, on this basis at least, results 

in an error on the safe side. Until further test information becomes avail

able in regard to the magnitude of entrance losses for supercri tioal flow near 

the inlet, Mavis' curve should continue to be used. 

If the flow is Bubcritical; that is, if the culvert is on a mild slope, 

then Mavis' curve should not be used unless the culvert is rather short and 

has a free outlet. For subcritical flow, there is no critical section near 

the inlet, and the depth of flow will, therefore, be greater than critical 

depth; hence, the inlet no longer controls the flow. 

If the outlet is free, the flow will pass through critical depth just at 

the outlet. Otherwise, the tailwater elevation will give the depth of flow 

at the outlet. In either case, for accurate determinations of capaCity, oom

putations along the backwater or drawdown ourve would have to be carried back 

through the culvert from the known elevation at outlet to the inlet. Probably 

the step method would be used. Thus, the capacity of a part-full culvert on 

a mild slope depends on tailwater elevation and barrel friotion, as well as 

on the shape and size of cross section. For rough computations, the same 

method could be used as described previously for submerged culverts, except 

when the outlet is free. In this case, the head should be measured from the 

headwater elevation to the elevation of the energy gradient at the outlet. 

If the culvert is approached by some form of tranai tion, or if the inlet 

lip is rounded, a probability exists that the culvert may be made to flow full 

even when the outlet is free and the culvert is on 8. supercri tical slope, un

less the latter is very large. This possibility oannot yet be evaluated quan

titatively, but the possible hydraulic advantages of such a design should not 

be overlooked. 

Outlet transition problems are often of considerable importance for part ... 

II full flow. If the latter is subcr1 tical, the transition design ordinarilY 

would not be much different than for full culverts. 

However, if the flow leaving the culvert is at shooting stage, the prob

lem becomes one of dissipating some of the energy of the high velocity outflow 

to prevent scour, usually by inducing a hY,draulio jump in the flow before it 

leaves the apron and sidewalls. There is no need to design a transition to 
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recover any of the outlet velocity head, since the control section is near the 

inlet and downstream conditions have no effect on capacity_ 

Several devices have been used to reduce outlet velocities. Various 

types of stilling basins have been tried. The most generally satisfactory one 

seems to be the SAF basin [8]. Broken-back culverts also offer considerable 

promise in this connection. These culverts are broken into a steep slope on 

which supercritical flow is developed, and a mild slope on which the flow is 

retarded and at Bome stages forms a hydraulic jump. More energy is thereby 

dissipated in the culvert barrel and the outlet velocity is somewhat reduced. 

A similar principle is used in drop-inlet culverts. The first portion of this 

type of culvert is a vertical riser, the second portion is a nearly horizontal 

reach in which the culvert usually flows full. It may be necessary to provide 

stilling basins even for culverts flowing full, as the outlet velocity may 

still be great enough to induce supercritical flow in the outlet channel. 

Drop-inlet culverts are also used to retard flow in the approach channel 

and thus cause the deposition of most of its sedimentary load therein. This 

is accomplished by extending the riser some distance above the channel bed. 

D. Further Studies Needed 

As. emphasized before, the search for and analysis of information on cul

verts reported in this paper has revealed many important gaps in the existing 

basis for hydraulic desien of culverts, which it is hoped will soon be remedied 

by a series of extensive laboratory and field investigations. It appears very 

likely that the cost of such research will be nullified quickly and many times 

over by savings in construction, maintenance, and replacement costs, parti

cularly the last two. 

The recommendations contained below apply especially to laboratory studies 

on small models , although such studies should be supplemented by field measure

ments wherever practicable. They will be considered under the same divisions 

as the discussion just concluded on the hydraulic design of culverts. 

1. Full Culverts in Undefined Channels 

The procedure as outlined for culverts of this category is fairly depend

able. The following information is needed, however, for more exact hydraulic 

design: 



(1) Variation of entrance 10s8 coefficients with head over 

inlet crown, veloei ty of flow, shape and size of cross 

section, approach channel width, elevation of channel 

bottom, and possibly other variables. The data on 

these matters are yet very fragmentary and sometimes 

contradictory. 

(2) The portion of the culvert barrel over which the ef

fect of the entrance extends. This involves both the 

actual contraction and re-expansion of the flow at 

the inlet, and the effect of the abnormal veloei ty 

distributions considerably further down the pipe. Es

pecially important are the variations in velocity dis

tribution factor and in pipe friction factor with dis

tance from the inlet. 

(3) More dependable data on flared outlets and the losses 

to be expected from them, since the present data are 

rather fragmentary w1d inconclusive. 

(4) Further studies like those of Ogden to determine defi

ni tely the value of culvert ceiling cross beams to 

reduce the wetted perimeter and barrel friction losses. 

(S) Tests for capacity, 108ses, and general flow charac

teristics of multiple culvert systems. 

2. Full Culverts in Defined Channels 
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This very common type of culvert is one that has been studied very spar

ingly quantitatively. An extensive set of model tests should be very informa

tive and profitable. The following data are especially needed: 

(1) The relative effectiveness of various types of ap

proach transitions in carrying the flow into the cul

vert without ponding and at the same time maintaining 

full flow in the culvert. 

(2) Similarly, the effectiveness of various types of com

bination transitions and diversions for culverts not 

in line with their approach channels. 

(3) The effect of degree of submergence onithe efficiency 

of such transitions. 

(4) The relative effectiveness of level and dropping ap

proach floors with such transitions. 



($) The effect of combinations of transitions with en

trance rounding and oblique entrances. 

( 6) Similar studies to all the above should be made on 

outlet transitions for subcritical flow at the outlet. 

3 • Culverts Flowing Part Full 
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The most immediate need in the analysis of this type of flow is an exten

sion of the type of study developed by Mavie, in order to define speoifioally 

the range of applicability of his results and then to obtain equivalent data 

for conditions outside the range. Specific investigations should cover the 

following: 

(1) Duplication and corroboration of Mavis' tests with 

sharp-edged inlets and short Lin ratios with more 

precise evaluation of the effect of Bubcritical and 

supercritical slopes. 

(2) Extension of these tests to obtain analagous results 

for large L/n ratios, for rounded inlets, and for 

various approach transitions. 

(3) Establishing of minimum discharges and maximum slopes, 

for which pipe will flow full, 'for various entrances 

and for both free and submerged outlets. 

(4) Tests to determine the relative value of various de

vices in reducing outlet velocities, such as broken

back culverts, drop-inlet culverts, roughening of 

walls, stilling baSins, and other expedients. 

E. structural Design of Culverts 

This report has dealt primarily with the hydraulic design of culverts. 

However, '"it is recognized that structural considerations always must influence 

to some extent the hydraulic design. Consequently, although the summary re

port has dealt solely with the hydraulic aspect, an annotated bibliography on 

the structural design of culverts has been compiled and inoluded herein. 

Like the bibliography on hydrology, the bibliography on structural de

sign is not presented as being a complete coverage of the subject. However, 

it is believed that in both bibliographies the moet important papers have been 

inoluded, as well as a sufficiently ample variety of papers to give a good 

representative ooverage of both subjects. 



ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHIES OF LITERATURE 

The bibliography on "Hydraulics of Culverts" is believed to be 

substantially complete, containing everything significant to the 

subject that could be located. Material contained in hydraulics 

textbooks and in commercial literature has been omitted for the most 

part since it contains nothing of importance to the study that is 

not covered in papers included in the bibliography. 

The bibliographies on "Hydrology of Small Watersheds" and 

"Loading and Structural Design of Culverts" are not presented as com

plete, but rather as representative bibliographies containing the 

most important papers in these fields, as well as a sufficient variety 

to assure a satisfactory coverage. 
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HYDRAt~ICS OF CULVERTS 

1. Albertson, M. L., Dai, Y. B., Jensen, R. A., and Rouse, Hunter. DIFFUSION 

OF SU~ffiRGED JETS. (Unpublished), Iowa Institute of Re
search, State University of Iowa, June 30, 1947, )0 pp., 

21 figs. Velocity distribution patterns of a freely ex

panding submerged jet are derived a~lytioally as dimen

sionless equations, and verified experimentally by tests 

of jets of air from circular and slit orifices. 

2. Angas, W. M. "Cost of Jacking Culvert Through Fill Compared with Open 

Cut Method." ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 10), No. 11, 
October 24, 1929, pp. 663-64, 2 figs. Installation of a 

48-in. corrugated metal culvert in an existing .fill by 

jacking, at one-third of estimated cost bw open cut. 

3. Babbit, H. E. "N6n-Uniform Flow and Significance of Drop-Down Curve in 

Conduits." ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 89, No. 25, De

cember 21, 1922, pp. 1067-69, 3 figs., 3 tables. Where 
culvert outfall is free, considerable error is introduced 

by assuming uniform flow, resulting in over-design. 

4. Balch, L. R. INVESTIGATION OF FLOW THROUGH FOUR-INCH SUBMERGED ORIFI

CES AND TUBES. University of Wisconsin Bulletin No. 700, 

1914, 31 pp., 11 figs., 13 tables. Tests of 4-in. square 

and circula.r orifices of lengths of 1, 2, 4, and 6 in. to 

evaluate discharge coefficients. 

5. Benson, M. H. "Model Tests of Outlet Transitions." CIVIL ENGINEERING, 

Vol. 6, No. 11, November, 1936, pp. 760-61, 4 figs. In 

a tra.nsition from a flume to a wide trapezoidal channel, 

a spreading baffle was ttsed to produce stable and reason

ably uniform velocity distribution. 

6. Berg, Merlin H. "Supercritical Flow in Straight-Wall Diverging Channels 

on Normal Slopes. It Unpublished M. s. Thesis, Uni versi ty 

of Minnesota, August, 1948, 36 pp., 17 figs. This paper 

represents an extension of ~la1sdellts work [7] on Buper

critical flow transitions on flat slopes to include nor

mal or friction slopes. The recommended sidewall flare 

is 1 in 3 ~Froude number, although further studies are 

needed to establish definitely the effect of slope. 

7. Blaisdell, Fred W. "Flow Through Diverging Open Channel Transitions at 

Supercritical Velocities." Report No. MN-R-3-33, U. S. 

Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, in 

cooperation with the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment 

Station, June 1 1947, )0 pp. J 10 figs., 2 tables. Data 

and design rules are given for design of transitions with 

straight flaring sidewalls, to decrease flow depth at 

supercritical velocities and thus to increase the Froude 

number of the flow. This permits a reduction in dimen

sions of the SAF stilling basin in energy dissipation in

stallations. The maximum permissible sidewall divergenca 

is recommended to be 1 in 3-1 Frauds number. The only chan

nel slope tested was a one per cent slope. 
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8. Blaisdell, Fred W. "Development and Hldraulic Design, Saint Anthony Falls 
Stilling Basin." PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
CIVIL ENGINEERS, Vol. 73, No.2, 1947, pp. 123-59. De
soription or model tests and design features of a genera
lized stilling basin for flume and culvert outlets. 

9. Blaisdell, Fred W. THE SAF STILLING BASIN. Soil Conservat.ion Service, 

10. Boston, O. w. 

United states Department ot Agrioulture, in cooperation 
with the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, Min
neapolis, Minnesota, December, 1943, (mimeographed) , 17 
pp., 2 figs. Description of SAF stilling basin, including 
design chart. ' 

IIFlow of water in Short Pipes. It TRANSACTIONS CF THE AMERI
CAN SOCIETY OF MF--CHANICAL ENGINEERS, Vol. 45, Paper No. 
1904, December, 1923, pp. 393-403, 5 figs., 3 tables. 
Tests of 1- to 7-in. pipes 3 diameters in length to deter
mine disoharge ooefficients. 

11. OALIFORNIA CULVERT PRACTICE. state of California, Department of Publio 
Works, Division of Highways, 1944, 87 pp., 59 figs., 8 
tables. Numerous recommendations for improving the hy
draulic performance of culverts, based on extensive study 
of field conditions and office recorda and reports. Sepa
rate chapters contain discussion and recommendations on 
the following subjects s debris control at entrances, lo
cation and slope of culverts', selection of size and type, 
and maintenanoe. 

12. Campbell, E. L. 

13. Carmick, L. G. 

14. Caudle, R. E. 

IINew Paved Invert Culvert Pipe." CANADIAN ENGINEER, Vol. 
63, No.1, July 5, 1932, pp. 10-11, 2 figs. Tests by Armoo 
Culvert Manufaoturers Association to select asphalt paving 
material with greatest resistance to abrasive flow • 

. "Galvanized Culverte." PUBLIC ROAm, Vol. 3, No. 25, 'Mal, 
1920, pp.26-29. Tests by the Publio Roads Administr,ation 
to determine the unifomity of zinc ooating on galvanized 
oulvert pipe. 

"How One Railroad Replaces Trestles with Corrugated Pipe. tt 
RAILWAY ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE, Vol. 20, No.1, Janu
ary, 1924, pp. 19-20, 4 figs., 3 tables. Double or triple 
tubes are preferred over large single culverts. This 
railroad prefers corrugated metal pipe beoause of its ease 
of handling and flexibility. 

15. "Concrete Aroh Culverts." ROArs AND STREETS, Vol. 88, No.1, January, 
1945, pp.80-81, 7 figs. General description of oonorete 
aroh oulverts UIIed by the Pennsylvania Highwal Department. 

16. Cone, V. M., Jones, P. S., and Trimble, R. E. FRI OTI ONAL RESISTANCE IN 
ARTIFICIAL WATERWAYS. Colorado Agricultural College, Ag
ricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 194, January, 1914, 
48 pp 0, 33 figs., 15 tables, 8 plates. Experimental eval
uation ot friction ooefficients in flumes and.channels 
of various materials. 
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17. It Corrugated Plate Pipe Culvert Carries 61 Feet of Fill. II ROADS AND STREETS, 

Vol. 90, No.1, January, 1947, p. 92, 3 figs. Fill to 

depth of 61.5 ft was placed over 10-ft corrugated plate 

pipe culvert. Corrugations were 1/2 in. deeper than stan

dard. 

18. Crum, R. W. FIELD INSPECTION OF CONCRETE PIPE CULVERTS. Iowa state 

College Engineering Experiment Station Bulletin No. 99, 

1930, .32 pp., 3 figs., 12 tables. Factors affecting the 

life of conorete pipe culverts were found to be quality 

of the pipe, external loads, and care of installation. 

Early failures were due to overloading and undermining at 

the outlet. 

19. "Cutting Culvert Costs Under High Fil18,It ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 

125, No. 19, November 1, 1940, pp. 632-33, 4 figs. Saving 

in culvert costs by using variable gauge corrugated metal 

pipe, with progressively lighter gauge toward the culvert 

ends. 

20. Dennis, J. H. 

21. Dodge, E. R. 

22. I>Onch, Fritz. 

23. Donnelly, C. A. 

ItSmall Bridge and Culvert Problems." CANADIAN ENGINEER, 

Vol. 56, No. 23, June 4, 1929, pp. 569-70. Types of cul

verts used for various locations and purposes in Genesee 

County, Michigan. 

"Verification of Drop-Inlet Hydraulic Model Studies by 

Field Tests. 1t CIVIL ENGINEERING, Vol. 11, No.8, August, 

1941, pp. 496-91, 3 figs., I table. Observed discharges 

of a 2 by 2 ft drop-inlet spillway were found to be in 

agreement with rating curve predicted from model tests by 

Kessler. . 

ItDi vergente und Konvergente Turbulente stromungen mit 

Kleinen Offnungswinkelnn (Turbulent Flow in Slightly Di

vergent and Convergent Channels). FORSCHUNGSARBEITEN AUF 

DEM GEBIETE DES INGENIEURWESENS, V.D.I., Heft 282, 1926, 

58 pp., 28 figs., 20 tables. Testa With air flowing 

through a rectangular section of variable divergenoe to 

determine nature of pressure and velocity variatione. 

DESIGN OF AN OUTLET FOR BOX INLET DROP SPILLWAY. Soil 

Conservation Service Teohnioal Publication No.6), Novem

ber, 1947, 31 pp., 14 figs., 3 tables. Teate to determine 

generalized design oriteria for stilling basins used as 

outlets to box inlet drop structures. 

21+. Downs, w. S. tlDurabili ty of CulVert Types Under Servioe Conditions." 

ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 114, No. 11, March 14, 1935, 

pp. 384-85, 2 figs. A survey of 4000 culverts in use in 

the state of West Virginia. Aoidic waters affected the 

life of all types of culvert. Headwalls and endwalls with 

pipe culverts appeared to serve no useful purpose. 



25. Dunn, C. p. 
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It A Method of Laying Out Warped Surfaces of Hydraulic struc
tures." ENGINEERING JOURNAL, Vol. Ih, No.1, January, 
1931, pp. 2h-27. 6 figs. Description of a 6i~ple method 
for laying out transition sections, particularly appli
cable to enclosed hydraulic structures • 

. 
26. Francis, J. B. "Experiments on the Flow of Water Through Submerged Ori

fices and Diverging Tubes." LOWELL HYDRAULIC EXPERIMENTS, 
2nd ed., D. VanNostrand, New York, N. Y., 1868, pp. 209-
251, 4 tables, 2 plates. Tests of a submerged diverging 
tube in various lengths. 

27. Gibson, A. H. "The Conversion of Kinetic to Pressure Energy in the Flow 
of Water Through Passages Having Divergent Boundaries." 
ENGINEERING, Vol. 93, February 16, 1912, pp. 205-6, .3 figs. 
Numerous model tests with diverging tubes of circular, 
square, and rectangular section to determine variation of 
efficiency with angle of divergence. 

28. Gibson, A. H., Aspey, T. H., and Tattersall, F. "Experiments on Siphon 
Spillways." PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL EN
GINEERS, Vol. 2.31, Part 1, Paper No. h810, 1931, pp. 203-
282, 21 figs., 26 tables. In model tests of siphon spill
ways, flared outlets of various flaring angles were tested. 

29. Gifft, H. M. "Nomographic Chart for Flow in Pipes Partly Full." CIVn. 
ENGINEERING, Vol. Ih, No.3, March, 1944, pp. 115-16, 2 
figs. Nomographic solution of part-full uniform flow in 
circular conduits, based on Manning1s formula. 

30" Gilmore, C. P. "Corrugated Culverts on the Western P8.4ific." ENGINEER
ING AND CONTRACTING, Vol. 62, No.4, October 15, 192J-l, 
pp. 875-78, 3 figs., 1 table. After 12 to 14 years of 
service, corrugated metal culverte were in good condition, 
except in areas where surface water was three times as 
salty as seawater. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

Greenfield, 1. "Culvert Designed to Smooth stream Flow." ENGINgERING 

Griffith, J. 

Griffith, J. 

NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 133, No. 12, September 21, 1944, p. 107, 
1 fig. In a triple pipe culvert in New York, the center 
pipe was set 12 in. lower than the others to stabilize 
the flow at low discharges. 

R. "Construction Design Chart LXIV - Flow of water in Con
crete Pipe." WESTERN CONSTRUCTION NEWS, Vol. 16, No.4, 
April, 1941, p. 118, 1 fig. A nomographic solution of the 
Scobey formula for flow in concrete pipe. 

R. "Construction Design Chart LXVIII - Hydraulic Entrance 
L08S8S." WESTJt~RN CONSTRUCTION NEWS, Vol. 16, No.8, 
August, 1941, p. 249, 1 fig. A nomographic chart for de
termining entrance loss due to various types of entrances 
for a given pipe size and culvert discharge. 
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34. Hamilton, J. B. SUPPRESSION OF PIPE INTAKE LOSSES BY VARIOUS DEGREF.s OF 
ROUNDING. University of Washington Engineering Experi
ment Station Bulletin No. 51, November 15, 1929, 35 pp., 
13 figs., 6 tables. Experiments with pipe entrances 
showed that full suppression of intake 108s is obtained 
with 'a radius of rounding equal to 14 per cent of pipe 
diameter. 

35. Harris, Charles W. ELIMINATION OF HYDRAULIC EDDY CURRENT LOSS AT INTAKE. 
University of Washington Engineering Experiment Station 
Bulletin No. 54, october 1, 1930, 26 pp., 12 figs., 1 
table, 4 plates. Eddy current losses at a pipe intake are 
analyzed theoretically and compared to the experimental 
results of Hamilton, published in Bulletin 51 • 

.36. Harris, CharlesW. HYDRAULIC FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF A SQUARE-EDGED IN
TAKE. Universi ty of Washington Engineering Experiment 
Station Bulletin No. 61, March 15, 1932, 21 pp., 6 figs., 
4 tables. Pressures in the vena contract a of a square
edged intake are determined experimentally and found to 
agree with theoretical values. 

37. Harris, Charles W. THE INFLUENCE OF PIPE THICKNESS ON RE-ENTRANT INTAKE 
LOSSES. Uni versi ty of Washington Engineering Experiment 
Station Bulletin No. 48, November 1,1928, 32 pp., 16 figs., 
33 tables. By theory and experiment entrance loss in a 
re-entrant tube is shown to vary with thickness of tube, 
being equivalent to that of a flush entrance for thick
nesses over five per cent of the tube diameter. 

38. Harris, C. W. and Hamil ton, J. B. INTAKES FOR HIGH-VELOCITY FLUMES. 
University of Washington Engineering Experiment Station 
Bulletin No. 33, September 1,1925, 27 pp., 10 figs., 4 
tables. Description of correct and incorrect forms of 
flume intakes and photographs of several types in opera
tion. 

39. Hinds, Julian. "The Hydraulic Design of Flume and Siphon Transi tiona." 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, 
Vol. 53, No.8, October, 1927, pp. 1805-41, 23 figs., 4 
tables. I1lustra.tions of various types of flume, siphon, 
and culvert intakes used by Bureau of Reclamation. De
scription of method of designing an intake to accelerate 
water with a smooth water surface. 

40. Hsu, E. Y. CHARACTERISTICS OF SUPERCRITICAL FLOW AT j. GRADUAL OPEN 
CHANNEL ENLARGEMENT. Unpublished M. S. Thesis, 11 brary 
University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, February, 1946, 54 
pp., 30 figs. Discussion of theoretical and experimental 
determination of depth and velocity' distributions for su
percri tical flow expansions. Graphioal method of oharac
teristics developed by Preiswerk from Busemann's methods 
for supersonic gas flows applied for computation of water 
surface contours. 



41. Huff, A. N. 
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THE HYDRAULIC DESIGN OF RECTANGULAR SPILLWAYS. Soil Con
servation Service, United states Department of Agriculture, 
in cooperation with the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Minneapolis, Minnesota, October, 1943, (mimeo
graphed), 64 pp., 17 figs., 18 tables. Tests to deter
mine capacity ratings for box inlets, which may be used 
as open drop structures or as flume entrances, or as drop 
inlets for culverts flowing partly full. 

42. Inard, Carl F. THE DRAINAGE OF HIGHWAYS. U. S. Public Roads A.dminis
tration, Washington, D. C., June,19L5, 47 pp., 9 figs., 
3 tables. General discussion of various features of high ... 
way drainage, with sections on hydrology, open ohannels, 
culverts, and subdrainage. Includes several design charts. 

43. Izzard, Carl F. PRACTICAL HYDRAULICS IN HIGHWAY ENGINEERING. Unpub-
lished M •. S. Thesis, Library, Uni versi ty of Iowa, Iowa 
City, Iowa, June, 1940, 89 pp., 20 figs., 4 tables. An 
analytical study of previous experimental work on flow in . 
culverts, and of practical factors suoh as oharacteristics 
of approach and outlet channels. 

44. Izzard, Carl F. "Some Hydraulic Problems in Highway Engineering." BUL
LETIN OF THE ASSOCIATED STATE ENGINEERING SOCmIES, Vol. 
XV, No.4, October, 1940, pp. 17-22, 3 figs. Some reoom
mendations for improved hydraulic design of culverts, in
cluding use of flared outlets on submerged culverts, and 
an approximate method of computing water surface profiles 
in steeply slopine box culverts. 

45. Johnson, C. F. 

46. Jones., J. O. 

"Determination of Kutter's n for Sewers Partly Filled." 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMFjRICAN-SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, 
Vol. 109, Paper No. 2209, 1944, pp. 223-39, Discussion 
pp. 240-47, 9 figs., 7 tables. Experimental studies ot 
variation of Kutter's n with depth of flow. Additional 
data in discussions by-Camp and Ramser. 

"The Effect on Orifice and, Weir Flow of Slight Roundings 
of the Upstream Edge." CORNELL CIVIL ENGINEER, Vol. 26, 
No. 3 J December, 1917, pp. 108-17, 7 figs., 2 tables. 
Experiments showed that as 11 ttle as one per cent rounding 
on an orifioe edge increased the discharge coefficient 
tour per cent. 

47. Kalinske, A. A. "Conversion of Kinetic to Potential Energy in Flow Ex
pansions." PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL 
ENGlNE}I~. Vol. 70, No. 10, December, 1944, pp. 154~-64, 
6 figs. J 4 tables. Experimental determination of veloc
ity, pressure, and energy changes in flow expansions ot 
several angles of divergence. 
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48. Kelly, E. F. "Cooperative Survey of Corrugated Metal Culverts on the 
Austin-San Antonio Post Road. It PUBLIC ROADS, Vol. 11, 
No.9, November, 1930, pp. 173-81 and 184, 4 figs., 15 
tables. A 14-year dura bili ty study of metal culverts, 
some galvaniz"ed, and some black, but with varying composi
tion of base metal. Self-cleaning culverts lasted longer, 
as did all the galvanized culverts. 

49. Kessler, L. H. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE HYDRAULICS OF DROP IN
LETS AND SPILLWAYS FOR EROSION COm'ROL STRUCTURES. Uni
versi ty of Wisconsin Engineering Experiment Station Series 
Bulletin No. 80,1934, 66 pp., 31 figs" 8 tables. Model 
tests of several types of concrete conduits, flumes and 
spillways, including drop inlets and flared outlets, for 
use with small earth dams in erosion control. 

50. Keulegan, O. H. FRICTION LOSSES IN SHORT PIPES. (Unpublished), National 
Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C., 1947,36 pp., 18 
figs., 5 tables. A culvert is divided into an entrance 
segment, boundary layer segment, and terminal segment. 
Losses in the latter two are determined analytically and 
entrance 108s is found by analysis of the Iowa culvert 
study data. 

51. Killam, E. T. "Tests on Large Concrete Pipe Sewer Show Kutter's n to be 
0.014." ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 107, No. ~4, De
cember 10, 1931, pp. 935-36, 1 fig., 1 table. In tests 
of a 6o-in. concrete sewer running one-third full, the 
average value of Kutter's ~ was 0.0140. 

52. Kircher, P. "LG\Ying Concrete Culvert Pipe." RAILWAY REVIEW, VoL 71, 
No. 13, September 23, 1922, pp. 407-10, 8 figs. Recom
mended methods of preparing subgrade, placing and tamping 
backfill, grouting joints, handling, and placing of con
crete pipe. 

53. Kratz, A. P. and Fellows, J. R. PRESSURE LOSSES RESULTING FROM CHANGES 
IN CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA IN AIR DUCTS. University of Illi
nois 'Engineering Experiment Station Bulletin No. 300, Feb
ruary, 1938, S6 pp., 30 figs'. Experimental determinations 
of velocity, pressure, and energy changes in contractions 
and expansions in air ducts, using various angles of di
vergence. 

54. Lacher, W. S. "Is the Corrugated Iron Culvert Adapted to Railway Use?" 
RAILWAY ENGINEERING AND MAINTENANCE, Vol. 20, No.6, June, 
1924, pp. 224-30, 5 figs. Corrugated metal culverts are 
recommended for almost all conditions of loading and all 
locations except where alkaline action is severe. 

55. Lane, E. W. "Experiments on the Flow of water Through Contractions in 
an Open Channel." TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY 
OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, Vol. 83, Paper No. 1450, pp. 1149-
1209, 24 figs., 11 tables. Extensi ve experiments with 
various forms of contraction in an open channel to deter
mine effects of water surface profile head loss. 
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56. Luecker, A. R. THE HYDRAULICS OF CULVERTS. Unpublished M. S. Thesis, 

Library, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, January, 

1939, 42 pp., 29 figs., 1 table. Discussion of entrance 

loss and frictional data obtained in Iowa culvert tests 

and in other tests. Experiments by author with culvert 

entrances having different degrees of rounding. 

57. Lyon, G. E. "Flow in Conical Draft Tubes of Varying Angles." MECHANI

CAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 44, No.3, March, 1922, pp. 177-80, 

7 figs., 4 tables. Tests of oconigal draftotubes with 

angles of divergence of 60 , 8 , 10 , and 12 indicated 

greatest efficiency with 80 angle. 

,8. McCoy, B. O. "Hydraulic Design of Conduit Intakes in Dams." JOURNAL 

OF THE BOSTON SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, Vol. 33, No.3, 

July, 1946, pp. 174-84, 4 figs. For either low or high 

velocity intakes, the best shape of entrance is one con

forming to the shape of a jet from a sharp-edged orifice. 

,9. McMahon, O. H. "Overlooking Certain Factors Results in Inaccuracies in 

Culvert Designs." ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 103, No. 

8, August 22, 1929, p. 307. Such factors as frictional 

character and natural slope of the stream, as well as ex

pected discharge, should be determined before attempting 

culvert design. 

60. Mavis, F. T. IICapaci ty of Creo8oted-Wood Culverts Studied." ENGINEER

ING NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 113, No. 16, October 18, 1934, pp. 

486-87, 4 figs. Tests of a 2- by 2-ft wood box culvert 

with square-edged and rounded entrances. 

6l. Mavis, F. T. "Critical Flow in Circular Conduits Analyzed by Nomograph." 

ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 1)6, No. 10, March 7, 1946, 

pp.l05-6, 1 fig. Nomographic chart enables direct deter

mination of critical depth and sequent depths of hydraulic 

jump in circular conduits. 

62. Mavis, F. T. THE HYDRAULICS OF CULVERTS. Pennsylvania State College 

Engineering Experiment Station Bulletin No. 56, February 

12, 1943, 34 pp., 23 figs. Tests of model culverts to 

determine their behavior when flowing partly full under 

various conditions, and when in a transitional stage be

tween full and partly full. 

63. "Metal Culvert Construction for Lake Okeechobee Levees." ENGINEERING 

NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 114, No. 20, May 16, 1935, pp. 693-95, 

4 figs. General description of 10-ft corruga.ted metal 

culverts and.insta11ation methods. 

64. Miles, E. L. "Culverts and Small Bridges." CANADIAN ENGINEER, Vol. 44, 
No. 25, June 19, 1923, pp. 600-602. General recommenda

tions for culvert practice in Ontario. Minimum size of 

12 in. is used for driveways, 18 in. for road crossings. 
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65. Morris, B. T. "Scour-Control and Scour-Resistant Design for Hydraulic 

Structures." TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL 

UNION, Part 1, 1942, pp. 60-67, 8 figs. Several factors 

controlling scour at a structure must be given proper con

sideration. A demonstrational model shows how sills or 

baffles produce a ground roller, which stabilizes scour. 

66. Nedden, F. IIInduced Currents of Fluids." PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN 

SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, Vol. 41, November, 1915, pp. 

1351-1403, 26 figs., 2 tables. Usi.ng the expr:;rimental 

data of Andres and Gibson, losses in two types of diffuser 

are separated into friction losses and induced current 

losses. 

67. Newe 11, H. D. "Studies of Coefficient of Frl etion of Reinforced-Concrete 

Pipe, Umatilla Project, Oregon." ENGINEERING NEWS, Vol. 

69, No. 18, May 1, 1913, pp. 904-5, 1 fig., 2 tables. 

Tests of 16-, 30-, and 46-in. concrete pipe lines to de

termine frictional coefficients. 

68. Nikuradse, J. "Untersuchungen uber dle Str8mungen des Wassel'S in Kon

vergenten und Di vergenten Kanalenll (Experiments on the 

Flow of Water in Convergent and Divergent Channels). 

FORSCHUNGSARBEITEN AUF DEM GEBIETE DES INGENIEURWESBNS, 

V.D.I., Heft 289,1929, 49 pp., 28 figs., 14 tables. Ex

periments with a rectangular expanding section, two sides 

parallel, two sides flaring, showed that separation beg1ns 

with a half-angle of divergence of 6°. 

69. O'Brien, M. P. and Johnson, J. W. "Velocity-Head Correction for Hydrau

lic Flow. 1t ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 113, No.7, 

August~ 16, 1934, pp. 214-16, 3 figs., 1 table. A graphi

cal method of determining veloci ty-hel1d correction factors 

for flow in open channels. 

70. Ogden, W. M. "Researches on an Improved Form of Culvert for Conveying 

water Under Small Pressures. It PROCEEDINGS OF INSTITUTION 

OF MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS, Vol. 62, No.7, Sep

tember 2Lh 1935, pp. 425-38, 12 figs., 2 tables. Tests 

of model culvert with transverse overhead beams to entrap 

air and decrease friction revealed a 25 per cent increase 

in velocity over box culvert with flush ceiling. 

71. Ormsby, M. T. M. "On the Velocity of Flow in Sewers Partly FulL" SUR

VEYOR (London), Vol. 65, No. 1679, March 21, 1924, pp. 

297-98, 1 fig., 2 tables. To facilitate computations of 

velocity in a circular or egg-shaped sewer flowing partly 

full, ratios of full to part-full discharge ar,e plotted 

against corresponding velocity ratios. 

72. "Outfall Sewer of Corrugated Iron Pipe and Measurements of Internal Fric

tion. 't ENGINEERING NEWS, Vol. 69, No. 16, April 17, 1913, 

pp. 774-75, 1 fig. In tests of a 24-1n. corrugated metal 

sewer flowing full at velocities of about 1.5 ft per sec 

values of Kutter's n were found to be between 0.021 and 

0.022. 
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13. Parshall, R. L. "The Improved V.enturi Flume." TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERI

CAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, Vol. 89, Paper No. 1586, 

1926, pp. 841-51, 4 figs., 2 tables. Description of 

simple and inexpensive measuring flume which sacrifices 

little head, is self-cleaning, and measures a wide range 

of discharges with a maximum error of five per cent. 

74. ItParti tion Walls of Culverts Desiened as Brush Collectors. II ENGINEF.RING 

NEWS-RECORD, Vol.lll, No. 22, November 30, 1933, p. 64.8, 

2 figs. Partition walls on the upstream end of a multi

ple box culvert were sloped down to the bed on a 5:1 slope 

to Berve as brush collectors. 

75. Patterson, O. N. "Modern Diffuser Design." AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING, Vol. 

10, No. 115, September, 1938, pp. 267-73, 17 figs., 5 

tables. Summary of experimental works on flow in diffu

sers. Comparison of efficiencies of various types of 

flaring and discussion of effects of rotational flow, de

flectors, suction, and curvature. 

76. Peters, H. CONVERSION OF ENERGY IN CROSS-SECTIONAL DIVERGENCES UNDER 

DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF INFLOW. National Advisory Com

mittee for Aeronautics Technical Memorandum No. 737, March, 

1934, 19 pp., 29 figs. Tests of air flowing through an 

expanding section to determine the effect of velocity dis

tribution at entrance on efficiency. 

77. Prandtl, L. and Tietjens, O. G. APPLIED HYDRO-AND-AERODYNAMICS. McGraw

Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., 1st ed., 1934, pp. 

40-57, 11 figs. Discussion and illustration of pressure 

and velocity changes in straight pipes, pipe entrance sec

tions, and converging and diverging pipes, based on ex

perimental work of Gibson, Nikuradse, DOnch, and others. 

78. "Pre-Cast Concrete Culverts." RAILWAY REVIEW, Vol. 73, No. 16, October 

20,,192), pp. 572-74, 3 figs. Use of concrete pipe cul

verts, including variations in design of pipe and joints 

used by several railroads. In some areas, allowance 

should be made for increased runoff expected to result 

from future development of the area. 

79. "Pre-Cast Concrete Culvert Solved Troublesome Channel Problem. II RAILWAY 

AGE, Vol. 114, No.5, January )0, 1943, pp. 282-84, 3 

f1 gs • A 4- by 10-ft concrete box: culvert was pre-cast in 

two barrel sections and two end sections, and placed by 

a railroad crane. 

80. Raju, Sanjiva P. "Resistance to Flow in Curved Open Channels. II Abridged 

translation from MITTEILUNGEN DES HYDRAULISCHEN INSTITUTS 

DER TECHNISOHEN HOCHSCHULE, MUNCHEN, Vol. 6, pp. 45-60, 

1933, appearing in Proceedings, American Society of Oi viI 

Engineers, Vol. 63, November, 1937, pp. 49-55, 5 figs. 

Describes experiments on 900 bends of RID = 1 and 5, in 

open channels for eValuation of loss caused by bends. 

ShowB great importance of relative radius and othervari

ables. 
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81. Ramser, C. E. FLOW OF WATER IN DRAINAGE CHANNELS. U. S. Department of 
Agricul ture Technical Bulletin No. 129, November, 1929, 
101 pp., 20 figs., 10 tables, 31 plates. Numerous obser
vations of frictional characteristics of natural and ar
tificial drainage channels in several states. 

82. Reigel, R. M. and Beebe, J. C. THE HYDRAULIC JUMP AS A MEANS OF DISSI
PATING ENERGY. Miami Conservancy District, Ohio, Techni
cal Report No.3, 1917, pp. 60-111, 51 figs., 12 tables. 
Model tests were conducted to determine the best form of 
conduit outlet for dissipating energy of high velocity 
effluent. The outlet selected had a stepped declining 
slope, along which the hydraulic jump was induced to occur 
at all discharges by two low weirs placed a short distance 
downstream. 

83. "The Relative Merits of Concrete, Cast Iron, and Corrugated Metal Pipe 
,Culverts." RAILWAY AGE, Vol. 75, No. 16, October 20, 
I 

84. Robin, R. C. 

85. Rogers, T. C. 

86. Rohwer, C. 

,1923, pp. 710-11. Discussion of the merits of the three 
types of culverts, based on a report of a committee of 
railroad engineers. Corrugated metal pipe was not con
sidered permanent. 

"The Discharge of Rectangular Culverts." JOURNAL OF 'i'~ 
INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS IN AUSTRALIA, Vol. 8, No.3, 
March, 1936, pp. 83-93, 9 figs., 3 tables. Derivation of 
a general expression for flow in box culverts, accounting 
for all energy losses from approach to the outer channel. 
Experimental verification of method and evaluation of co
efficients by extensive model tests. 

and Smith, T. L. "KKperiments with Submerged Ori fices and 
Tubes." ENGINEERING NEWS, Vol. 76, No. 18, November 2, 
1916, pp. 825-27, 3 figs., 2 tables. Experiments with 
submerged tubes of square section and of various lengths 
up to 3.5 diameters to determine discharge coefficients. 

ItDischarge of Pipes Flowing Partly Full. lt CIVIL ENGI
NEERING, Vol. 13, No. 10, October, 1943, pp. 488-90, 5 
figs. From tests of 4- to l2-in. pipes flowing partly 
full and with a free drop at the outlet end, an exponen
tial discharge is derived in terms of depth at the outlet 
end, applicable for depths up to 55 per cent of the pipe 
diameter. 

87. Rouse, Hunter. "Evaluation of Boundary Roughress." PROCEEDINGS OF 
SECOND HYDRAULICS CONFERENCE, Bulletin 27, University of 
Iowa Studies in Engineering, Iowa City, Iowa, 1943, 12 
pp., 7 figs. Resume of theory and experiment on rough
ness of commercial pipes. Recommends use of curves of 
l/fi vs. R JT (R ;::: Reynolds number) with r/K parametric, 
where "K" i6 "equivalent sand roughness." 
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"Culvert Design Factors." PUBLIC WORKS, Vol. 78, No.5, 
May, 1947, pp. 21-22, 1 fig. Some general features of 
California culvert praotice. Length and importance of 
culverts have increased with use of wider roadways and 
also with higher fills. 

"Evolution of Culvert Design." CALIFORNIA HIGHWAYS AND 
PUBLIC WORKS, Vol. 25, No.1, January, 1947, pp. 10-13 
and 28, 3 figs. Evolution of hydraulio design of culverts 
and conflict with structural design. Three types of in
verts for box culverts adopted by the California Highway 
Department are flat slab for clear streams, V-invert for 
silting streams, and trapezoidal invert for boulder
oarrying streams. 

"New Chart for Culvert Desi gn. It CIVIL ENGINEERING, Vol. 
13, No. 11, November, 1943, pp. 543-44, 1 fig. A nomo
graphic chart for direct selection of any of several types 
of culverts for Ii given requirement of net head, dis
charge, and length, based on the Iowa culvert studies. 

91. Schoder, E. W. and Dawson, F. M. HYDRAULICS, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., New York, N. Y., 2nd ed., 1934, 6 pp., 4 figs., 2 
tables. Summary of experimental works concerning flow 
through orifices and short tubes of various lengths, both 
submerged and free, including studies of Stewart, Rogers, 
and Smith, and unpublished tests by the author and others 
at Cornell University. 

92. Scobey, Fred C. THE FUJW OF WATER IN CONCRETE PIPE. U. S. Department 
of Agriculture Bulletin No. 852 , October 28, 1920, 100 
pp., 25 figs., 11 tables, 12 plates. Desoription of 130 
tests on concrete pipes 8 to 120 inches in diameter to 
determine frictional characteristics. 

93. Scobey, Fred C. THE FLOW OF WATER IN FLUMES. U. S. Department of Agri
culture Technical Bulletin No. 393, December, 1933, 98 
pp., B figs., 15 tables, 16 plates. Summary of numerous 
observations of flow of water in flumes, including types 
of non-uniform flow which occur frequently in short flumes. 

94. Sedgwick, A. "Culvert Design and Location." CANAmAN ENGINEER, Vol. 
54, No. 14, April 3, 1928, pp. 425-26. Recommendations 
for culvert location, headwalls, aggregates for concrete, 
and other factors important in culvert design. 

95. See, Howard. "Headwalls for Pipe Culverts." ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD, 
Vol. 90, No. 14, April 5, 1923, pp. 624-25, 1 fig. Sur
vey of concrete yardage required for standard 24-in. head
wall designs of various states revealed variation from 
1.6 to 9.0 cu yda. Headwalls can often be omit ted by 
lengthening pipe, which reduces total cost. 
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96. Seely, F. B. THE EFFECT OF MOUTHPIECES ON THE FLOW OF WATER THROUGH A 
SUBMFRGED SHORT PIPE. University of Illinois Engineering 
Experiment Station Bulletin No. 96~ April JOJ 1917, 49 
pp., 14 figs., 7 tables. Experiments on flow of water 
through a short 6-in. pipe with flared inlet and outlet 
sections of various angles of divergence and area ratios. 

97. Shafer, G. E. and Kroff, W. J. "Probable Life of Corrugated Culverts. 1I 

ENGINEElUNG NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 135, No. 16, October 18, 
1945, pp. 50h-6, ) figs. A survey of 800 large corrugated 
metal pipe and arch culverts after 4 to 12 years indicated 
a life expectancy of about 50 years for the pipe, while 
the life of a corrugated arch is determined by its founda
tions. 

98. Sherman, .: C. w. "Hydraulic Formulas Incorrect for Partly Filled Pipes." 
ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 103, No.7, August 15, 1929, 
pp. 253-54, 3 figs., 1 table. A summary of test results 
of Scobey, Ramser, and Wilcox showing that the common hy
draulic formulas are inaccurate as a result of variation 
of roughness coefficients with depth. 

99. Slack, S. B. "Studies in Pipe Culvert Durability and Performance. tl 
ENGINEERING NEWS-REOORD, Vol. 104, No. 23, June 5, 1930, 
pp. 938-39, 2 figs. A survey of several thousand culverts 
of various types in service in several states. Corrugated 
metal culverts deteriorate more rapidly materially than 
structurally, while the opposite is true of concrete pipe 
culverts. 

100. Smith, Hamilton, Jr. HYDRAULICS--THE FLOW OF WATER THROUGH ORIFICES, 
OVER WEIRS, AND THROUGH OPEN CONDUITS, AND PIPES. John 
Wiley and Sons, New York, N. Y., 1886. Experimental re
sults of the author and earlier investigators are reviewed, 
Included are studies of submerged orifices and orifice 
tubes. 

101. Spindler, W. H. "Computing Lengths of Culverts." CANADIAN EN1INEER, 
Vol. 61, No. 11, September 15, 1931, p. 19, 1 fig., 1 
table. A system for computing directly required lengths 
for straight or skew culverts. Use of ample length is 
recommended in place of headwalls. 

102. Stevens, J. C. "Computing Backwater Curves for Surface Slopes inStreams. 1t 

ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 95, No. 14, October 1, 1925 .. 
pp. 550-52, 3 figs. J 2 tables. A method of computing 
backwater curves in natural channels. In reaches of in
creasing section, 20 to 100 per cent of the change in 
velocity head is assumed to be lost in eddy formation. 

10). Stewart, C. B. INVESTIGATION OF FLOW THROUGH LAROE SUBMERGED ORIFICES 
AND TUBES. Uni versi ty of Wisconsin Bulletin No. 216, 
April, 1908.. 84 pp., 13 tables', 34 plates. Tests of Bub
merged tubes 4 by 4 it in section in various lengths up 
to 14 ft, using a square-edged entrance and successive 
rounding on one, two, three, and four sides of the open
ing. 
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104. streeter, V. L. ItThe Kinetic Energy and Momentum Correction Factors for 
Pipes and for Open Channels of Great Width. It CIVIL ENG 1-
NEERING, Vol. 12, No.4, April, 1942, pp. 212-13, 2 figs. 
Derivation of kinetic energy and momentum correction fac
tors from von Karman universal logarithmic velocity dis
tribution law. 

10.5. Tasker, Edric. "Some Observations on Carrying of Main Roads Over Small 
Watercourses." SURVEYOR (London), Vol. 73, No. 1876, 
January 6, 1928, pp. 15-18, 11 figs. Recommendations for 
the selection of type of culvert to fit various locations. 
structural features and considerations. 

106. TESTS ON CORRUGATED METAL CULVERTS. University of Maine Technology Ex
periment Station Bulletin No.3, 2 figs., 3 tables. Tests 
to determine crushing loads, thicknesses of zinc coating, 
and acid resistance of corrugated metal pipe. 

107. Thomas, H. A. and Schuleen, E. P. ttCavitation in outlet Conduits of 
High Dams." TRANSACTIONS (li' THE AMERICAN Soomy OF CIVIL 
F~GINEERS, Vol. 107, Paper No. 2137,1942, pp. 421-93, 20 
figs., 3 tables. Model tests of a conduit and entrance 
revised to eliminate' cavitation. In discussion, Douma. 
deri ves ideal entrance form and suggests elliptical curve 
very similar to ideal and revised entrances. 

108. Tupper, K. F. "Note on the Energy and Momentum Correction Factors for 
Flow in Circular Pipes." CANADIAN JOURNAL OF RESEARCH, 
Vol. 20, No. 12, Sec. A, December, 1942, pp. 195-202, 3 
figs., 2 tables. Energy and momentum oorrection factors 
are derived by integration, using universal logarithmic 
velocity distribution law. 

109. Vanoni, V. A. and Rostrom, J. T. "Baffle Type Energy Dissipator for 
Pipe Outlets." AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 25, No.8, 
August, 1944, pp. 301-4, September, 1944, pp. 341-48, 9 
figs., 1 table. Description of model tests on baffle box 
energy dissipator for use as high velocity pipe outlet. 

110. ItA Velocity-Reducing Drainage Outfall. tI ENGINEERING RECORD, Vol. 62, 
No. 20, November 12, 1910, pp. 5.54-55, 3 figs. Flow in 
6-ft conduit at 12 ft per sec is dropped into box-like 
chamber and divided between twin outlet tubes, each about 
the same size as the main. 

111. Villemonte, J. R. "New Type Gauging Station for Small Streame. 1t ENGI .. 
NEERING NEWS-RECORD, Vo1.l3l, No. 21, November 18, 1943, 
pp. 88-90, 4 figs. Model studies developed a shallow, 
self-cleaning V-weir for use as rating control in box 
culverts. Control can be rated on headwater elevation 
alone for tailwater submergence up to 70 per cent. 



112. Warner, E. P., Norton, F. H., and Hebbert, C. M. THE DESIGN OF WIND 
TUNNELS AND WIND TUNNEL PROPELLERS. National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics Report No. 13, 1919, pp. 651-
670, 16 figs. In discussion of forms of exit cones and 
efficiencies, velocities and rates of deceleration along 
the diffuser axis are plotted to show that a straight 
cone produces a much higher rate of deceleration than a 
curved cone of similar length and area ratio. 

113. Welborn, J. Y. and Serafin, P. J. itA study of Bituminous-Coated Cor
rugated Sheet Metal Culverts .It PUBLIC ROADS, Vol. 24, 
No.9, September, 1946, pp. 227-38, 6 figs. A survey of 
paved-invert corrugated metal culverts after four to nine 
years of service. Rate of deterioration was determined 
mainly by transposition of the bituminous paving material. 

114. Whittle, G.D. "Drainage Problems on New Lake Mead Road. 1I CIVIL ENGI
NEERING, Vol. 12, No.4, April, 19h2, pp. 196-98, 12 figs. 
On Lake Mead Highway, 18- to 48-in. pipe and 75- to 180-
in. multiple culverts of corrugated metal were used for 
cross drainage. 

115. Woodward, s. W. "Flow Through Outlet Conduits." HYDRAULICS OF THE 
MIAMI FLOOD CONTROL PROJECT, Miami Conservancy District, 
Ohio, Technical Report No.7, Chapter VI, pp. 122-55, 15 
figs., 1 table. Description of hydraulic design of con
duit outlets of Miami Conservancy District. 

116. Yarnell, D. L. "Coefficient of Roughness in Corrugated Iron Pipe. 11 

ENGINEERING NEWS-RECORD, VIOL 88, No.9, March 2, 1922, 
p. 352, 1 fig., 1 table. Summary of results of 147 tests 
of 8- and 10-in. corrugated metal pipe to determine fric
tional characteristics. 

117. Yarnell, D. L., Nagler, F. A., and Woodward, S. W. THE FLOW OF WATER 
THROUGH CULVERTS. University of Iowa Studies on Engineer
ing, Bulletin No.1, February 15, 1926, 128 pp., 26 figs. , 
22 tables, 23 plates. Results of 3,301 experiments on 
the now of water through pipe culverts of concrete, oor
rugated metal, and vitrified clay in sizes of 12 to 30 
in. and concrete box culverts from 2 by 2 to 4 by 4 ft, 
wi tb all types of entrances, plain and flared outlets, 
and various types of wingwalls. 

·118. Yen, C. H. and Howe, J. W. "Effects of Channel Shape on Losses in a 
Canal Bend. II CIVIL ENGINEERING, Vol. 12, pp. 28-29, Janu
ary, 1942, 1 table, 2 photographs. E~eriments on various 
positions of sides and bottom of a 90 open channel bend 
and R/B = 5.5, to determine effect on head loss in bend. 
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II. HYDROLOGY OF SMALL WATERSH1l.'DS 

"Rainfall and Runoff on Small Areas." BULLETIN OF THE 
ASSOCIATED STATE ENGINEERING SOCIETIES, Vol. V, No.' 4, Ootober, 1940, pp. 66-68. The unit hydro graph method of runoff analysis shows great promise, but will require 20 to 2, years of data oollection before it can be generally applied to small watersheds. The rational method remains the best available. Values are given for the runoff 00-efficient for several types of cover and various prevailing land slopes. 

"Modified Rational Method of Estimating Flood Flows." LOW DAMS, water Resources Committee of the National Resources Committee, Washington, D. C., 1938, Appendix A, 
pp. 209-.3.3, 18 figa., 1 table. The rational runoff equation is modified by introducing additional ~riable8 involving watershed shape, and ohannel characteristios. Development is based on logari thmio plots of rainfal.1-runoff records for the eastern half of the United States. 

121. CALIFORNIA CULVERT PRACTICE. state of California Department of Public Works, Division of Highways, 1944, 81, pp., 59 figs., 8 tables. Flood frequency formulas developed in the eastern United states should not be used in California without modifioation. Hydrologic conditions vary widely throughout the state. Frequenoy should be considered in all de
signs. 

122. "Curves for Determining Areas of Openings for Road Culverts and Bridges.1t 
ENGINEERING AND CONTRACTING, Vol. .39, No. 10, March 5, 1913, pp. 255-56, 2 figs., 1 table. Application of 13 different formulas to a drainage area of 10 sq miles results in waterway areas from 66 to 1,280 aq ft. 

123. Gartska, W. V. "Hydrology of Sma.ll Watersheds Under ';Wil1ter Condi ttons of Snow Cover and Frozen Soil. II TRANSACTIONS OF THE 
AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, 1944, pp.838-l060, 15 £1$8., 28 tables. Measurements of winter runoff and precipitation on three small Michigan watersheds. 

124. Grove, F. W. "Hydrological Factors in the Design of CulVerts and Small 
Bridges." ROAns AND BRIOOES, Vol. 81, No.4, April, 1943, pp. 32, 66, and 68. Summary of methods in use for determining runoff from small watersheds. 

125. Grover, O. L. ttDetermining Sizes of Culverts." PUBLIC ROADS, Vol. 1, 
No. 12, April, 1919, pp • .39-44, 4 tables. Disoussion of various methods used for estimating runoff, including the use of high water marks. 
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126. Harrold, L. L. "Flow from Drainage Basins Determined by ~hort Term 
Reoords." TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERIOAN SOCIETY OF OIVIL 
ENGINEERS, Vol. 111, 1946, pp. ,97-608, 7 figs., 3 tables. 
Rainfall-runoff reoords of .1esB than 10 years duration 
a.re analyzed to i<ietermine peak flows for various reour
rence intervals and rainfall intensities. Runoff ourves 
are adjustld to normaloy by comparing actual rainfall 
during the period to Yarnell t s long-term rainfall ourves. 

127. Hathaway, G. A. "Military Airfields, Design of Drainage Facilities." 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN SOOIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, 
Vol. 110, 194" pp. 697-130, 26 figa., 5 tables. Synthe
tic hydro graphs are developed by applioation of overland 
flow theory originated by Horton. Yarnell's rainfall data 
are plotted with one hour intensities against intensities 
for other durations, giving curves for durations of 5, 
15, .30, 120, and 140 minutes, applioable for all frequen
oies. 

128. Hoover, M. D. and Hursh, O. R. "Influenoe of Topography and Soil Depth 
on Runoff from Forest Land." TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERI
CAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, part II, 194.3, pp. 693-91, 3 figs., 
1 table. During a three-day rainfall of 6.8 to 10.8 in., 
hydrographs were recorded for eight small, forested water
sheds, 40 to 1,900 a.cres in area. The smaller areas pro
duced peak runoffs of 22 to ,32 cu ft per sec per sq mile. 

129. Horner, W. w. itA Rational Culvert Formula." ENGINEERING NEWS, Vol. 69, 
No. 18, May 1, 1913, pp. 912-13. Conversion of a rainfall 
curve for the st. Louis area to a formula for the dis
charge of a small stream. 

130. Horner, W. W.· THE ANALYSIS OF HYDROLOGIC DATA FOR SMALL WATERSHEDS. 
Soil Conservation Service Technical Publication No. )0, 
February, 1940, 103 pp., 14 figs. Analysis of data from 
several small wa.tersheds by consideration of infiltration 
and other losses. 

1,31. Horner, w. W. and Jans, S. W. "Surface Runoff Determinations from Rain
fall Without Using Coefficients." TRANSAOTIONS OF THE 
AMERICAN SOOIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, Vol. 107, 1942, pp. 
1039-1015, 14 figs., 5 tables. In the proposed method, 
runoff is determined by the following steps: (1) Preci
pitation patterns are determined for eaoh important sub
basin, (2) Infiltration-time curves are prepared for eaoh 
sub-basin, (3) Precipitation minus infiltration equus 
rate of production of surface runoff, (4) Outflow hydro
graphs for each basin are determined by evaluating sur
face detention and channel :storage, and (5) Hydrographs 
for sub-basins are synohronized and oombined for main 
stream. 
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132. Krimgold, D. B. "Rates of Runoff from Small Drainage Basins." AGRI-
CULTURAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 28, No.1, January, 1947, pp. 
25-28. Discussion of factors affecting the rate of run
off from small watersheds, including vegetal cover, slope, 
method of cultivation, soil type, moisture content of 
soil, and time of year. 

133. Krimgold, D. B. "Runoff from Small Drainage Basins." AGRICULTURAL 
ENGINEERING, Vol. 19~ No. 10, October, 1938, pp. 439-46. 
Use of synchronized rain gauges and water stage recorders 
to obtain rainfall-runoff data from agricultural water
sheds. 

134. MaVis, F. T. "Reducing Unknowns in Small Culvert Design." ENGINEERING 
NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 137, No.2, July 11, 1946, pp. 51-52, 
3 figs. Determination of runoff coefficient for Rational 
formula by use of rain gauge and stage recorder at an 
existing culvert. Rating scale for circular culverts in 
steep slope and with free outlets. 

1.35. Ramser, C. E. "Runoff from Small Agricultural Areas. If JOURNAL OF AGRI
CULTURAL RESEARCH, Vol. 34, No.9, May 1, 1927, pp. 797-
823, 15 figs., 8 tables. Description of tests on six 
small watersheds in Tennessee to determine runoff coeffi
cients in Rational formula for various types of cover, 
soil, and topography. 

136. Rowe, R. R. 

137. Smith, W. E. 

"Hydrologic Data for Highway Design." TRANSACTIONS OF 
THE AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, Vol. 28, No.1, October, 
1947, pp. 739-41, 1 table. Extensive hydrologic data is 
needed in present-day highway design. Greatest need is 
for data on short-period intensities. 

"The Hydrologic Behavior of Agricul tural Watersheds." 
TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, 1944, pp. 
1048-59, 8 figs. Runoff data from several small water
sheds in Ohio. Discussion of the influence of type of 
cover. 

138. White, Stanley. "storm water CulVert Design. 1t PROCEEDINGS OF THE IN
STITUTION OF MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY ENGINEERS, Vol. 57, 
No.7, September 30,1930, pp. 405-422, 8 figs., Stables. 
Description of hydrologic investigation nade in connection 
with design of a 42-in. storm drain. 

139. Yarnell, D. L. "Application of Rainfall Intensity-Frequency Data." 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 17 , No.9, September, 1936, 
pp. 386 and 391. Discussion of proper methods of con
structing flood frequency ourve from rainfall intensity
frequency data. 
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L. "Determining Flood Discharges from Small Watersheds. II 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 18, No.1, January, 1937, 
pp. 13-14, 4 figs. Flood-frequency curve for a small 
watershed can be checked or drawn from meager runoff data. 
In a logarithmic plot, the flood-frequency curve should 
be parallel to the rainfall intensity-frequency curve, 
which is better defined by records. 

L. RAINFALL INTENSITY-FREQUENCY DATA. U.S. Department of 
Agriculture Miscellaneous Publication No. 204, August, 
1935, 67 pp., 76 figs., 2 tables. Tabular and graphical 
summaries of 28,077 rainstorms recorded in the United 
States. 
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III. LOADING AND STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF CULVERTS 

142. Braune, G. M. "Earth Pressures on Culvert Pipes." PUBLIC ROAns, Vol. 
7, No. 11, January, 1927, pp. 222-26, 5 figs, Discussion 
by A. Marston, pp. 226-29, 9 figs. Loading tests of a 
culvert supported by a scale in an actual fill. 

14.3. Braune, G. M., Cain, W., and Janda, H. F, "Earth Pressure Experiments 
on Culvert Pipe," PUBLIC ROAOO, Vol. 10, No, 9, November, 
1929, pp. 153-76, 37 figs., .3 tables. Loading tests of 
various types of cuI vert pipe to determine effects of time, 
weather, height of fill, and live loads. 

144. Burky, C. R. "The Design of Box Culverts. II JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN 
CONCRETE INSTITUTE, Vol. 14, No.1, September, 1942, pp. 
35-52, 4 figs., 4 tables. structural design computations. 
Table of dimensions for standard box culverts used by the 
Bureau of Reclamation. 

145. CALIFORNIA CULVERT PRACTICE. state of California Department of Public 
Works, Division of Highways, 1944, 87 pp., 59 figs., 8 
tables. Chapter VII is entitled "Field Consideration of 
Earth Lands." In addition to height of fill, the ~ctua1 
loading on a culvert depends on the following a1 ternative 
factors: culvert of rigid or flexible type, subgrade 
yielding or lmyielding, location in trench or embankment. 

146. "Concrete Culverts for Country Roads." CANADIAN ENGINEER, Vol. 24, No. 
21, May 22, 1913, pp. 758-61, 6 figs. Recommendations 
and designs for concrete culvert of circular, box, and 
semicircular section, including headwalls and endwalls. 

147. 

148. 

"Effect of Loads on Culverts." PUBLIC WORKS, Vol. 57, No.8, September, 
1926, pp. 285-88, 3 figs. Loading tests on flexible cul
verts showed that deflection produces uniform pressure 
distribution. 

"Joint Concrete Culvert Pipe Committee - 2nd Report." PROCEEDINC1S OF 
THE AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE, Vol. 25, 1929, pp. 606-
621, 5 figs., 5 tables. Report on progress of culvert 
loading tests, and preparation of standard specifications 
for construction and testing of concrete culvert pipe. 

149. Marston, A. THE THEORY OF EXTERNAL LOADS ON CLOSED CONDUITS IN THE 
LIGHT OF THE LATEST E:(PERIMENTS. Iowa State College Enei
neering EXperiment Station Bulletin No. 96, 1930, 36 pp., 
11 figs., 1 table. Loading pressures on culverts are 
analyzed theoretically by Rankine's formula and found to 
agree with loading tests. 
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150. Marston, A. and Anderson, A. O. THE THEORY OF LOAts ON PIPES IN DITCHES 
AND TESTS OF CEMENT AND CLAY DRAIN TILE AND SEWER PIPKo 
Iowa state College Engineering Experiment Station Bulle
tin No. 31, 1913, 181 pp., 40 figs., 27 tables. Compre
hensive analysis of conduit loading under earth fills by 
theoretical methods and comparison to results of extensive 
tests. 

151. Marston, A., Schlick, W. J., and Clemmer, H. F. THE SUPPORTING STRENGTH 
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Abstract 1 

Albertson" M. L., Dai" Y.B., Jensen, R. A." and Rouse, Hunter. DIFFUSION OF 
SUBMERGED JETS. (Unpublished), Iowa Institute of Research" State 
University of Iowa, June 30, 1947" 30 pp., 21 figs • 

.As the direct result of turbulence generated at the borders of a sub

merged jet" the fluid wi thin the jet will undergo both lateral diffusion and 

deceleration, and at the same time fluid from the surrounding region will be 

brought into motion. The approximate characteristics of the corresponding 

mean-flow pattern are derived analytically, with the exception of a single 

experimental constant, through assumption that (1) the velocity distribution 

at any cross section follows the error law within the zone of diffusion" (2) 

the diffusion zone expands at a linear rate which is independent of the efflux 

velocity, and (3) the pressure is hydrostatically distributed at all points. 

As a result of tests of air jets from slots and circular orifices, experimen

tal data are presented which verify the assumptions with good approximation 

and provide the coefficients necessary for the two types of jets. Both the 

experimental and the analytical results are presented in dimensionless form. 

The process of diffusion is considered to take place in two distinct 

phases, the first occurring in a "zone of flow establishment," and the second 

in a "zone of established flow." In the zone of flow establishment, the 

centerline velocity remains constant and equal to the efflux velocity. For a 

circular orifice, the longitudinal velocity component v at any point in this 
x 

zone is given by the equation 
v r - D /2 2 

loglO ~ = -33 (0.081 ~ x 0 ) 
o 

where x and! are the ·longi tudinal and radial coordinates of the point, and 

D and v are the diameter and velocity of the issuing jet, respectively. o 0 

The annular diffusion region expands both inward and outward until, at a point 

four to six diameters from the orifice, the diffusion region reaches the cen

ter of the jet, marking the end of the zone of flow establishment. 

In the zone of established flow, extending to infinity, center velocities 

are also reduced and the diffusion region contrives to expand outward. For a 

circular jet, the distribution of longitudinal veloei ty in this zone is ex

pressed by the equation 
v 2 

loglO v:· Do = 0.79 -33 ~ 

Similar results were obtained in the treatment of j~tB from slot orifices. 
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Abstract 2 

Babbitt, H. E. tlNon-Uniform Flow and Significance of Drop-Down Curve in Con
dui ts." ENGINEERING NEVIS-RECORD, Vol. 89, No. 25, December 21, 
1922, pp. 1067-69, 3 figs., 3 tables. 

"As conditions of uniform flow rarely exist at and allove the outlet of 

condui ts whlch do not discharge entirely submerged, the common hydraulic for

mulas ••• cannot be applied without modification for some distance above the 

outlet. The flatter the slope of the conduit invert, the further above the 

outlet will the conditions of non-uniform flow persist. 1t In a relatively 

sho rt conduit such as a culvert, the drop-down curve may extend through its 

entire length. 

The author develops methods of solving such a problem using basic energy 

relations, working from the critical depth, which occurs at the outlet end. 

Curves are drawn for critical depth in rectangular conduits of various widths 

and in circular conduits of various diameters. To determine the diameter re

quiredto pass a certain discharge, a diameter is first assumed and a corres

ponding critical depth is determined from the curves. The water surface pro

file is then computed by steps back to the inlet (or any other desired point) 

by the successive increment method or by a similar method. If the depth at 

the inlet is considerably less than the pipe diameter, a smaller conduit can 

be used. '1'11e computation is then repeated to determine the depth of flow at 

the inlet of the smaller conduit. 

An example is 

200 cu ft per sec. 

proximately 7 ft. 

given of a conduit 1000 ft long on a 0.170 grade, to carry 

As computed by this method the required diameter is ap

If computed fo'r conditions of uniform flow the required 

diameter would be a.Jout 11.5 ft, a very substantial differenceo 

If the tailwater elevation is controlled at some elevation between cri ti

cal depth a...'1d the crown of the conduit, that elevation must be used as the 

beginning point of the drop-down curve. 

Abstract 3 

Balch, L. R. INVESTIGATION OF FLOW THROUGH FOUlt-INCH SUBMERGED ORIFICES AND 
TUl3ES. University of Wisconsin Bulletin No. 700, 1914, .3.l pp., 
11 figs., 13 tables. 

Experiments were made with l.j-in. circular orifices and square orifices , 
4-in. on each side, with tube lengths of 1, 2, 4, and 6 inches. Discharge 
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coeffioients were determined for each, using different net heads and depths 

of submergence. The shape of the entrance was also varied on the circular 

tubes, using straight bevels of 1/2 by 1/2 in. and 3/4 by 3/4 in., in addition 

to a 90° entrance. A square-cornered entrance lip only was used with the 

square tubes. 

The discharge coefficients computed increased noticeably as the length 

of tube was increased, though at a decreasing rate. The range of the tests 

goes only to L/D = 1.5 (one inch tube) .. but the author estimates that the 

maximum coefficient would have been atta.ined in 3.S or 4 diameters. The 

straight beveled entrances resUlted in coefficients of 0.90 to 0.9S with the 

6-in. tube attached, as compared to about 0.80 for the square-cornered en

trance. The value of the discharge coefficient was found to increase slightly 

though steadily with increasine heads. Depth of submergence apparently had 

some influence also, higher coefficients being obtained with greater depths 

of submergence. The square orifices consistently yielded a higher coeffi

cient than the circular orifices. 

Abstract 4 

Blaisdell, Fred W. "Development a.nd Hydraulic Design, Saint Anthony Falls 
Stilling Basin." PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVJL 
ENGINEERS, Vol. 73, No.2, February, 1947, pp. 123-59, 17 figs., 
8 tables. 

Extensi ve model tests were conducted for the purpose of developing an 

efficient and economical stilling basin and determining its design features in 

generalized terms, 50 that the basin could be used with assurance in a variety 

of applications without recourse to individual model tests. The final design, 

which was named the SAF stilling basin, is the smallest yet developed, and in 

addition is the only stilling basin which has been developed for generalized 

use. It can be used at either flume or conduit outlets, and is intended pri

marily for use in small structures whep6 individual model studies cannot be 

justified economically. 

A flaring chute was used in the experiments for the purpose of producing 

flow at a Froude number of 3 to 300. The Fraude number F was defined 

where Vl and ~ are the velocity and depth of flow, respectively, 
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at the entrance to the stilling basin. Except for its initial width, the di

mensions of the stilling basin and its parts are dependent only on VI and ~ 

and are {,iven by equations in terms of these variables. 

At the lower end of the chute, a row of chute blocks serves to increase 

the effeotive depth of the stream and to break it up into a number of smaller 

jets. At a distanoe downstream equal to LB/3, a row of floor blocks oreates 

the turbulence through whioh energy is dissipated; LB is the length of the 

stilling basin and is given by another equation. For both chute and floor 

blooks, the optimum height was equal to dl , and the best width and spacing 

was found to be 3/4 ~. A continuous sill is used at the end of the basin 

to deflect bottom currents upward and to insure the formation of a ground 

roller just below the basin. This ground roller transports bed material up

stream and deposits it at the end of the stilling basin. With the dimensions 

of the basin and its parts as specified, scour at the end of the basin is 

negligible, and the cut-off wall, therefore, needs to be of only nominal depth. 

ThE:l SAF basin has a horizontal floor and sidewalls of uniform height. 
I 

Either parallel or flaring sidewalls are satisfactory, as shown in tests of 

alternate deSigns, one rectangular, the other trapezoidal. Other design 

features of the two types are similar. Wingwalls are used at the end of the 

basin to prevent eddies from eroding the embankment outside the sidewalls. 

In moat of the tests, the wingwalls were placed normal to the channel axis, 

and provided adequate protection. In later tests, however, it was found that 

wingwalls set at angles of 450 were more effective in protecting the embank

ment. With either type, the top of each wingwall should have a slope of one 

on one. 

The safety factor incorporated in the design of the SAF stilling basin 

is low, but is considered adequate. The tests showed that a discharge some

what higher than the design discharge might wash the roller out of the basin, 

but would result in little or no damage. A lowering of the tailwater some

w11at below the design level would have the same effect and result. through

out the tests, the performance of the stilling basin at discharges less than 

the design value was observed to be excellent. 
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Abstract 5 

Boston, O. W. "Flow of Water in Short Pipes." TRANSACTIONS OF TilE AMERICAN 
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGIN~::ERS, Vol. 45, PaperNo. 1904, December, 
1923, pp. 393-403, 5 figs., 3 tables. 

Experiments were conducted a.t the Uni v'ersi ty of Michigan with orifice 

tubes 1 to 8 inches in diameter emptying a large cylindrical tank. All tanks 

were 3 diameters in length. Instantaneous discharges were obtained by re

cording the water level in the tank along with accumulated time. Thus, a 

range of heads from 0 to 7 ft wa.s obtained wi. th the 8-in. pipe acting as a 

free orifice as verification of the accuracy of the method, by comparing them 

to coefficients obtained by others with uniform discharge. 

Discharge coefficients in the relation Q:;; CA J 2gH were computed and 

plotted against the net head H. All the curves fell off sharply for heads 

below 1 ft. The results with the 1- and 4-in. tubes appear to have a constant 

error not explainable by the author. As the net head is increased, the other 

tubes all reached a constant discharge coefficient of 0.814. 

Abstract 6 

CALIFORNIA CULVERT PRACTICE. State of California, Department of Public Works 
Division of Highways, 1944, 87 pp., 59 figs., 8 tables. 

This report outlines basic principles of culvert practice and presents 

original concepts of design aimed at greater hydraulic efficiency as well as 

permanenco, ease of construction, minimum maintenance, and other desirable 

features. It j.s based on an official report of a Joint Departmental Commi t

tee of the California Division of Highways, which consisted of G. A. Tilton, 

Jr., R. Robinson Rowe, R.L. Thomas, and C. P. Woodin. The committee's recom

mendations are the result of an extensive inspection of field conditions and 

a review of office records and available literature. No experimental work 

was done. The material presented in this bulletin was published in serial 

form in CALIFORNIA HIGm'lAYS AND PUBLIC WORKS between August, 1942" and Septem

ber-October, 1943, and also in the PROCEEDINGS OF THE HIGHWAY HESEARCH BOARD, 

November, 1943. 

Included in the report is & chapter on hydrology, which is the first 
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consideration in designing a culvert. The recommendation made is that cul

verts be designed to (a) pass a 10-year flood without static head on the crown 

of the culvert at the entrance, and (b) that protective appurtenances be de

signed for the head at entrance and outlet velocity resulting from a lOO-year 

flood. 

Control of debris at culvert entrances is often a problem in mountainous 

terraIn where large boulders, as well 88 brush, are often carried along the 

watercourses during periods of heavy runoff. Several forms of debris barriers 

used in California are described and are illustrated by photographs. Location 

and slope of culverts are discussed from all standpoints, including alignment, 

permissible velocities, bends and grade breaks, and stability of subgrade. 

It is recommended that culverts be located to fit natural channels in line and 

in grade where practical. For greatest economy, in general, small skews should 

be eliminated, moderate skews retained, and large skews reduced, depending on 

whether or not the outlet channel can be changed. 

Oulvert velocities should exceed stream velocities at all stages to pre-
, 

vent deposition. Artificial roughening may be used to decrease effluent veloc-

ities on steep slopes. 

For culvert entrances, the ordinary beveled lip of concrete pipe is ade

quatelyefficient. Rounded-lip entrances should be used on box culverts with 

a radius of rounding of approximately 10 per cent of the greatest culvert di

mension. Straight headwalls serve adequately for cases of low: approach veloc

ity or headpool, light floating debris, or undefined approach channel. For 

well-defined approach channels, vertical flaring wingwalls may be used; the 

flare should be centered about the stream axis. Warped wingwalls at entrance 

cost little more than vertical walls and reduce scour, as well as entrance 

loss. In certain locations, a drop-down apron ora lined training channel is 

worthwhile for the purpose of accelerating and contracting the flow before it 

enters the culvert barrel. 

The purpose of a culvert outlet structure is to restore the flow to the 

natural channel conditions of stage, velocity, and shape of section, or suf

ficiently near these condi tiona to prevent damaee to the outlet channel or the 

culvert itself. Since it functions altogether differently than an entranoe 
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transition, it should not be a counterpart of the entrance. Considerations 

in the desir,n of an outlet are the energy of the effluent, the get-away and 

stability of the natural channel, and the security of the be:d and banks against 

scour. Vertical wingwalls, if intended for an outlet transition, should not 

flare at an angle greater than 1500 divided by the outlet velocity in ft per 

sec. Warped endwalls can be designed and constructed economically to fit 

trapezoidal or U-shaped channels as transitions for moderate to high veloci ty 

(10-18 ft per sec). For higher outlet velocities, some type of energy-dissi

pating structure is usually necessary. 

The applications and limi tations of inverted siphon or "sag" culverts are 

discussed, and also the occurrence of true siphon action in culverts. Flared 

outlets act in a manner similar to siphons, by producing pressures less than 

atmospheric in the culvert. 'l'he committee has developed a formula which it 

uses for flared outlets. In a certain culvert cited as an example, the com

puted discharge was increased from 27.4 H to 34.8 H by flaring the outlet to 

twice the barrel area. As a general rule, only the sides are flared, and 

never the top of the culvert. Since natural submergence is necessary to prime 

the flared outlet, its principal application is in broad valleys where stream 

gradients are low. It can also be used to increase the capacity of an existing 

culvert. 

Additional chapters deal with culvert loading and bedding, maintenance, 

and discharge ratings. The committee has developed certain standard waterways, 

including low and high arches, and rating charts and tables for each. The 

upper portions of some of the sections are considered structural voids, non

usable for flow area. Multiple barrels are more desirable hydraulically than 

large single barrels, since a lower headwater level can be used. 

Abstract 7 

Cone, V. M., Jones, r.s., and Trimble, R. E. FRICTIONAL RESISTANCE IN ARTI
FICIAL WA'l'ERWAYS. Colorado Agricultural College Experiment Sta
tion Bulletin 194, January, 1914, 48 pp., 33 figs., 15 tables, 
8 plates. 

This bulletin reports on tests of the flow of water in flumes of riveted 

and corrugated metal, timber flumes, concrete lined channels, earth channels, 

and siphons. Values of the roughness coefficient n were determined for each. 
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A value of 0.0225 is recommended for corrugated metal, 0.016 for concrete 

linings form-lined with no finishing, and 0.017 to 0.032 for earth channels. 

Donch, 

Abstract 8 

Fritz. "Divergente und Konvergente Turbulente Stromungen mit Kleinen 
Offnungswinkeln" (Turbulent Flow in Slightly Divergent and Con
vergent Channels). FORSCHUNGSARBEITEN AUF DEM GEBIETE DES INGENI
EURWKSgNS, V.D.I., Heft 282,1926,58 pp. 28.figs., 20 tables, 

Tests were made with air flowing through a rectangular section of variable 

divergence. Pressure and velocity variations were determined • 
.. 

Two walls' were parallel, 65 cm apart, and the flaring walls could be set 

anywhere between 5 and ,30 cm apart. A ,total of nine tests were made: four 

diverging, with angles of 0.810 , 1.64°, 2.34°, and 2.92°; four converging, 

with angles of 1.27°, 1.68°, 2.16°, and 2.98°; and one with the movable walls 

parallel. These tests are summarized by curves in Fig. 10. 

Results of the experiments are similar to those of Nikuradse using di-

verging and converging channels. Plots of pressure changes along the axis 

indicate an exponential form of variation. Velocity distribution was made 

essentially unifonn at the entrance by straighteners and a converging section, 

and it remained essentially uniform from one parallel wall to the other for 

both converging and diverging flow. Dimensionless plots of velocity profiles 

between the flaring walls show that converging sections flatten the profile. 

Di verging sections produce a steeper velocity gradient which approaches a 

straight line • Relatively high velocities are found near the center, which 

result in a larger than normal ratio of maximum to mean velocity. 

Abstract 9 

Donnelly" C. A. DESIGN OF AN OUTLET FOR BOX INLET DROP SPll.LWAY. Soil Con
servation Service Technical Publication No. 63, November, 1947, 
31 pp., 14 figs., 3 tables. 

With box inlets, which are used frequently in erosion control work as 

drop structures, it is usually necessary to use some sort of stilling basin 

to produce a velocity distribution which will not scour the bad or the embank-

ment. This report describes tests to develop a universal design for such a 
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Abstract 9, Donnelly 

stilling basin. Following the box inlet is a section having parallel walls. 

The minimum length of this section' is given by an equation in generalized 

terms, but greater lengths may be used if desired. This section is followed 

by the stilling basin, which has a minimum length equal to 

La • 2B + W 
In/W 

where ~ and Ware the length and width of the box inlet, respectively. The 

sidewalls of the stilling basin ordinarily will be flared. For proper opera

tion, each sidewall should not flare more than 1 ft for every 2 ft along the 

centerline. The required tailwater depth is also given in genera1.ized teI'IllB. 

To spread the flow, two longi,tudinal silis are used, and to form a ground 

roller, an end sill is needed. The height of these sills should be equal to 

one-sixth of tailwater depth. Beyond the stilling basin, wingwalls serve to 

hold and protect the embankment. Many forms were tried, but best results were 

obtained when the wingwalls were set at an angle of bOO with the centerline 

and constructed with a top slope of 45°. 

Abstract 10 

Dunn, C. P. "A Method of Laying out Warped Surfaces of Hydraulic Structures." 
ENGINEERING JOURNAL, Vol. 14, No. 1., January, 1~3l, pp. 24-27, 6 
figs. 

The author describes a simple method of laying out warped surfaces for 

transi tional sections of hydraulic structures. Al though the method is de

scribed in detail only for enclosed transi tiona, it can also be applied to open 

channel transitions. 

A fundamental requirement of a hydraulically efficient transition is that 

it shall produce no abrupt changes in the direction of flow. Another funda

mental requirement, sometimes overlooked, is that there shall be no sudden 

changes in the velocity head or in the rate of change of velocity head. 

In designing a transition between conduits of different areas, the second 

requirement is fulfilled by .Laying out a smooth, symnetrical "ogee" curve for 

the changing velocity head within the transition. The beginning and ending 

velocity heads are determined by the areas of the two conduits and the design 

discharge. Selected points on this curve are used to compute the correapond-
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Abstract 10, Dunn 

ing areas required. The required areas thus computed also fonn III smooth ogee 

curve. This area curve, however, is not symmetrical and is reversed in direc

tion, as compared to the velocity head curve. 

Cross sections are then drawn for several points along the axis of the 

transition. The area of each section is given by the required area curve. 

Changes in form between successive sections are kept to the minimum consistent 

with the area requirements and the change in form between the two ends of the 

transition. 

As an example, a design is worked out for a transition between a 10 ft 

square section and a 10 ft diameter circular section, to be designed for III 

discharge of 750 cu it per sec. A length of )0 ft is selected by application 

of either judgment, experience, or model tests. The velocities in the two 

sections are 7.5 and 9.55 ft per sec. Using corresponding velocity heads as 

beginning and ending points, respectively, a smooth velocity head curve is 

drawn as shown in Fig. 11. Points on this curve are then used to derive the 

required area curve. Curve A and cross sections can be laid out accordingly. 

Note that the area curve thus obtained is quite different from the straight

line variation often used. 

Abstract 11 

Francis, J. B. "Experiments on the Flow of Water Through Submerged Orifices 
and Diverging Tubes." LOWELL HYDRAULIC EXPERIMENTS, 2nd ed., D. 
Van Nostrand, New York, N. Y., 1868, pp. 209-51, 4 tables, 2 plates. 

Tests were made of a submerged orifice tube of cast iron, built in five 

sections. The entrance section was in the form of a large cycloidal bell

mouth, reducing from about 1.5 ft to apprOximately 0.10 ft in diameter at the 

throat. The other four sections were stra.ight expanding sections with an angle 
o ' of divergence of 5. Tests were made with only the mouthpiece and then with 

additional sections added one at a time. Outlet diameters with successive 

seotions added were approximately 0.14, 0.2), 0.)2, and 0.41 ft. Heads used 

varied from 0.ol4 to 1.5 ft. 

The various combinations are compared by computing the ratio of actual 

throat velocity to 12gh, which would be equiva.lent to at. coefficient of dis-
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Abstract 11, Francis 

charge baeed on the throat area. The mean value of this ratio for heads over 

1.5 ft, with the mouthpiece only, was 0.945, a high efficiency for an entrance. 

Addition of diffuser sections increased this ra.tio successively to 1.60, 2.16, 
2.43, and 2.42. As noted from these values, addition of the last section re
sulted in a slight deorease in capacity rather than further increase due to 

the inoreasing influence of wall friction. The author points out that addi

tion of three diffuser eections increases the capacity in the ratio of 2.43 
to 0.945, approximately 2.56 to 1, which for equal discharge without the dif

fuser would require an increase of head of 2.52 or 6.5 times. 

The test results show conclusively that the velocity ratio as used above 

increases with increasing heads, except for the larger heads in the range used 

with one or more expanding sections attached. The ratio of velocity to 12gh 

is also computed for each test, and as would be expected, decreases as sec

tions are added due to ohange of the outlet area. 

Abstract 12 

Gibson, A. H. "The Conversion of Kinetic to Pressure Energy in the Flow of 
Water Through Passages Having Divergent Boundaries. It ENGINEERING, 
Vol. 93, February 16, 1912, pp. 205-6, 3 figs. 

The author presents a summary of the more important results of an extended 

series of model tests carried out at University College, Dundee, England. Head 

losses in various forms and lengths of flow expansions are expressed as per

centages of the head 1088 in a. sudden expansion whioh by theory and experiment 
(v1 ... v2)2 

is 2g" where v 1 and v 2 are the mean velocities before and after the 

expansion~ respectively. The angle of divergence is taken as the angle in

cluded between the walls of 'the pipe. Wall friction 10s8 in the expa.nding 

seotion is charged to the expansion, and is therefore included in the coeffi

cients. 

Figure 12 indicates the results obtained in tests of several different 

types of expansions having certain ratios of outlet to inlet area.. For cir

oular pipes fitted with conioal expansions, a minimum loss of about 13 per 

cent occurred when approximately 60 was used as the. angle of divergenoe o. 
Expansions at an angle greater than 400 to 500 produoed a loss equal to or 
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Abstract 12, Gibson 

greater than the loss in a sudden expansion. With conical expansions, various 

end ratios between 2.2$ to 1 and 9 to 1 produced very nearly the same per

centage lose for equal values of e up to 3$°, The author, therefore, states 

that for dilation angles of 7.$° to 3.50 , the percentage loss may be expressed 

with reasonable accuracy by the relation, per cent loss = 0.0110 e1 •22 , where 

e is in degrees. 

In expansions from a square section, with flaring on all sides J the per

centage loss was found to be a minimum of about 1.5 per cent with the same angle 

of divergence, 6°, but rose sharply to 100 per cent at a dilation angle les8 

than 30°. In rectangular expansions having one pair of aides parallel, the 

minimum lOBS was about 17 per cent with a divergence angle of 100 to 12°. A 

variable degree of divergence was found to decrease losses still further, but 

probably not enough to warrant the increased cost of manufacture for such a 

section. 

Abstract 13 

Gibson, A. H., Aspey, T. H. and Tattersall, F. "Experiments on Siphon Spill
ways." PIWCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, Vol. 
231, Part 1, Paper No. 4810, 1931, pp. 203-82" 21 figa., 26 tables. 

Numerous tests were made on models of siphon spillways at the University 

of Manchester, England. The purpose was to test priming methods, the effect 

of various forms of inlets, throats, and bends, and the effect of various de

grees of flaring of the outlet on the capacity and coefficient of discharge 

of siphons. The coefficient was arbitrarily computed in the same manner as 

an orifice coefficient, using the difference between headwater and tailwater 

as the effective head, and the throat area as the effective area. 

The diverging outlets used were of rectangular section with only one side 

flared, either the top or bottom, at angles of 60 to 160 • The diverging out

lets were in all tests located just downstream of a 900 bend. The best re
sults as shown by the siphon coefficients were obtained with a flaring angle 

of 8 1/20 • With the outlet free, flow was unstable with this angle of diver

gence, the outlet occasionally running full and then freeing itself. With 

less flaring the outlet continued to run full. 
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Abstract 14 

Hamil ton, J. B. SUPPRESSION OF PIPE INTAKE LOSSES BY VAJUOUS DEGREES OF 
ROUNDING. Uni versi ty of Washington Engineering Experiment Station 
Bulletin No. 51, November 15, 1929, 35 pp., 13 figs" 6 tables, 

Approximately 500 experiments were made by the author at the University 

of Washington hydraulics laboratory to determine the effect of various degrees 

of rounding on pipe intake losses. '1'wo pipe sizes were used, 1 1/2- and 6-in. 

steel pipes. The degree of entrance rounding was varied from a square corner 

to a radius equal to one-half the diameter of the pipeo Heads up to 400 ft 

were used on the 1 1/2-in. pipe, and heads up to 11 ft were used on the 6-in. 

pipe. Entrance 10s6 was computed by subtraction, using 1. 06 V 2 as the m 
"2"g 

true kinetic head, and measured friction losses. 

The experimental results are plotted along with Harris' theoretical curve 

on the figure accompanying the next abstract. Hamilton's data show that a 

small degree of rounding increases the capacity of the entrance considerably, 

and that further rounding becomes less and less effective. The conclusion 

reached is that full suppression of intake loss occurs with a radius of round

ing equal to 14 per cent of the pipe diameter. About 10 per cent rounding 

would perhaps be the most economical degree of rounding, since this rounding 

reduces the loss to 4 per cent of the velocity head. The effect of rounding 

on the two sizes of entrance was found to be identical on a percentage ba~i8 

as given above, indicating similarity. As stated by the author, these re

sults correlate reasonably well with the results obtained with small degrees 

of rounding in the Iowa studies on culverts by Woodward, Nagler and Yarnell. 

Abstr~ct 15 

Harris, Charles W. ELIMINA'l'ION OF HYDRAULIC EDDY CURREC'l' LOSS AT INTAKE. 
University of . Washington Engineering Experiment Station Bulletin 
No. 54, October 1, 1930, 26 pp., 12 figs' J 1 table, 4 plates. 

Eddy current 10s8 at a pipe intake is analyzed theoretically ~nd compared 

to the experimental results of Hamil ton, previously published in Bulletin Noo 

51. In any intake, the differenoe between the kinetic en~rgyat the point of 

greatest contraction and at a point downstream where normal velocity distri

bution has been attained is assumed to be lost in eddy currents. The loss 
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Abstract 151 Harris 

2 computed in this manner for a square-edged intake is 0.43 V /2g, since the 

contraction ratio i5 0.611. If this contraction is made by rounding to the 

pipe diameter, there will be no further contraction in the pipe and no eddy 

loss. In this case, the pipe area must equal 0.611 times the bell-mouth area, 

and therefore the bell .. mouth diameter must be 1.28 D .. where Q is the pipe 

diameter. This is equivalent to a radius of rounding of 0.14 Q, the optimum 

value found experimentally by Hamilton. If rounding of the entrance is leBs 

than this amount, further oontraction will take place in the pipe. Eddy cur

rent losses for various intermediate degrees of rounding are computed in the 

same manner, and found to agree very well with the experimental values obtained 

by Hamilton .. as shown in figure 13. In making these computations, the 

final velocity distribution was assumed to be ellipsoidal, with a kinetio 

energy correction factor of 1.06. 

Abstract 16 

Harris, Charles W. HYDRAULIC FLOW CHARACTERIS1'ICS OF .A. SQUARE-EOOED INTAKE. 
University of washington Engineering Experiment Station Bulletin 
No. 61, March 15 .. 1932, 21 pp., 6 figs., 4 tables. 

Characteristics of flow through a square-edged intake into a short pipe 

were analyaed theoretically and experimentally with a reasonable degree of 

correlation. Tests were made on a square-edged intake to a 1.5-in. tube vary

ing in length from 1. 75 to 64 diameters, using heads of 1 to 12 ft. The suc

tion head was measured at a distance 1/16-in. from the intake face, and piezo

meters were used at various points along the larger pipes to determine pipe 

friction loss. 

In a square-edged entrance to a circular tube, the jet area is ideally 

equal to 0.611 of the pipe area. By continuity, the velocity in this jet is 

equal to 1/0.611 times the mean pipe velocity!. The magnitude of the sharp 

drop in the hydraulic gradient from headwater to maximum contraction is given 

by the velocity head of the jet, which in terms of pipe velocity is 2.68 v2/2g. 

If the head loss in re-expansion is considered equivalent to the loss in a 

sudden expansion between similar areas, it is found to be 0.41 v2/2g., Since 

this head ie lost and 1 x l/2g remains in the form of velocity head, there-

·OOvary of the Hydraulic gradient is (2.68 - 0.41 - 1.00) ~ or 1.27 ~ . 2g-~ ,ag • 
.. 
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Abstract 16, Harris 

In a ahort tube where friction laBel is negligible, this dip below a 

straight gradient represents the negative head in the contraction, and its 

magnitude is 1.27/1.41 or approximately 0.9 of the net head acting on the tubec> 

In the experiments, the general average of values obtained for thi$ ratio was 

0.892. In terms of v, the recovery in the experiments had an average value 

of 1.32 +s ' in all-caBes more than the theoretical value 1.27 I:. 
Abstraot 17 

Harris, Charle:3 W. THE INFLUENCE OF PIPE THICItNESS ON RE ... ENTRANT INTAKE 
LOSSES. Univeraity of Washington Engineering Experiment Station 
Bulletin No. 48, November 1. 1928, 32 pp., 16 figs., 33 tables. 

Experiments were made at the University of Washington on conduj,ta of 

various thicknesses protruding into a tank of water, to determine the effect 

of pipe thickness on entrance loss. Each pipe tested was of uniform inside 

diameter (1 1/2 in.) and extended 8 in. into thE! pool. Intake pipes were, used 

varying in ratio of ~hickness to inside diameter from 0.005 to 0.29. Heads 

were used between 4.5 and 27 ft. 

By application of . momentum theory, standard hydraulics textbooks shoW' 

that the jet in a re-entrant tube of infinitesimal thickness contracts to an 

area equal to one-half the tube area. For re-entrant tubes of small but finite 

thickness, the outside surface of the tube oontrols the streamlines and the 

amount of contraction" according to Harris. Using vf,riouEl ratios of p:\.pe 

thickness t to pipe diam~ter D from 0 to 0.20, Qorr.~ponding contraction 00-,.. .... ~ . 

effioiants are computed by equating the jet area to Qne~half of areas baSed 

on outside pipe diameters. The entrance loss in each case can then be com

puted since it is equal to the loss in ~xpansion from jet to pipe diametero 

The results are plotted to form the theoretical Ourve A on Fig. 14. 

For very thick pipe., the entrance is equivalent to a t?-ush .. square-edged 

entranoe, for which Harria computes a loss coefficient of O.~based on the 

generally accepted value of 0,,0, corrected .for a velocity head factor of 

1.06. Thb loss is shown by Line B. Curves A and B inter,ect at tin = 0.0.5 .. 

and only the external posittone of each are ~ignificant. 

The experimental result, ere plotted in the same figure. Curve 0 indi ... 

cates reasonable agreement between theory and experiment. 
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Abstract lB 

Harris, C. W. and Hamilton, J. B. INTAKES FOR HIGH-VELOCITY FLUMES. Univer
sity of Washington Engineering Experiment Station Bulletin No. 33, 
September 1, 1925, 27 pp., 10 figs., 4 tables. 

The authors describe several incorrect and correct forms of flume intakes 

and illustrate the action of each by photographs of models. The basic require

ment in a flume intake i8 that the velocity head must be provided for by a 

drop in the water surface. The most common error is to make the top of the 

flume level with the headwater, in which case any substantial drop in the 

water surface causes the flume to flow only partly full. 

In developing an ideal design, the first step is to layout an assumed 

water surface. The water surfaces should have a drop sufficient to provide 

the velocity head for uniform flow at design depth in the flume, and should 

meet the flume water surface in a smooth, easy curve. . To provide the correct 

drop, it may be necessary to lower the flume considerably. 

In order to obtain this assumed water surface during the design discharge, 

each cross section throughout the transition must be proportioned to provide 

the velocity head corresponding to the drop in the water surface up to that 

point. Friction loss may often be ne~lected, since it is a small fraction of 

the total drop. 

Figure 15 shows a design which approximates an ideal intake. To obtain 

a smooth water surface and no wave formation, it is desirable to use a false 

bottom approximately as shown. Use of the ourved walls reduces eddy loss to 

a negligible amount, and precludes any serious wave formation. The walls may 
( 

be extended in straight lines to the upper end as shown by the dotted lines 

wi thout seriously reducing the capaci ty of the intake. Wi th this form, a 

substantial standing wave develops at the lower end of the transition, and 

friction or eddy losses amount to about 10 per cent of the velocity head. 

However, both of these developments may be unobj ectionable in many applications. 

Abstract 19 

Hinds, Julian. liThe Hydraulic Design of Flume and Siphon Transitions." PRO
CEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, Vol. 53, No. 
B, October, 1927, pp. 1805-41, 23 figs., 4 tables. 

The author explains and illustrates methods used by the Bureau of Recla

mation in the hydraulic design of flume and siphon transitions. Sketches of 
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Abstract 19, Hinds 

numerous types are shown and field data are given on the efficiencies of some 

types. Photographs are also used to show several designs in operation. 

Flume and siphon transitions are divided into two classes. The first 

includes unimportant, low velocity structures, which can be successfully de-

signed by adaptation from similar structures in use. Important structures, 

especially those involving velocities in excess of 6 to 8 ft per S8C, must be 

designed carefully to insure a smooth water surface with no angular breaks. 

If the hydraulic jump occurs, its location must be controlled at all dis

charges, or serious damage is apt to result. 

The length of a transition is determined by drawing lines at a 12 1/20 

angle with their axes from the outer extremity in one section to the outer 

extremity of the other. This straight-line transition is not used, however, 

as it produces a sharp break in the theoretical water surface profile at the 

contracted end. For a flume transition, two parabolic curves are used, one 

tangent at each section, and tangent to each other at an intermediate point. 

This gives a theoretical water surface tangent to both flow sections, and 

very nearly the same results are obtained in practice. Entrance losses :in 

such a design are about 0.1 of the change in velocity head, and outlet losses 

for a similar structure about 0.2. For an inverted siphon inlet, one parabolic 

curve, tangent to the approach section, is used, and a minimum Bubmergence 

of 18 in. is allowed at the inlet to prevent entrance of air • 

. Abstract 20 
.. -

Huff, A. N. THE HYDRAULIC DESIGN OF RECTANGULAR SPILLWAYS. Soil Conservation 
Service, United states Department of Agriculture, in cooperation 
with the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, October, 1943, (mimeographed), 64 pp., 17 figs-, 10 
tables. 

The rectan,gular spillway or box inlet may be described as a structure 

consisting of threEJ weirs at right angles, forming a box with one end open as 

an outlet channel. It is used in Boil erosion control as an open drop struc

ture, or as a flume entrance. The outlet box can be covered to permit con

struction of a. roadway over the structure, in which case the box inlet serves 

as a drop inlet to a culvert. Figure 16 shows the box inlet portion of the 

closed-top structure as tested in the experiments. 
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Abstract 20, Huff 

Wi th the outlet end of the box free of submergence, the discharge of this 

structure could be expressed by the weir flow formula Q = C L rr· 60, where !! 
is the weir length 2B .,. Wand Q is a coefficient depending on the relative 

magnitudes of ~ and!. At the point where submergence begins, the head dis

charge curve begins to rise at a steeper rate. The rating cur\res were ex

tended into the region of partial Bubmergence, and the effects of approaoh 

channel depth and width were also determin~d. 

For design purposes> the results are presented in the form of rating 

tables in which discharges are tabulated for various combinations of D, W, B .. - - -
and H. The tables include ratings for values of Q from 2 to 10 ft, combina-

tions of !! and ~ from 2 by 1 to 40 by 80 ft, and heads up to 6.0 ft, which 

cover discharges from 4.8 to 6,850 cu ft per sec. Correction curves are given 

to permit determination of the effect of partial submergence. The alternate 

sloping floor as shown in the sketch may be used if desired without affecting 

the capacity of the inlet .. 

Abstract 21 

Izzard, c. F. PRACTICAL HYDRAULICS IN HIGHWAY ENGINEERING. Unpublished M. s. 
Thesis, Library, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, June, 1940, 
89 pp., 20 figs., 4 tables. 

This paper is an analytical study of previous experimental work on the 

hydraulics of culverts, and of certain practical factors affecting flow in 

culverts which had previously been given little or no analytical considera

tion. The author points out that every practicing highway engineer cannot be 

given the knowledge of hydraulics neoessary to solve the wide variety of flow 

problems occurring in oulverts. Therefore, it is necessary that simplified 

procedures be developed for handling typical flow situations, and that the 

highway engineer learn to recognize these s1 tua"tions. Si tuations requiring 

individual treatment should be left to hydraulio engineerso 

Data on box culverts compiled in the Iowa Culvert Studies are thoroughly 

analyzed, and indications are that the discharge ratings are quite reliable. 

However, in breaking down the total head loss into entrance 10SB, friction 

lOBS, and outlet loss, considerable inconsistency is noted due to the diffi

culty in separating theae.loBsea. These inconsistencies can be attributed 

partly to the use of culverts having various length-diameter ratios. In Fig. 
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17, reproduced in this abstract, total loss coefficients are plotted against 

values of the length-diameter ootio, L!D. In addition to the Iowa tests on 

box culverts, the results of experiments by Stewart and by Schoder are in

cluded. This plot indicates that the entrance 1086 coefficient CE varies with 

condui t lengths well into the range used in culverts, that is, lengths of 

greater than 4 to , diameters. 

In order to develop ratings for box culverts of sizes larger than those 

included in the Iowa tests, principles of similitude are applied to the Iowa 

data. Allowances are made for the differences in relative roughness between 

large and small culverts of the same material. 

The wide variety of water surface profiles that can occur in a culvert 

flowing partly full are illustrated and discussed, along with the factors in

fluencing them. These include not only the characteristics of the culvert 

itself, but also the nature of the approach channel and the outlet channel. 

The effects of these factors are illustrated by several typical design prob

lems. 

Abstract 22 

Izzard, C.F. "Some Hydraulic Problems in Highway Engineering." BULLETIN OF 
TIIE ASSOCIA'l'ED STA'i'E ENGINEERING SOCIEj'IES, Vol. XV, No.4, Octo
ber, 1940, pp. 17-22, 3 figs. 

The discharge of any culvert flowing full can be expressed by the equa

tion Q = K HO.', where ~ is a coefficient and !! is the net head acting on the 

culvert. This head i8 expended as entrance loss, friction loss, and outlet 

loss. Entrance loss can be reduced to a very small amount by rounding the 

entrance a small amount, and friction loss is ordinarily a small percentage 

of the total loss. Where natural submergence of the outlet can be relied on, 

the outlet 1088 can be greatly reduced by use of a flared outlet. Since out

let loss results from dissipation of velocity head, an outlet flaring to twice 

the barrel area reduces the outlet velocity head to approximately one-fourth 

that in the barrel, with a corresponding reduction in outlet losso Flared 

outlets are readily adaptable to box culverts. 

In selecting a culvert for a certain location the net head required and 
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the corresponding outlet velocity should be computed for each of several al

ternate sizes. The proper design is then the smallest size which will operate 

wi th less than the allowable head and with less than the maximum permissible 

outlet velocity. The allowable head is determined by either the height of the 

embankment or by upstream topography. 

For box culverts on a steep slope, where critical depth occurs at the 

inlet end, an approximate method is suggested for computing the water surface 

profile in the culvert. Neglecting friction losses, a relation is obtained 

between D2/Dl and Ls/Dl , where Dl is the inlet or critical depth, D2 is the 

depth at any point in the culvert, ~ is the distance to that point and s i8 

the culvert slope. This relation is reasonably accurate for values of LS/Dl 
D' 

less than 2.0, for which 2/01 is greater than 0.40. 

Hydraulic design of culverts decreases maintenance costs by avoiding many 

trouble-making designs. In certain cases, construction cos t can also be re

duced by use of more economical, but adequate, designs. 

Abstract 23 

Johnson, C.F. "Determination of Kutter's n for Sewers Partly F'illed." TRANS ... 

ACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIE'l'YOF CIVIL ENGINEEHS, Vol. 109, Paper 

No. 2209, 1944, pp. 223-39, Discussion pp. 240-47, 9 figs., 1 

tables. 

Field determinations were made of velocities and discharges in several 

salvers carrying various depths of flow between 0.30 and 0.411, where 2. is the 

full depth. Velocities were measured by the dye-velocity and the salt-velocity 

methods. Both methods were checked by the use of a Parshall flume. Valuesof 

the roughness coefficient ~ are computed by both the Kutter and Manning for

mulas, which gave very nearly the same results. In general, higher values of 

~ were obtained with the lower depths of flow. Al though the full range of 

depths was not covered in the tests, the fol~owing values of n are suggested 

for monolithic concrete sewers in average condition: 

o to 1/8 full 

1/8 to 1/4 full 

1/4 to 1/2 full 

1/2 full to full 

0.0150 

0.0145 

0.0140 

0.01)0 
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In discussion, T. R. Camp attempts to establish trends of friction factor 

and Manning's!.: with depth of flow in circular conduits, based on the data of 

several experimenters. Johnson's experiments are analyzed on a relative rough

ness basis by application of the von Karman-Nikurada6 theory of turbulent flow. 

Wi th ratios of depth to diameter as ordinates, corresponding ratios of !2, 
friction factor, hydraulic radius, area, velooity and discharge are plotted 

aa abscissas. The velocity and disoharge ratios are computed with the vari

able!.: values, resulting in velocities and discharges somewhat less than those 

oomputed with a uniform roughness coefficient. 

In another diSCUSSion, C. E. Ramser offers data on flow in a 30 ... in. oon

orete pipe line throughout a wide range of depth. Values of Kutter' B n ob

tained for various ratios of depth to diameter are as follows~ 

diD n 

1.00 

.90 

.77 

.64 

.52 

.48 

.29 

.27 

Abstract 24 

0.0133 

.01185 

.0126 

.0127 

.013.5 

.01.54 

.01718 

.0186 

Kalinske, A. A. "Conversion of Kinetic to Potential Energy in Flow Expan-
sions. 1t PROCEEDINGS Oli' THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, 
Vol. 70, No. 10, Decenilier, 1944, pp. 1545-64, 6 figs., 4 tables. 

The author presents the results of a very thorough investigation of the 

mechanics of flow through an expanding section, conducted at the University 

of Iowa. Specific data are presented on velocity distribution, turbulence, 

pressure and energy changes for 7.5°, 150 , 300 , and 1800 (wall to wall) ex

pansions between a 2. 75-in. and a 4.75-in. pipe. A transparent expanding 

section was used and a liquid which formed visible droplets injected into the 

water. A thin horizontal plane of light was projected through the axis of the 
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conduit, and velocity and turbulence measurements were made by photographing 

these droplets on motion picture film. Analysis of the photographs yielded 

the directions as well as the magnitudes of velocities at various points in 

the diffusers. 

The 7.r: angle was fOlll1d to produce the least energy 108s, and as much 

lOBS was noted for a.ngles over 300 as for the sudden expansion. About 90 

per cent of the conversion from kinetic to potential energy was completed in 

the diffuser, and additional recovery was made in the la.rger pipe. The effi

ciency of the conversion process was influenced considerably by the velocity 

distribution of the approach flow. High ratios of center velocity to mean 

velocity pr~duced poor efficiencies and large energy losses. 

Kessler, 

Abstract 25 

L. H. EXPERIMJt~NTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE HYDRAULICS OF DROP INLETS 
AND SPILLWAYS FOR EROSION CONTROL STHUCTURES. University of Wis
consin Engineering Experiment Station Series Bulletin No. 80, 1934, 
66 pp., 31 figs., 8 tables. 

Model tests were made at the University of Wisconsin of certain types of 

concrete conduits, flumes, and spillways used with small earth dams for ero

sion control. The drop inlet type consisted of a barrel extending through the 

embankment, an elbow and vertical riser, and a drop inlet entrance. Square' 

cross sections were used throughout. :ft'laring and "morning glory" inlets were 

tested, and were found to increase the capacity for low heads by increasing 

the effective weir length. Simple rounding of the entrance lip gave satis

factory results and was recommended, since it was more economical. A baffle 

wall was built up on one side of all the inlets to eliminate vortex formation. 

For low discharges the inlet acts as a weir, the discharge is determined 

by the shape and length of the crest and the head acts on the crest. As the 

discharge is increased, the weir nappes converge, flooding the weir action to 

some extent. At this point the riser runs full under some vacuum which aidfJ 

the flow. This point is recommended as the design point, occurring with a 

head on the inlet equal to about 1.2 times the barrel diameter. For higher 

. discharges the barrel and riser will flo'," full if properly designed. In this 

regime of flow, friction in the barrel and elbow become controlling factors, 
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causing additional head to be less and less effective. The head-discharge 

curve, therefore, makes a definite break from the unflooded stage and rises 

rapidly in this range. With inlet, riser, elbow, and barrel flooded, the 

effective head is the difference between headwater and tailwater elevations. 

Flared outlets were tried and were found to give greater discha~ge8 when 

submerged artificially. Various forms of baffles were used in an attempt to 

induce the outlet to flow full and also to dissipate energy. None of the com

binations of baffles used was satisfactory in producing submergence. 

Abstract 26 

Keulegan" G. H. FRICTION LOSSES IN SHORT PIPES. (Unpublished), National 
Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C., 1947, 36 pp., 18 figs., 5 
tables. 

In order to treat the problem of flow in a short conduit with square

edged entrance analytically, the conduit is divided into three sections. The 

fj.rst is the "entranoe segment", in which contraotion and re-expansion occur. 

The second is termed the "boundary layer segment", which begins at the end of 

the entrance segment and extends through the region of boundary layer develop

ment. The remaining length, if any, is called the "tenninal segment", in 

which turbulence is fully developed. Resistance coefficients for these seg

ments are destgnated fo' f b, and f t , respectively, the latter being the co

efficient commonly used for long pipes. 

From study of the Iowa tests on concrete and corrugated metal pipes, the 

lengtb of the entrance segment was found to be constant and equal to .3.5 times 

the diameter. (However, this result was obtained by assuming sharp-edged en

trances, which is incorrect.) The total loss in this section was also found 

to be constant, and was equal to approximately 0.537 times the velocj ty head. 

Thus tbe reaj.stance factor for this segment is in all cases equal to 0.153. 

In computing effective resistance factors in the boundary layer segment, 

the assumption is made that the veloei ty distribution at the beginning of this 

segment is unifoIm (which is also an incorrect assumption). By application 

of boundary layer theory, the author then computes the length of a complete 

boundary layer segment, 1;" and the resistance factor for that segment, f b • 
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If the end of the condui t falls wi thin the boundary layer zone, the length of 

that segment is denoted as Lx' A table is presented giving ratios of fblf 

for various raUos of Lx/~ from 0.1 to 1.0. The ratio fblf varies from ap

proximately 2 for short sections to about 1.12 for values of Lx approaching 

To· 
Expressions for the friction factor f are derived for both concrete and 

corrugated metal pipe by use of the universal logarithmic velocity diBtribu~ 

tion law. Data from several experimenters are used to evaluate the constants. 

From tests of commercial concrete pipe, the equivalent sand roughness is found 

to be 0.005 ft. For corrugated pipe, the standard depth of corrugation (0.5 

in.) is used. Velocity distributions in a corrugated pipe, obtained in the 

Iowa tests, are shown to follow a logari thmic form. The final expressions for 

! are then plotted against diameter for sizes up to 12 ft. As a matter of 

interest, values of Manning's!l were computed from random points on these 

curves, indicating no significant variation with size, with values of approxi

mately 0.0215 for corrugated pipe and 0.013 for concrete pipe. 

Since the method developed has a rational basis, it can be extended to 

large pipe diameters with more assurance than can the Iowa empirical fQTInulas 

for culverts. Discharges of an 8 ft pipe under a 1 ft head are computed by 

both methods and plotted for various lengths, showing considerable discrepancy 

between the two methods. Comparison is also made to results obtained by equa

ting the available head to (1 ... 0.50 ... rL/D) v2/2g, which is used frequently 

for the 108s in culverts with square-edged entrances. Discrepancies between 

these two methods are less than one per cent for all sizes of concrete pipe, 

and less than two per cent for corrugated pipe of diameters greater than 3 ft. 

Abstract 27 

Kratz, A. P. and Fellows, J. R. PRESSURE LOSSE:S RESULTING FROM CHANGES IN 
CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA IN AIR DUCTS. University of Illinois Engi
neering Experiment Station Bulletin No. 300, February, 1938, 56 
pp., 30 figs. 

Extensive tests were conducted with air flowing through contractions and 

expansions, both s~Mletrical and asymmetrical. The symmetrical transitions 

included straight-lj_ne expansions from 6-in. to 11 3/4 in. square ducts, using 
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divergence angles of 3°, 70 , 30°, 600 , and 180° • Pressure variation along the 

duct axis was measured, and velocity distributions were determined at several 

points. 

As found by other experimenters, pressure recovery in the diffusers 

followed an exponential fonn. Recovery was rapid in the first part of the 

diffuser, but continued at a decreasing rate in the remainder of the diffuser 

and in several diameters of exit pipe. A plot of pressure profiles for all 

the diffusers showed that in each case pressure recovery was completed at a 

point 10 to 11 ft from the beginning of the expansion, regardless of the di

vergence angle of the diffuser. 

Efficiencies of the various diffusers were computed on the basis of the 

Borda-Garnot equation, which was modified to take into account variable den

si ty and also an area factor. The 30 diffuser was found to be most efficlent, 

al though it showed little improvement over the 70 diffuser. Diffusers of 300 

o 
and 60 were no better than a sudden expansion. 

Abstract 28 

1uecker, A.R. THE HYDRll.llLICS OF CULVERTS. Unpubllshed M .. S. TheSiS, Library, 
University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, January, 1939, 42 pp., 29 
figs., 1 table. 

The author presents portions of the data from the Iowa culvert tests, 

published in Bulletin 1, and offers further discussion. He points out that 

the entrance losses computed in Bulletin 1 are probably accurate only to the 

nearest 0.005 ft, rather than to 0.001 ft, due to the unavoidable inaccuracy 

of piezometer readings. Variations in determined values of the roughness co

efficient n indicate that only two significant figures are justified. 

The results of a number of other experimenters are also presented and 

discussed. With respect to entrance loss, the results of stewart, Balch, 

Harris and Hamil ton, Seely, and Mavis are studied. Concerning friction losses 

in concrete and corrugated metal pipe, reference is made to the results of 

Yarnell, Todd, Conp" Wilcox, and Scobey. However, no conclusions are offered 

on either subject. 

--, 
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Abstract 28, LueckeI' 

The author conducted tests of pipe 3.73 inches in diameter and 4.26 ft 

long; using several entrances, rounded successively to radii of 0, 1/16, 1/8, 
1/4, 3/8, a.nd 1/2 inches. The results are sUlll!narized in Fig. 18, and compared 

to the results of Hamilton, who conducted B imilar tests at higher heads. FrOM 

tests with the outlet discharging "free", the author concluded that the hy

draulic grade line at the outlet rises from near the center of the pipe to 

near the top as the velocity decreases from 5 to 2 ft per sec. In similar 

tests in previous thesis studies at Iowa, results indicated that the hydraulic 

gradient intersects the plane of the outlet ata distance equal to about 0.55 

of the pipe diameter above the pipe invert, 

Abstract 29 

Mavis, F. T. "Capacity of Creosoted-Wood Culverts Studied." ENGINEERING 
NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 113, No. 16, October 18, 1934, pp. 486-7, 4 figs. 

Tests were made on a creosoted-wood box culvert 2 by 2 ft in section and 

32.5 ft in length. The headwater depth W~6 regulated to produce different 

disoharges, and a low bulkhead kept the outlet 8ubmerged through the tests. 

Two forms of inlet were used, one with square corners flush with the headwall, 

the other with a quarter-round sheet metal entrance of 12-in. radius tangent 

to the four inner faces of the culvert and projecting from the headwall. For 

a given head the rounded entrance produced a capacity 14 per cent greater thAn 

that with the square-cornered entrance. The roughness ooefficient ~ for the 

areosoted-wood was found to be 0,0105. Values of the entrance loss coefficient 

C were determined as being 0.5 for the square-cornered entrance and 0.1 fbI' e 
the rounded entrance. 

The test results may be represented by the following formula, which, for 

SimpliCity, is based on the Manning formula: 

H = (1 + C + 30 n2 L) v2 
e R4/3 2g 

where !! is the net head in the culvert, ~ is the culvert length in teet, !! is 

the hydraulic radiuB, and y. is the mean velocity. To demonstrate the aocuracy 

ot the formula, Mavis plots heads computed by this formula against heads ob

served in these tests and in a number of teats made by Nagler in 1927. 
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Mavis, F. 'I'. THE HYDRAULICS OF CULVER'rS. Pennsylvania State College Engi
neering Experiment Station Bulletin No. 56, Februar,y 12, 194.3, .34 
pp., 2.3 figs. 

The author presents the results of model tests of culverts conducted at 

Pennsylvania State College from 1939 to 1942. Lucite and transite pipes in 

diameters of 3, 4, 6, and 12 in. were used as model culverts. Several slopes 

were used with each model. All models had square-edged entrances and exits, 

which were set flush in straight headwalls. In each test series, the discharge 

'Was maintained constant and variations in flow condi tiona were produced by 

varying the taUwater elevation. In all tests, the oross section of the head

water pool was relatively large as compared to that of the culvert. 

Mavis designates the types of flow1fhich can occur in a. culvert as follows" 

Type I - Part-full 'Wi th free outfall 

Type II - Part-full with outfall partially submerged 

Type III - Full with outfall completely submerged 

Type IV - Full with outfall partially submerged 

Type V - Full wi th free outfa.ll 

Of these five conditions, the first three are stable and of primar,y practical 

importance. The last two are stable within limits which are yet uncertain. 

l.'hese five types of flow can be produced in order by raising the tail

water level sufficiently to submerge the outlet, and then lowering it. In 

order to relate the types of flow and to indicate the behavior of a oulvert 

in going through these stages, Mavis originated "behavior ourves". In these 

curves, values of the headwater depth g are plotted against values cif the 

tailwater depth !" both measured from the culvert invert. Figure B is a sample 

behavior curve, plotted in terms of the dimensionless ratios H/D and T/D. The 

distanoe ! is the total fall in the culvert in feet and ~ is the pipe diameter. 

Each behavior curve is applicable only for a specified disoharge. 

For now of Type I, the author finds that the rate of flow 18 a function 

of the headwater pool elevation above inlet invert. As shown in Fig. 23 of 

Bulletin 56 (reproduced previously as Fig. 9), the experimental results for 

this type of now define a single curve for the relation between H/D and a 

discharge factor Q/D5/ 2• For this relation to hold, however, the slope of the 

culvert must be equal to or greater than the neutral slope. 
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If the tailwater is then raised, flow of Type II results. For these con

ditions, Mavis states that lithe tailwater may rise substantially to the crown 

of the outlet without affecting the headwater elevation, provided that the 

headwater elevation above the crown is initially greater than the velocity 

head plus entrance losses." This type of flow occurs in the range between 

Points 1 and 2 in the behavior curve. 

Once the tailwater rises Bufficient1y to Bubmerge the outlet completely, 

which results in flow of Type III, the discharge is a function of the dif

ference between headwater and tai1water elevations. Any variation in either 

elevation causes a corresponding change in the other. A submerged culvert is 

represented by the range between Points 3 and 4 on the behavior curve. For 

this type of flow, Mavis recommends the formula 

fL V2 
h = (1 +- Ke +- ~) 2g 

where h is the difference in headwater and tai1water levels and Ke is the en

trance loss coefficient. 

As the tailwater level is lowered. below the crown of the culvert, the 

headwater pool level continues to fall, but at a progressively slower rate 

than the tailwater, provided the conduit continues to flow full. This condi

tion, which produces flow of 'l'ype IV" occurs in the range between Points 3 and 

5 of the behavior curve. If the conduit continues to flow full as the tail

water is lowered below the mid-point of the outlet section, the outfall 18 

then free and further lowering of the tailwater does not affeot the elevation 

of the headwater pool. The flow 1s then of Type V and is represented by Point 

, of the behavior curve. Thus it is seen that, for certain combinations of 

headwater and tailwater, flow of Type IV or V yields a substantially higher 

disoharge than does either Type I or II, which prevails if the culvert haa 

not been induced to run full. 

Abstract 31 

Morris, B.T. "Scour-Control and Scour-Resistant Design for HYdraulic Struc
tures." TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL UNION, Part 1, 
1942, pp. 60-61, 8 figs. 

The factors that control the ability of a stream to scour at a certain 
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location or structure are (1) the amount of sediment brought into the region 
of scouring action by the stream, (2) the sediment-carrying capacity of the 
flow in the downstream channel, (3) the resistance of the bed and bank ma
terials to dislodgement and entrainment, (4) the mixing or sediment-suspending 
power of the eddies produced in the scour zone, and (5) the voloci ty of flow 
in the scour zone. 

Each of the above factors must be given proper consideration, but wi th 
due regard for the others. If the stream carries a natural sediment load to 
the scour zone, it aids the sediment balance in that area. To aid in main
taining this equilibrium, the aediment-carrying capacity of the do'Wt1stream 
channel should be reduced insofar as is practicable. If possible, a 3i te 
should be chosen where bed and banks are of stable materials. Artificial 
stabilization of these materials may be necessary. 

In combating undermining of a spillway or outlet structure, one of the 
most successful procedures has been t.he use of bottom-anchored obstructions 
to flow, which are installed for both energy dissipation and flow deflection. 
Continuous or dentated sills, baffles or blocks may be used to produce both 
effects. Development of a ground roller just downstream of the structure aids 
in producing equilj.brium by carrying sediment back toward the toe of tbe struc
ture. This ground roller need only be strong enough to maintain equilibrium. 
A dentated sill may be used instead of a continuous sill to produce a ground 
roller of lesser intensity. 

An experimental demonstration was conducted to j,llustrate the steps in 
the growth of a scour hole and also the action of a ground roller in maintain
ing equilibrium. These phenomena are shown by several photographs and sketches. 

Abstract 32 

. Nedden .. F. "Induced Currents of Fluids," PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, Vol. 41, November, 1915, pp. 1351-1403, 26 figs. 

The effects of internal and external motion on the movement of fluids can 
be traced in many instances to the induction of secondary currents, which are 
co-existent with the main flow. 'rransverse currents are induced where the 
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direction of flow is altered, and counter currents are induced when kinetic , 
energy is transformed into pressure energy, as in a diffuser. The 108s of 

head in diverging pipes is the result of two distinct components, those due 

to primary currents (boundary friction) and those due to induced or secondary 

currents. The author has sepa.rated these losses for two types of circular 

diffusers, one a smooth ca.sting, the other a polished castine, based on the 

experimental works of Andres and Gibson. In comparing dHftlsers on the basis 

of equal expansion ratiOs., it is easily seen that the friction 10s8 decreases 

as the angle of dilation is increased, as a result of shorter diffuser length. 

On the other hand, induced currents increase rapidly in magnitude as the dila

tion angle is increased, and head loss increases accordingly. Since the total 

head loss is the sum of the two losses, a minimum lOBS occurs at some angle 

of dila.tion which is usually narrowly defined. This angle increases slightly 

with increasing roughness and increasing viscosity. The optimum angle of di-
o 

lation for the "smooth" diffuser is about 8, while the "polished" diffuser 

indicates greatest efficiency at an angle of about 6°. 

Abstract 33 

Newell, H. D. "Studies of Coefficient of Friction in Reinforced Concrete 
Pipe, Umatilla Project, Oregon. II ENGINEERING NE,'\'IS, Vol. 69, No. 
18, May 1, 1913, pp. 904-5, 1 fig., 2 tables. 

Tests were made on 16-, 30-, and 46-in. reinforced concrete pipe lines 

in operation for the purpose of determining values of Kutter's coefficient of 

friction n. For the 30- and 46-in. lines, ~ was found to be about 0.0110. 

The 16-in. line yields a value of 0.0125 to 0.0154. The greater roughness 

coefficient of the 16-1n. pipe was attributed to manufacture by the dry pro

oess and joints every 2 ft. 

Niduradee, 

Abstract 34 

J. "Untersuchungen uber die Str6mungen des Waesers in Konvergenten 
und Divergenten Kanalen" (Experiments on the Flow of Water in Oon
vergent and D1 vergent Channels). FORSCHONGSARBEITEN AUF DEM GEBIETE 
DES INGENIEURWESENS, V.D.I., Heft 289, 1929, 49 pp., 28 figs., 14 
tables. 

Experiments were conducted with water flowing through a reotangular ex-
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pansion which had two parallel sides. The entrance section was square, and 

the two flaring sides could be set at various angles wi tb the axis up to 8°, 
either converging or diverging. Measurements included the velocity distribu

tion in several sections and the statio pressure along the axis of the expan

sion. 

The velooi ty distribution ourve was found to lose its symmetry when each 

of the two adjustable walls were set at an angle of 5° (diverging) 'With the 

channel axis. When a 6° angle was used, same backflow was evident along one 

of the flaring sides. Pressure rise along the axis is plotted for diverging 

angles ;1' 10 , 20 , 30 , and 4°, showing tha.t moat of the pressure rise occurred 

in the first half of the diffuser, particuJ.arly with the higher angles of 

di vergence. 

Comparison is made to the velooity distribution obtained by' Doneh, who 

made experiments with air flowing through a similar expansion. Satisfaotor.y 

coincidence is obtained when the combined results are arranged according to 

the parameter a (Re )1/4, where !: is the divergence angle measured from the 

channel aXis, and Re is the Reynolds number. For diverging flow, Nikuradse 

obtained pointed velocity distribution curves similar to thoBe found by Donch. 

Velocity distribution between the parallel walls was found to be almost uni

form for both converging and diverging flow. 

Abstract 35 

Ogden, W. M. "Researches on an Improved Form of Culvert for Conveying Water 
under Small Pressures. It PROCEIIDINGS QF INSTrrUTION OF MUNICIPAL 
AND COUNTY ENGlNEgRS, Vol. 62, No.7, September 24, 1935, pp. 425-
438, 12 figs., 2 tables. 

Model tests were made of a rectangular box culvert 4 ft 8 in. by 10 ft, 

whioh was to carry flood flows parallel to and underneath a flood channel 

limited to the same width for a distance of 2000 ft. Transverse beams were 

purposely allowed to protrude into the culvert section at regular intervals 

for the purpose of entrapping air, thus preventing the oul vert from flowing 

entirely full. The resultant free water surface served to decrease the wetted 

perimeter and increase the hydraulic radius. The object of the model tM:ta 

was to determine whether or not the beneficial effeots of the air pockets would 
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offset the retarding effect of the beams and the loss of cross section. 

Tests were made both of a model having protruding beams and of a similar 

one wi.thout beams. The tests revealed that the protruding beams provided a 

25 per cent increase in velocity for a given head lOBS. Since the beams re

duced the flow cross section a small amount, the increase in discharge would 

be correspondingly lower, possibly around 20 per cent. Nevertheless, a sub

stantial increase in capacity was attained. A depth of beam equal to 1/16 of 

the depth is recommended. However, for any such installation, model tests are 

recommended to determine optimum depth and spacing of beams, and also to study 

wave patterns, air entrainment, and other phenomena. 

Abstract 36 

Patterson, G. N. "Modern Diffuser Desj.gn." AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING, Vol. 10, 
No. 115, September, 1938, pp. 267-73, 17 figs., 5 tables. 

The author presents an excellent summary of the works of Gibson, Peters, 

and others on flow in diffusers of all types. These include conas, square· 

sections with all sides flared, and rectangular sections with one pa.ir of sides 

flaring either unifonnly or exponentially. The results of Gibson, Peters, 

Lyon, and Eiffel show that the maximum efficiency in conical diffusers is at

tained by using a divergence angle of 50 to 8°. Good results are obtained 

with angles up to 10°, but at higher angles the efficiency decreases rapidly. 

Gibson and Vedernikov have conducted tests of rectangular expansions. 

Both experimenters obtained maximum efficiency by using a divergence angle of 

11°, but Vedernikov found very nearly maximum efficiency at angles up to 140 • 

In the case of a square diffuser flaring equally on all sides, Gibson found 

that a flaring angle of 60 produces maximum efficienoy. 

Abstract 37 

Peters, H. CONVERSION OF ENERGY IN CROSS-SECTIONAL DIVERGENCES UNDER DIF-
FERENT CONDITIONS OF INFLOW. National Advisory Committee for Aero
nautics Technical Memorandum No. 737, March, 1934, 19 pp., 29 figa. 

Tests were made with air flawing through an expanding section to deter

mine the effect of velocity distribution in the approach section on the effi-
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clency of the diffuser. A virtually uniform distribution was produced by a 

converging section in the sup_~)ly line, and var:i.ations between this distrlbu ... 

tion and a fully developed velocity pattern were obtained by using different 

lengths of approach pipe. The efficiency of the diffuser was defined as the 

ratio of the rise in pressure energy to the chanr,e in true kinetic energy. 

Diffusers of various angles of divergence from 2.60 to 900 were used, desig

nated by one-half the included angle. 

Velocity distribution and the ratio of true kinetic energy to enerr,y of 

mean veloci ty first had to be determined experimentally for the different 

approach lengths. This ratio rose from an ideal of 1.00 to about 1.05 at 60 

to 70 diameters. The distance downstream from the diffuser to the point of 

maximum pressure varied with the angle of divergence and length of approach, 

increasing with both. A length of six outlet diameters was sufficient to at

tain full recovery for all lengths of approach and diffuser angles. Diffusers 

tested without a discharge pipe showed a noticeable drop in efficiency as' the 

approach pipe was increased, being about 10 to 15 per cent for 4.40 diffuser 

angle. With a discharge pipe of sufficient length to make full pressure re

covery, the drop in efficiency was considerably smaller, about 2 to 5 per cent. 

Maximum efficiency was attained by flaring the diffuser walls at an angle 

of about 4° with the axis. The form of the relation between efficiency and 

divergence angle was similar to that found by Gibson. 

Tests were also made with a fan inserted in the supply line to induce 

spiral flow. Spiral flow was found to produce full pressure recovery in a 

shorter distance below the diffuser, and a:).so a substantial increase in effi

ciency of the diffuser. The beneficial effect of the spiral flow increased 

as the fan was placed closer to the diffuser, that is, as the component of 

spiral flow entering the diffuser was increased. 

Abstract 38 

Prandtl, L. and 'fietjens, O. G. APPLlJ:i:I) HYDRO-AND-AERODYN1\MICS. McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1st ed., 1934, pp. 40-57, 11 
figs. 

The section on turbulent flow in Chapter lIT, Flow in Pipes and Channels, 
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gi'Vee an exoellent pic ture of the na turs of turbulent flow and of velooi ty 

distribution in long straight pipes, in pipes near the entranoe and in oon

verging and diverging pipes. Measurements of Fritsch have shown that wall 

roughness influences velocity distribution only in the region near the walle. 

Variations in Reynolds number change the velooi ty distribution in all parts 

of the section. At very hign Reynolds numbers, however, the ratio of maximum 

to mean velooity approaches a minimum value of 1.22 to 1.25. A dimensionlesS 

ourve illustrates a typical turbulent ve100i ty distr:i.bution. 

In the vicinity of a well ... rounded entrance, velocity distribution ie 

in:i.tially almost uniform, but is gradually changed to a nonnal turbulent dis

tr:i.bution in a distance, variously estimated at from 10 to 100 diameters. The 

total pressure drop due to veloci ty change is 1.09 u2/2g, where u is the mean 

velocity. With a sharp-edged entrance, an additional pressure drop of 

0.31 u2/2g is caused by contraction and re-expansion, making the total pres

sure drop equal to 1.40 u2/2g. 

The relation of the angle of divergence to energy loss and velooi ty dis

tribution in diverging and converging channel has not been satisfactorily 

determined" according to the authors, but partially so by the studies of Gib

son, Andres, HothschHd, Kroner, D<3nch, and1Ukuradse. Converging walls tend 

to produce unifonn velocity dietribution, while diverging walls increase the 

velocity gradtent. As the angle of divergence is increased, the flow first 

loses its symmetry, and then backward flow begins along one aide of the dif

fuser. 

Abstract 39 
Ramser, C.E. FLOW OF WAT]<~ IN DRAINAm~ CHANNELS. U. S. Department of Agri"" 

oulture Technical Bulletin No. 129, November, 1929, 101 pp." 20 
flge., 10 tables, 31 plates. 

Numerous observations were made of the flow of water in drainage oanals 

in several states, representing a wide variety of conditions. Most of the 

channels were artificial drainage channels" in which reaches of uniform slope 

and section could be selected. In each case the diaeharge was measured by the 

use of a current meter, the slope and' cross sections were accurately deter

mined, and values of the roughness coefficient n were computed. Recommended 
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design values of .!l for drainage channels are from 0.025 to 0.040, depending 

on the size of the channel, regularity of flow, expected erosion, silt load 

of flood waters, and the degree of maintenance intended. 

Abstract 40 

Robin, R.C. liThe Discharge of Rectangular Culverts." JOURNAL OF THE INSTI
TUTION O~ .. ENGINEERS IN AUSTRALIA, Vol., 8, No.3, March# 1936, pp. 
83-93, 9 figs., 3 tables. 

The author has derived a general expression for flow through a rectangu

lar culvert under a small head by writing Bernoulli's theorem between a point 

upstream of the culvert and a point in the channel downstream of the culvert. 

All intermediate losses are taken into account, including friction losses in 

the short sections of channel, friction in the culvert, loss due to the cul-

vert entrance, and outlet loss. All changes in velocity head are also ac-

counted for. Each energy change or loss is expressed as, a constant times the 

velocity head in the culvert, in which case the constant is either an empiri

cal coefficient or a funct:i.on of the flow cross sections. 

Numerous experiments were conducted with model rectangular culverts to 

evaluate the entrance loss coefficient. Culvert sections 5 by 5 and 5 by 9 

in. were tested with approach and gateway sections varying from 9 to 22 1/2 

inches in width. Tests were also made with entrance wingwalls at angles of 

300 , 450 , and 60° with the axis. An empirical fonnula for friction loss in 

the channel sections was determined before beginning the culvert tests and was 

used throughout for friction losses. Although most of the tests were conducted 

'with the culvert Bubmerged, tests were also made of the oulvert flowing partly 

full. 

For each test, the entrance loss coefficient m is computed as ,a percen

tage of the velocity head in the culvert. From analysis of the test results, 

the author finds that the entrance coefficient can be given by the equation 

~ ( 1. - ~ m =- 0.:;.19 1.125 _ ~ ) (1) 

where ~ is a relationship between the dimensions of the culvert and the pro

jection of the upstream flow area on the culvert entrance. This factor ~ is 

termed the "approach ratio". 
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Several expressions are derived for the approach ratio in terms of cul

vert and channel dimension, each applicable for a certain type of approach. 

For square-end culverts flowing full, the approach factor is expressed by 

~ = _____ l_:O::--__ ""'JI('" 

(2/3 B~b )2 + (D _ d)2 
b d 

1 + 

where B is the a.verage width of the approach channel, ~ is the width of the 

culvert, !! is the depth of the now in the approach channel, and!! is the 

height of the culvert opening. If B ::; b, this expression reduces to ~ III din. 
With culverta having wingwalls at an angle of 45° or 30° with the culvert axis, 

~ is approximately given by dID. With respeot to entrance loss, culver.ts with 

wingwalls making an angle of 60° with the culvert axis were found to be equiv ... 

alent to a Bquare-en~ culvert. 

Experimental values of ~ ar.e plotted against computed values of~, showing 

that Eq. (1) represents the results satisfactorily. When ¢ • 1.0, corres

ponding to the case of an approach section identical to the culvert section, 

there is no entrance loss and ill - O. As ~ approaches zero, in the case of a 

relatively large approach section, !E; approaches a final value of 0.45 to 0.50. 

This final value indicates agreement with the generally accepted value of 0.5 

for a sharp-edged entrance to a circular pipe, for the condition of zero ve

locity of approach. 

Abstract 41 

Rogers, T. C. and SmHh, T. L. "bJcperiments with Submerged Ofilioes and 
Tubes." ENGINEERING NEW!~, Vol. 76, No. 18, November 2, 1916, pp. 
825-27, 3 figs., 2 tables. 

Experiments on submerged tubes of various lengths similar to those of 

Stewart were conducted by the authors at Cornell University. Only square-

cornered entrances were used in this investigation, however, but three sizes 

of opening were tested. 'rheas were square in section, having 6-, 8-, and lO

in. sides, as compared to the 4-ft square section used by Stewart. Net heads 

were varied from 0.2 ft to 2.2 ft, and lengths of tube up to 3.5 d.iameters 

were utilized. Data taken included headwater and tailwater levels and measur

ing tank data for the purpose of determining discharge. The tubes were made of 

3/4-in. planed white pine. 
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DischarGe coefficients are computed for all the tests, and are plotted 

against net head for the various lengths and sizes of tube. The discharge co

efficients were found to be practically independent of changes in head, in

creasing slightly with head in soma cases. Curves of discharge coefficient 

against LID, show a definite form of variation beginning at 0.60 to 0.62 for 

LID. 0 (sharp-edeed orifice) and rising steadily to values of 0.77 to 0.80 
in the regi on of LID = 1. 2 to 1. 4. Between LID = 1. 5 and 3.5, the c oef fi

cient is approximately constant at a value of 0.79 to 0.81. stewart's data 

on a 4 by 4 ft tube demonstrates the same form of variation. 

The following table of discharge coefficients summarizes the test results 

along with the results of Stewart. LID is the ratio of tube length to the 

side of the square. 

DISCHAH.GE COEFFICIENTS 

Rogers and Smith Stewart 
LID Ave. of 

6 In. Sq. 8 In. Sq. 10 In. Sq. Ave. 4 Ft. Sq. 4 Sizes 

• 
0.0 0.600 0.605 0.613 0.606 0.604 0.605 

1).25 0.635 0.625 0.637 0.632 0.640 0.634 

0.50 0.673 0.657 0.672 0.667 0.692 0.674 

0.75 0.732 0.710 0.730 0.724 0.739 0.728 

1.00 0.771 0.764 0.775 0.770 0.760 0.767 

1.50 0.796 0.784 0.803 0.794 0.777 0.790 

2.50 0.'199 0.791 0.805 0.798 0.795 0.797 

3.50 0.799 0.795 0.802 0.799 0.810 0.802 
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Rowe" R.R. "New Chart for Culvert Design. 1I CIVIL ENGINEERING, Vol. 13, No. 
11, November, 1943, pp. S43-44, 1 fig. 

The author has developed a nomographic chart for determining required 

culvert size for the condition of submerged entrance and outlet, based on the 

formulas determined experimentally in the Iowa studies of Woodward, Nagler, 

and Yarnell. The Iowa formulas have been extended to include sizes up to lS 

it, and also modified to include a few slightly different types of culverts. 

Included are corrugated pipe, cast concrete pipe, spun concrete pipe, concrete 

box culverts, and concrete arch culverts. For a specific requirement of net 

head, discharge, and length of culvert, the size required in each of the al

ternate types can be determined in a matter of seconds, providing a ready com

parison of alternate designs. To accomplish the same results by direct ap

plication of the formulas, several trial and error solutions of each of the 

intricate formulas would be required. 

Abstract 43 

Schader, E. W. and DawBon, F. M. HYDRAULICS. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
New York, N. Y., 2nd ed., 1934, 6 pp., 4 figs., 2 tables. 

An elementar,y analysis of the flow of liquids through various types of 

orifices, including short pipe orifices, is given in Chapter VII of this hy

draulics textbook. Velocity and discharge coefficients commonly used for the 

standard types of orifices are given. If the head on the center of an orifice 

discharging freely is less than the culvert diameter, the discharge can still 

be computed wl.th an accuracy of one to three per cent by orifice formulas if 

a correction is applied. Corrections to computed discharges vaT,1 from S.7 

per cent for rectangular orifioes and 4.0 per cent for circular orifices barely 

submerged to a correction of about one per cent for either operating under a 

head equal to the height of the opening. 

In Appendix F, several experimental works concerning flow through orifi

ces and short pipes, both free and submerged, are summarized. These include 

the works of Stewart, Rogers and 8mi th, and unpublished results of tests con-

ducted by Schoder and others at Cornell Uni versi ty. Fig. 206 in this appendix 
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indicates the manner in which the discharge coefficients of short submerged 

tubes may ve.:ry with tube lengths. One curve represents the results of Rogers 

and Smith on a 6-in. square tube with various degrees of entrance rounding. 

Values of Rid from 1.04 to 33.3 per cent were used, where ~ is the radius of 

rounding and ~ is the height and width of the opening. Although all the curves 

follow the same form, the tubes with slight entrance rounding require two to 

three diameters of length for maximum efficiency, while those having greater 

entrance rounding reach peak efficiency with one to one and one-half diameters. 

The discharge coefficient increased with the radius of rounding wi thin the 

range tested being a maximum of 0.965 for Rid = 33.3 per cent. The discharge 

coefficient is the coefficient Q in the orifice equation Q = C (A ffgh), using 

the net head for ~ in the case of submerged tubes. 

Included in Appendix G are the tabulated results of experiments from 

Darcy to Scobey on pipe friction in all types of pipes. Values of m and n are 

given for the basic relation nf = m vn. 

Abstract 44 

Soobey, Fred C. THE FLOW OF WATER IN CONCRETE PIPE. U. S. Department of 
, Agriculture Bulletin No. 852, October 28, 1920, 100 pp., 25 figs., 

11 tables, 12 plates. 

Approximately 130 tests were conducted by the author on concrete pipe 

lines 8 to 120 inches in diameter in operation on water supply and irrigation 

projects. Values of Kutter's coefficient of roughness n and coefficients in 
. - -

other formulas were computed from the data obtained in each test. Values of 

~ recommended for concrete pipe are from 0.012 to 0.0~5, depending on work

manship in placing and i'inish.i.ng joints, method of manufacture (wet or dry 

process), and size. Emphasis is placed on the importance of considering the 

wide differ~nce in the roughness of the interior of concrete pipe found under 

field conditions. The coei'ficient ~ was,i'ound to increase slightly with the 

s1.e of pipe. 
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Scobey, Fred C. Tm: FLOW OF WATER IN FLUMES. U. S. Department of Agriculture 

Technical Bulletin No. 393, December, 1933, 98 pp., 8 figs., IS 
tables, 16 plates. 

This bulletin is based on several hundred field tests of flumes of all 

types conveying irrigation water. Most of the observations were made by the 

author in the period 1909 to 1932, but additional data, were obtained from 

files of the Bureau of Reclamation and other agencies. 

Flumes are divided into two classes: long flumes and short flumes. Long 

numes j.nclude those in which uniform flow establishes itself in a portion 

(usua.lly a large portion) of the flumes at all discharges. For a given flume, 

its shape and frictional character, therefore, determine its capad ty. 'The 

capacity of the flume will be limited, however, if its upper end is placed at 

too high an elevation, since entrance loss and an increase in velocity head 

must be provided by a drop in the water surface. A long flume is not improved 

in capacity by a drop-down curve at the outlet end, since it will never extend 

to the inlet. 

In a short nume, unifonn flow is the exception rather than the rule. 

Conditions of non-uniform flow normally extend throughout the entire length 

of a short flume and, therefore, determine its capacity. In analyzing such 

flumes, basic energy relations must be utilif;ed in order to compute the water 

surface profile. Backwater effects from the outlet channel result in a con

cave water surface in the flume. The effective slope is thus decreased, 

causing reduced velocities and a reduoed oapa.ci ty. If the outlet channel 

water surface is below the normal depth level of the flume.. a convex profile 

forms in the flume, which serves to increase the effective slope. Increased 

velocities then increase the flume oapaoi ties. However, once the outlet depth 

is lowered to critical depth" further lowering produces no additional increase 

in oapaci ty. 

Numerous photographs are employed to demonstrate various inlet and out

let conditions and several types of transitions used under these condi tiona. 

As an entranoe transition, vertical cylinder-quadrant inleta have been shown 

to ,give good results where high velocities are encountered, if elevations are 

arranged properly. Angular wingwalls may be used under similar condi tiona, 

but for high velocities, warped inlets as de~cribed by Julian Hinds a.re re

oommended. At the flume outlet, where velocities must be decreased, some ve-
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'loci ty head can be recovered, contrary to eeneral opinion. Recovery of from 

50 to 80 per cent of the change in veloci ty head can be relied upon, depending 

on the type of outlet transition employed. Outlet transitions must be con

siderably longer than inlets a.nd designed in a manner similar to that used by 

Hinds, if maximum efficiency is desired. As in inlets, however, reasonably 

good results can be obtai~ed with simplified designs. 

Retardation coefficients are discussed in detail along with the factors 

affecting them, such as workmanship, algae growth, and deterioration. Values 

recommended for concrete flumes are in line with Scobey's recommendations for 

concrete pipe. 

Abstract 46 

Seely, F. B. THE EFFECT OF MOUTHPIECES ON THE FLOW OF WAT}I~ THROUGH A SUB
MERGED SHORT PIPE. University of Illinois Ehgineering Experiment 
Station Bulletin No. 96, April .30, 1917, 49 pp., 14 figs., 7 tables. 

Experiments were made at the University of Illinois on flow through a 6-

in. cast iron pipe 22 1/2-in. long connecting two tanks of water. Various 

forms of mouthpieces were used as inlets and outlets. The mouthpieces were 

also of cast iron and had area ratios end to end of 1 to 2, 1 to 3, and 1 to 

4, and axial angles of flaring (half angles) of So, 10°, ISO, 20°, .30°, 4So, 

60°, and 90°, the latter being equivalent to a flush end. Since the pipe 

passed through a single wall dividing the tanks, about one-half the length of 

the pipe and a mouthpiece projected into each tank. 

The experimental data for each test include the discharge and net head, 

as measured by the difference in water level between the two tanks. No piezo

meter data were taken. Each mouthpiece was tested separately a.s an inlet and 

outlet. and then :l.n combination with other mouthpieces. In addition to dis

charge coefficients, computations were made for the losses in terms of the 

velocity head in the tube. 

As an entrance, any mouthpiece with a total angle of convergence of 200 

or more and an area ratio of 2 to l' or more was found to reduce entrance lOBS 
2 to about 0.20 V /2g. Greater flaring or length resulted in no further advan-

tages. As outlets, the angle of divergence was of primary importance. A 
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total flaring of 100 gave best results, and, with an area :ratio of 2 to 1, 

produced a recovery of 0.435 of the velocity head in the pipe. Greater area 

ratios produced small additional benefits, and greater flaring angles caused 

the efficiency of the outlets to decrease rapidly. 

Abstract 41 

Stewart" c. B. INVE..C)TIGATION OF FLOW THROUGH LARQ}~ SUBMERGED ORIFICES AND 
TUBES. University of Wisconsin Bulletin No. 216, April, 1908, 84 
pp., 13 tables, 34 plates. 

Testa were made on tubes or orifices 4 by 4 ft in cross section submerged 

in a 10-ft testing channel. Tubes of different lengths were used from 0.31 

to 14.0 ft, passing through a bulkhead located at the inlet end. Entrance 

forms used inoluded squa.re corners and e11:i.ptically rounded surfaces on one, 

two, three, and four sides. Net heads varied from 0.05 to 0.30 ft. Data 

taken for the test included only headwater and tailwater levels and weir da.ta 

for the purpose of determining discharge. 

Sines no piezometer readings were taken on the tubes and since nonnal 

velocity distribution could not be developed in such short lengths of tube, 

the head losses oocurring cannot be broken doWl1 .accurately. Nevertheless, 

oertain ~ignificant trends can be noticed in the computed data. For instance, 

inQreaeing the length of the tube with a fully rounded entrance increased the 

total l06~ or deorea5ed the disoharge, as would be expected, due to increased 

piplB friction. On the oth$r hand, with a square-cornered entrance~ increasing 

the length of the tube in the range of only a few diameters decreased the total 

loqa and inoreased its oapacity. This is evidently due to reoovery of some 

Qf the~elatively high velocity head oocurring in the contracted section of 

a ,quar~-pornered entrance. 

For the l~ ... ft tube (3.5 diameters), the outlet loss was assumed to be 

V2/2g, and wa" subtracted from the total head loss. The remaining 108s is 

the entrance losa plus friction lOiS, (Ke + f L!D) V2/2go In the head range 

used, the average valueQ of K ~ f LID for each 0 f the various form$ ofett~ e 
tranQ6 were as followa: 
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Square corners • • • • • • • • • 0.56 
Bottom rounded • • • • • • • . • 0.53 
Bottom and one side rounded •• 0.48 
Bottom and two sides rounded • • 0.40 
All sides rounded . . . . . •• 0.25 

For the latter case, the friotional loss wa.a evaluated a.s being 0.11v2/2g, 

leaving 0.14 as the entrance loss coefficient. 

Abatract 48 

Streeter, V. L. "The Kinetio Energy and Monv~ntum Correction Factors for Pipes 
and for Open Channels of Great Width." CIVIL ENGINEERING, Vol. 12, 
No. h~ April, J.942, pp. 212-1), 2 figs. 

By application of the von Karman universal logarithmic velocity distri

bution law, kinetic energy and momentum correction factors are derived both 

for pipes and for open channels of great width. Both factors are plotted 

against a linear 6cale of f, the friction factor, and in each case yield a -
ou:rve which is very nearly a ~traight line approaching unity for d$creasing 

values of f. For flow in pipelS at friction factors of 0.01 to 0.05, Streeter's -
curve for the kinetic energy factpr K can be closely approximated by the equae 
tion Ke = 1.005 + 2.5 f. Superimposed on the friotion fa.otor Bcale are a 

80al~ of Reynolds numbers, applicable for smooth pipe, and a. scale of relative , 

roughne$s for rough pipes. 

Similar results are obtained for flaw in wide channels. Friction factors,· 

ChefiY coefficients, a.nd values of the Manning relative roughness (yo) ~6 are 

used as plotting parameters, in which Yo is the depth of flow. 

Abstract 49 

Thomas, H. A. and Schuleen, E. P. "Cavitation in Outlet Conduits of High 
D;wlS." l'RANSACTIONS OF 'l'EE AMBRICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, 
Vol. 107, Paper No. 2137, 1942, pp. 421-93, 20 figs., 3 tables. 

Model tests were conducted at the Carnegie Institute of Technology to 

duplicate cavitation and severe pitting in, the intakes of the Madden Dam in 

the Panama Canal Zone. The pitting action was successfully duplicated and was 
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eliminated by changing the form of the intake. Coordinates of the new ihtake 

are given. No information is Riven on head losses in the intaka l since the 

main efforts are directed toward eliminating cavitation. 

In discussion, Douma plots the original and revised entrance along with 

free jets from a circular and a slit orifice. The vena contra.cta diameter for 

a sharp-edged circular orifice is o. '78 of the orifice diameter, and is located 

a distance of 0.5 of the jet diameter from the orifice. Using these values 

in terms of jet diameter D as semi-minor and semi.-.major axis of an ellipse, 

respectively, its eqUatio~ becomes 4x2 .,. 44. 4y2 1: D2. In a slit opening, the 

jet thickness reduces to 0.62 of the height of the opening at a distance from 

the opening approximately equal to the jet thickness. An ellipse for these 
2 2 2 

condi Mons becomes x ... 10.4y = D. It has been shown that ellipses as de-

rived above approximate the free jet very closely, and good results have been 

obtained with this form of entrance, notably in entrances to circular con

duits in Grand Coulee Dam. 

Abstract 50 

Tupper, K. R. "Note on the Energy and Momentum Correction Factors for Flow 
in Cj_rcular Pipes." CANADIAN JOURNAL OF RESEARCH, Vol. 20, No. 12, 
Sec. A, December, 1942, pp. 195-202, 3 figs., 2 tables. 

Energy and momentum correction factors, designatedo(and,B, respectively, 

are derived by integration of the Karrnan-Prandtl universal velocity distribu

tion laws. The two correction factors are presented as a. function of Reynolds 

number for smooth pipes, and as a function of friction factor for rough pipes. 

The latter relation is very nearly a straight line in a linear plot, and for 

values of f. between 0.01 and 0.06, the relation may be expressed with very 

little .error by the equation ci.. III 1.005 ... 2.5 f. 

Values of 0<.- and,B for a oertain pipe, the dimensions of which are not 

given in the paper, were determined experimentally by measuring velocities at 

17 points on each of two diameters. The very olose agreement between computed 

and experimental values indicated that the coefficients may be computed with 

entire satisfaction from the Karman-Prandtl velocity distribution. 
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Abstract ,1 

Woodward, s. w. "Flow Through Outlet Condui to .It HYDRAULICS OF THE MIAMI 
FLOOD CONTROL PROJECT, Miami Oonservancy District, Ohio, Teohnical 
Report No.7, 1920, Chapter VI, pp. 122-5$, 1, figs., 1 table. 

Included in the Miami Flood Control Project are five large retarding 

basins created b.1 earth fill dams. Normal stream flow in each case and also 

flood storage is passed through the dams by outlet conduits laid at river grade. 

" The oonduits are of reinforced conorete arch construction and have a bottom 

width of 13 ft and an area of 107 sq ft. 

Outflow formulas were derived b.Y Bernoulli's theorem, making allowances 

for losses in the approach channel, the conduit entrance, the conduit itself, 
~ 

and the outlet. Additional oomputations were made for the conduits flowing 

partly full. Since the conduits are on a alight grade and the outlets free, 

the outlet end acts as a control section. 

No model experiments of these conduits are reported. Extensive experi

ments were conducted, however, on energy dissipators for the outlets,. since 

veloci ties ranged up to 60 ft per sec for high heads. These tests are de

scribed in Technical Report No. ). 

Abstract 52 

Yarnell, D. L. "Ooefficient of Roughness in Corrugated Iron Pipe. 1t ENGI
NEERING NEWS-RECORD, Vol. 88, No.9, March 2, 1922, p. 352, 1 fig.";, 
1 table. 

A total of 141 tests were conduoted on corrugated metal pipe, using grades 

from 0.0, to 1.50 per cent and pipe sizes of 8 and 10 inches. Kutter's co

efficient of roughness ~ was oomputed for eaoh test, and was found to vary 

from 0.017 to 0.021. Values of !! for the 8-in. pipe ran from 0.017 to 0.019, 

while the 10-in. pipe gave oonsistent values from 0.020 to 0.021. No explana

tion is offered for the variation with size of pipe of roughness coeffioient. 

Abstract 53 

Yarnell, D. L., Nagler, F. A., and Woodward, S. VI. THE FLOW OF WATER THROUGH 
OULVERTS. University of Iowa. Studies on Engineering, Bulletin No. 
1, February 15, 1926, 128 pp., 26 figs., 22 tables, 23 plates. 

This bulletin presents the results ot 3,301 tests on the flow of water 
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through pipe and box culverts. The experiments were oonduoted from 1922 to 

1924 at the University of Iowa Bydraulic Laboratory. 

The types of culverts tested included corrugated metal pipe, concrete 

pipe, vitrified clay pipe, and concrete box culverts. Pipe culverts in sizes 

of 12-, 18 .. , 24-, and 30-in. diameter and concrete box culverts of square and 

rectangular sections from 2 by 2 ft to 4 by 4 ft were ueed. Culvert lengths 

were varied from 24 to 38 ft. Various entrance forms were used with each, 

including square corners, beveled corners, rounded corners, conical increaser 

sections, and the bell-mouth entrances of vitrified clay pipe. The effects 

of straight headwalls, 45° wingwalls, and U-type wingwalls were also deter

mined. Variations of outlet construction included the straight pipe or box, 

conical increaser sections, and flaring sidewalls on the box culverts. 

outflow condi tiona during each test were changed from a free drop to full 

submergence. Several disc:harges were also used for each test, which produced 

variations in the headwater level. 

Friction loases in the culvert barrel were determined from the slope of 

the hydraulic gradient. In 1,480 tests of pipe culverts, average values ob

tained for the Manning roughness coefficient .!! as given in Table 5 are as 

follows: 

P.ipe Diameter 

12 in. 

18 in. 

24 in. 

.30 in. 

Average 

Concrete 

0.0119 

.0121 

.0130 

.0125 

.0124 

Vitro Clal Corr. Metai 

0.0098 0.0228 

.0118 .0248 

.012$ .0239 

.01.31 .0254 

.0118 .0242 

From 1,821 tests of concrete box culverts, the average value for Manning's 

n was found to be 0.0129. These results indicated some increase in the co

efficient as the pipe diameter was increased. Friction losses were affected 

somewhat by the type of entrance, according to the method of analysis used. 

Steeper gradients and higher coefficients were obtained with rounded entranoes 

in use. 

Entrance losses were computed by subtraction, and entrance 1088 ooeffi
! 

ciants were taken' as ratios of entrance loss to velocity head. The average 

entrance loss coeffioient found for pipe culverts set in straight headwalls 

.. ': 
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were as follows, as given in Table 4 of the bulletin: 
Average 

Type of Pipe Diameter" Inohes of all 
Entrance Diameterl 

12 18 24 ,30 . 
Square-edged 0.2'76 0.404 0.458 0.493 0.39.3 
Beveled-lip .111 .097 .078 .137 .099 
Rounded-lip .020 

Bell-end .010 .038 .09l .120 .06.3 
Corrugated pipe .160 .200 .240 .295 .226 

Values of the coefficient ranged from 0.3 to 0.4 for box culverts with square

edged entrances. A small bevel on the entrance lip reduces the entrance co

efficient for box culverts to about 0.10, and rounding to a small radius gave 

a coefficient of about 0.05. The fact that the entranoe loss coeffioients for 

square-edged entrances were considerably lower than the theoretical value of 

0 • .5 was explained by the following factors which influenced the 'tests, and 

which more nearly represent conditions in practice: a perfectly sharp corner 

oannot be made with ooncrete, and contraction was suppressed to same extent 
r 

along the bottom of most of the culverts. With concrete pipe, projection of 

the entrance 8e~tion did not materially increase the entrance lose. With an 

l8-in. corrugated metal pipe, however, the entra.noe coefficient increased from 

a value of about 0.20 for no projection to 0.568 with 4 ft projecting. 

Flaring headwalls were found to be of little va.lue in deoreasing entranoe 

lOBS in these tests, in which velooities of approach were very low or negli

gible. If used, however, flared wingwalls shOuld reduce the stream to cul

vert width for best results. U-type fdngwalls were shown to increase entrance 

loss. Conical increaser sections as entrances to pip$ oulverts gave no ad

vantage over the beveled lip of concrete pipe. 
) 

The effioiency of flared outlet sections in recovering a velocity head 

was also 'tested. With an 18-in. vitrified clay pipe culvert, a conioal gec~ 

tion flaring at an angle of 10° to twice the barrel area provides & 40 per 

oent inorease over the sarne culvert with uniform bore. With a 36 it box oul
vert, the vertical sides were flared at an angle of 6 1/20 with the axis, to 

double the barrel area, resulting in a oapacity increase of about 60 per cent. 

" 
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On this basis of the large ma.ss of experimental da.ta, empirical discharge 
fonnulas were developed for many combinations of entrance and types of culvert 
in terms of net head and culvert dimensions_ Exponential formulas were also 
developed for box culverts running part full to a free outlet. 


